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ABSTRACT

Machine independent and language independent methods of optimizing

the execution time of a source program are described and implemented#

The approach is based on the topological characteristics of a program.

A program partitioning into 'strongly connected' regions is developed

which permits modular optimization.

Although most of the existing optimizing transformations have been

described , two principal methods are implemented,redundant instruction

elimination and code motion from one part of a source program to

another.

The final chapter contains examples of programs run on the developed

optimizer which embodies the described methods.Timing considerations

of these programs and their optimized versions are also given in

order to offer a further measure of the improvements,in terms of

execution time, itf'nta made by the optimizer.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

One of the features that promulgated the widespread acceptance

of high level languages is the fact that computer programs written

in this more convenient form could "be translated to machine language,

or to a form close to it, "by another computer program, the compiler,

running on the same or possibly a different machine. Due to the

complexity of the compiling process, however, a significant amount

of the total time of a job is usually spent during compilation. This

loss is particularly heavy in university environments where the number

of submitted programs and the proportion of errors are higher than

usual. Moreover, debugged programs tend to run in production very

rarely in such an environment. Fast compilation is, therefore, one

objective of every compiler writter.

'On the other hand, production programs written in a high level

language should be compiled into object code competitive with 'hand¬

written' programs, otherwise the advantages of the high level language

(elegance, power, etc.) would be somewhat compromised. The new breed

of 'languages for implementation of systems' increased the requirements

for good optimizing compilers to the extreme.

Experience has shown that fast compilation and production of

efficient object code can not be successfully combined into a single

compiler, although it has been observed that a compiler with some

local optimization often runs faster than one without any, due to the

shorter object program produced.

There are numerous fast one-pass compilers in the market today,

used in program development and teaching. On the other hand there is
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a large number of multi-pass compilers performing optimization in

various levels. Some of these compilers produce object programs which

are almost as efficient as 'hand written' programs, and at far less

expense. For example the authors of the OS/360 FORTRAN-H code-

optimizing compiler state that at the cost of a Uo percent increase

in compilation time they produce code which is 25 percent smaller and

which executes in one-third the time of that produced by the FORTRAN-G

compiler. But against these impressive measurements the existing

optimizing techniques can not be considered satisfactory as yet. They

are both time and (especially) space consuming. For example the size

of the FORTRAN H compiler is U00 kbytes and it requires a minimum

of 256 kbyte storage in order to process 600 to 700 statements!

In this thesis most of the theoretical work done so far in the

area of object code optimization is presented and discussed. In addition

an algorithm performing two basic optimizing transformations, redundant

subexpression elimination and code motion, is described. The reasons

for implementing these two special kinds of optimization are:-

(i) They are intimately related. By moving code from one part

of a program to a more advantageous part, more redundancies may be

exposed for elimination.

(iiX^Redundant subexpressions and invariant instructions in

frequently executed parts of a problem program are the commonest reasons

of program inefficiency.

(iii) They are machine and language independent.

Because of the wide availability of FORTRAN programs, FORTRAN was

chosen as the source language for the optimizing algorithm. The

algorithm itself was also written in FORTRAN. It is doubtful that the
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adopted optimization techniques could have been implemented and

debugged in a reasonable amount of time if the optimizer had not been

written in a high level language. The output generated by the optimizer

is also in FORTRAN in order to offer a convenient visual measure

of the improvements made in problem programs.

1.1 A Brief History of Optimization

The problem of object code optimization has received a lot of

attention since the development of the first FORTRAN compiler in 1958

and there are, therefore, many investigations of this area described

in the literature. Hence, we will not attempt to produce a complete

catalogue but instead will select those efforts which supplied most

of the ideas for the development of this project.

Realising the importance of the program flow analysis in

optimization R. T. Pnosser (30), in 1959, showed how Boolean matrices

can be used efficiently in the analysis of flow diagrams. He also

introduced the concept of 'dominance relations' which was used ten years

later in the development of the FORTRAN-H compiler.

In August 1965 C. W. Gear (15) summarised some machine independent

optimizations and proposed a three pass compilation incorporating these

strategies. These optimization processes remain the basis for most of

today's investigations.

A significant amount of research into the area of optimization has

centred around the work of F. E. Allen (3), J. Cocke (7,8,9) and

J. Schwartz (9). Their influence is very evident in the optimizations

of the FORTRAN-H compiler which are described by E. Lowry and C. Medlock

(26). Much of the work done by Allen and Cocke concerns itself with the

processing of the control flow structure of programs and hence contains
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a considerable amount of graph-theoretic investigation related to

control flow representation. The identification of computations

which can be moved, or eliminated, can be determined, as J. T. Schwartz

indicated, by solving of a set of simultaneous Boolean equations.

Since several other optimization problems can be similarly formulated,

this technique promises to be of a rather general utility in the future.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis contains five chapters. Chapter II is a survey of

various techniques that have been used in the analysis of the control

flow of a program. Some optimizing transformations are catalogued and

discussed by Chapter III. In Chapter IV the developed optimizing

algorithm is described in detail and finally, in Chapter V, a set

of examples illustrating the implemented optimization strategies

is presented.



CHAPTER 2

CONTROL FLOW ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

Any global optimizing procedure requires a knowledge of the

data flow of the source program. For example it is very desirable

to know which definitions of variables can affect computations at a

given point in the program, and which uses can be affected by comput¬

ations at a given point. Once we have this information we can

answer such questions as: if an expression can be removed from a

program segment where can it be correctly and profitably placed, what

are the consequences of this movement to the data flow of the program?

etc.

Clearly the main source of this kind of information is the

control flow graph of the program. In addition it is essential to

codify these flow relationships in a suitable way for processing

by a machine. A few formal approaches to this subject will be presented

in this chapter.

In the first section, 'Basic concepts', all relevant information

about directed graphs is catalogued.

In the second section, some applications of Boolean matrices

to control flow analysis are presented.

In the third section the concept of the strongly connected

region is introduced, a procedure is given for its construction and

its use in program optimization is outlined.

In the fourth section, 'Dominance relationships' are defined.
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In the last section of this chapter, 'Intervals', their

properties and their use are discussed. In addition a procedure

is given for their construction.

2.2 Basic Concepts

A "basic block is a linear sequence of instructions having the

property that, if the first instruction is executed all of them will

be executed.

A directed graph is a structure consisting of a set of nodes.

Generally each node carries some kind of information. In addition it

may point to or be pointed at by any other node of the graph. Directed

graphs representing the control flow of a program are called control

flow graphs. In a control flow graph the nodes represent basic blocks

and the pointers represent control flow paths.

More formally, , a control flow graph, G, can be denoted by

G=(b,E) where b is the set of basic blocks {bi ,b2 ,...,bn) in the

program and E is the set of pointers (or directed edges) {(bi,bj)|
i,j£{l,...,n}}. Each directed edge can be denoted by an ordered

pair (bi,bj) indicating that the flow goes from the ith block to

the jth one.

Let us now look at a typical control flow graph:



We can now define a successor function, S, such that:

S(bf) = {b j|(t>i,b Clearly S(b.j_) is the set of the immediate
successors of the block bf. Accordingly the reverse function of

S, P, gives the immediate predecessors of the block bj: P(bj)=
{bi|(bi,bj)€E}.

Generally a directed graph is called connected if any node

in the graph can be reached by any other node by successive applic¬

ations of S (or P). Control flow paths are always connected.

A subgraph of a directed graph, G=(B,E), is a directed graph

G'=(b',E') in which B'cB, E'cE, GnG'=G' and GuG'=G. In addition

the successor function S' for G' is now defined as S' (b^)={b j|(bi,bj)SE
A path, P, in the control flow graph of a program is a sequence

of blocks bj,'. bf such that for each b^eP it follows that

b^+qG sCbj^). A path then represents a control flow sequence in a

program.

A block b is said to be a successor of block a if there exists

one path P={bj ,'.. . ,bf} for which bi='a and bf=b. In this case a is

said to be a predecessor of b.

A closed path is a path P={bi ,'. . . ,b^} in which b^bp. If

all basic blocks in P are different from each other the closed path

is simple; otherwise it is composite.

The length of a path is the number of edges in the sequence.

More formally let us define a distance function, D, such that for

any path P=(bj . . ,b-j_) , D(P)=i-l. The shortest path Dmin between

two points, a and b, will be defined by :Dmin=MIir(D(P1 )',D(P2 ) ,...)

for all P. ={a ,... ,b).
i
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2.3 Codification of the Flow Relationships in a Program

Primarily the control flow of a program can "be determined by

detailed specifications describing it or it can be given in a

convenient geometric representation by means of control flow graphs.

Unfortunately, neither of these forms is immediately usable by a

machine. A much more machine-oriented representation may be given

by means of Boolean matrices. A Boolean matrix is a matrix whose

entries may be either zero or one. Assume that the control flow

relationships in a program are given in the form of a control flow

graph. If n is the number of the nodes in the graph we can construct

a nxn Boolean matrix, C^c^j) called the connectivity matrix
associated with the graph, according to the following rule:

cij=l if and only if block j is an immediate successor of block i,
it is zero otherwise. Obviously the ith row (column) of this matrix

holds all immediate successors (predecessors) of the ith block

respectively. It is apparent that this matrix is unique easy to

construct and easy to handle. In addition certain elementary

operations on the connectivity matrix yield detailed information

on the program flow. Given mow two n'xn Boolean matrices A and B

we define the Boolean sum, AvB, as that matrix S whose (i,j)th

entry is a^jvb^j. We also define the Boolean product, AaB, as
that matrix P whose (i,j)th entry is ^=1^ ik A"bkj) • ^et "l3e
the square of the connectivity matrix C. By the definition it

follows that (ci j )2 = ^ (cijjACjjj ) (l). Assume now that (c^j)2=l.
By equation (l), ^v^(c^^Ac^j)=1 which implies that there is (at least)
one k with c^kAckj=l. Therefore c-j_^=l and 0^=1. Hence control
goes from block i to block k and from block k to block j. Consequently

(cij)2=l implies that there is a path p=(bi}...^ •), whose lengthj

is equal to two, connecting block i and block j. Conversely, if
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there is such a path then (cj_j)2=l. In this case cikAckj=l
which implies $ (c^^ac^j), so (c^j)2=l.

Let us form now the matrix R=CvC2 . The (i,j)th entry of

R will be given by: rij=cijv(c^j)2 (2). By the previous result,
the assertion r.j_j=l implies that there is a path P={b^,...,b^Iwhose
length is less than or equal to two. Conversely, the existance

of such a path implies that r£j=l. We shall show that much the
same conclusions are true for every power of the connectivity

matrix, (30). First a definition.

Definition

Let C be the connectivity matrix. We define C^CaCa. . .aC (m times)

and Rm=Rm_pV0m with Ro=0 and me{l,2 ,. . . ,n}-.

Theorem

The (i,j)th entry of Cm(Rm) is equal to one if and only if there is

a path P={b;j_, ... ,bj} whose length is equal (less than or equal) to
m, respectively; it will be zero otherwise.

Proof

Given m, we shall prove both conclusions together by induction

on m.

For m=l, the result is immediate. Suppose then that the conclusion

holds for m=k, with ke{l,...,n-l}, and consider the case for m=k+l.

If the (i,j)th entry of C^+1 equal to one, it follows

that rEi(cirA(crj)k)=1 (D ( j )fcv(^ j )k+1=l (2))
By equation (l) it is implied that there is an re{l,...,n}with

c.j_r=x and (crj)^=l. Therefore by the definition of the connectivity
matrix'and the induction assumption, control goes from block i to

block r and there is a path P={br,..,bj} whose length is equal to k.

Hence there is a path P'={b£,...,bj} whose length is equal to k+1.

By equation (2) it follows that:
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either (rij)k=1
or (c^j)k+1=l

(3)

or (10

By equation (3) and the induction assumption there is a

path P={b£,...,bj} whose length, L, is less or equal to k. Therefore
L is less than or equal to k+1 too.

By equation (U) and the first conclusion it follows that there

is a path P={bq,...,hj} whose length, R, is equal to k+1. Therefore

L is also less than or equal to k+1.

Obviously (cj_j )k+l=o ((rqj )k+l=0) implies that there is no such

The truth of the converse statement can be proved in a similar

way.

This theorem has several striking consequences:

1. The limit, R, of the sequence Rm exists as a Boolean matrix.

More specifically, Rm=R for each m greater than or equal to

the longest path in the diagram. Because if it was not true we

would have R^ not equal to R^+qj where L is the length of the

longest path in the diagram. Therefore it would exist an

is a path whose length is greater than L, a contradiction.

2. The (i,j)th entry of R is 1 if and only if there is a path,

P={bi,...,bj} of any length connecting blocks i and j.

Let us now illustrate this theory by applying it to a

typical graph.

path.
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Consider the following control flow graph

and the connectivity matrix representing it.

/ 0100000000110000

00001000

0 0 0.0 1000
C =

01100100

00000010

I 00000101

\ 00000000 /
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Straightforward computation gives:

/ 00110000

00001000

01100100 \
01100100

00111010

00000101

00000010

00000000

C* =

0111000 o\\
00111000 \

i
I

01101100

01101100

01111110

00000111 1
•

00000111 /

00000000 /

cf =

; 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 \
/ \i 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 \

? 00111010

00111010

01101101

00000010\

\
\ 00000101 /

yo 0 0 0 0 0 0 07
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01111000 \
1 \

\
I 0 111110 0 1

! 0 1111110 (
S

01111110

01111111

0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 j

00000111 i
\ j
; oooooooo'

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 01

00111010

01101101

01101101

01111110 I
f\

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 I
I

00000010

OOOOOOOO'

01111100

0 1111010 \
I

01111111 I

01111111 I
01111111 I

I

00000111 I

00000111

ooooooooj
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00111010 ,

0 110 110 1 \
i

01111110

01111110

01111111 j
I

00000010 I

00000101 j
/

00000000

01111110

\
01111111 f

01111111 "

01111111 s
01111111

00000111 j
00000111 j
00000000 J

0110110l\

01111110 iI
1

\
01111111

.

\

01111111 I
01111111

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 •

00000010 I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0/
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/ 0111111 l\

R =
6

0 1111111

01111111

01111111

01111111

00000111

00000111

\ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 /

Since no path in the diagram is longer than 6 edges it follows

that R is the limit R. (We exclude loops of course)
6

From this matrix we verify immediately that "block 1 is an entry

block (r. =0 for every .) and "block 8 is an exit block (r .=0 for every
ll 1 8 J

.)• In addition blocks 2,3,^,5,6,7 are involved with loops because
J

r =r =r =r =r =r =1.
2 2 33 .44 55 66 77

Here is now a faster method of obtaining the matrix R due to

S. "Marshall (31).

1. Set R=C (C is the connectivity matrix)

2. Set j=l

3. Set i=l

II r..=1 set r. =r. vrfor all Ke{l,...,n}
ij ix ik jk

5. Set i=i+l. If i<ji go to step U; otherwise go to step 6.

6. Set j=j+l. If j<n go to step 3; otherwise stop.

Obviously the above algorithm is suggested by the following

recursive definition of R:

1. (r. .) =c. .

iJ ° ij

2' <rij)k-u=(rij)kv (<rik+l)k^(rk-Hj)k)
3. r..=(r..)

iJ iJ n

VTh'ere k has the same meaning as the counter of the outer loop in the

above algorithm.
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2.k The Use of Strongly Connected Regions

A strongly connected region of a directed graph is a directed

subgraph, G'=(b',E'), such that, for any b.eB' and b.eB' there exists
J

a path P={b.,...,b . } connecting them.
1 J

Since the above definition applies even when b.Eb.=b we
1 J

conclude that every node in a strongly connected region lies on at

least one closed path. Consider the following directed graph:

Clearly there are three strongly connected regions here:

R(1)=U

R(2)=3-U-5

R(3)=2-3-U-5-6

Thus, strongly connected regions have the same structure with

respect to each other that conventional loops have, i.e. they are

nested, or they can have no blocks in common and are thus "parallel".

They should not overlap, of course.

The last condition necessitates a stricter selection of strongly
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connected regions: A properly nested set of strongly connected

regions ;(3h S^{R ,-R , ...jR^'}, is a partially ordered set such that
for i^j either R.nR.=0 or R.nR.=R.: that is either R. and R. are

i J x 0 i l J

disjoint or R. is a subset of R.. Since two overlapping regions
x J

are not allowed in S which one should be put in then? A reasonable

action would be to give preference to the most frequently executed

region. Conventional loops are considered generally as the busiest

segments in a program. In addition their structure is quite

characteristic: there is always a single block in the region, called

an entry block of the region, with an edge pointing to it by a

single block outside the region, called a predecessor block of the

region. Furthermore it can be proved that between two overlapping

regions at mo.st one of them has a single predecessor and a single

entry block. Thus, if two regions overlap we can give preference

to the one with one entry and one predecessor block.

Consider the following control flow graph:
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There are three regions involved in this graph:

R(l)=2-3

R(2)=3-U

R(3)=2-3-U

Using the above rule we reject the first region because it has two

predecessors, blocks 1 and 1+, and two entry blocks, blocks 2 and 3.

Therefore the region list should now contain the regions R(2) and R(3).

We shall show now how the theory of connectivity matrices

described above is applied naturally to the construction of the region

list of a graph.

First of all the connectivity matrix, C, associated with the

given graph is constructed. Clearly if c^=l, block i forms a closed
path itself. Therefore it will be put on the list.

Next the matric C is raised to successive powers, r, (l<r<n),

where n is the number of the blocks in the given graph. Clearly

the relation implies that block i belongs to a closed path

of length r. But if there exist more than one closed path of the same

length r in the graph, they should be separated out in a different
r . .

way since the diagonal of C tells us only which blocks are involved m

loops. Consider the following graph:
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The closed paths (1,2,3) and (H,5,6) are "both of length 3. Therefore

it would appear that (c^)3=l for all i=l,2,...6.
In order to separate these closed paths out, an Integer

distance matrix, D, is maintained. The (i,j)th entry of D holds the

maximum length of all paths connecting "blocks i and j. Whenever

(c^) =1, all other blocks in the graph are tested whether they
belong to the closed path initiated by block i or not. A block j

belongs to the same closed path with block i iff (c..)r=l, D. .^o,
J J a J

D..^o and D..+D..<r. Whenever a constructed closed path is unique
Ji ij Ji"

and complies with the definition of a strongly connected region it is

put on the region list.

One might anticipate that a region R(k) generated by the analysis
T

of C would be of length r and consequently no sorting had to be applied

B(l)=2-3-U

R(2)=U-5-6

and R(3)=2-3-1+-5"6

because every block in the last region is 3 edges from itself and not 5.
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Primarily region R(l) is rejected "because it overlaps with R(2)

and it has more than one predecessor. Thus the region list is

modified to:

R'(i)=U-5-6

R' (2)=2-3-1+-5-6

Similarly the analysis of G 4 would produce the region:

R'(3)=3-U-5-6

which is covered by the region 2,3,^,5>6. Hence a time consuming sorting

of the resultant list can not be avoided.

2.5 Dominance Relationships

Prosser (30) introduced the concept of dominance relationships in

1959 and Hedlock (26) refined and used it in the development of the

FORTRAN-H compiler in 1969• Before establishing these relationships,

two special kinds of nodes will be defined. A terminal or exit

node, b^, in a directed graph, G, is a node with lack of successors.
More formally b^ is an exit node if and only if S(b^)=0 where S
is the successor function defined earlier in this chapter.

Since a program entry node may be the first node of a loop and
/

therefore have a predecessor we can not give an analogous definition

for it. But we can introduce an arbitrary block, bQ, into the
graph immediately preceeding all entry nodes of the graph. This

block is called the initial node of the graph and, apparently, it

lacks predecessors. In the remainder of this chapter, any reference

to a graph will be to a directed graph with a single entry node, bQ,
and a set of exit nodes XN={x ,x ,...}

1 2

A node b^ is said to predominate or back dominate a node, b^,
if b^ is on every path from bQ to b^. More formally if P is the
set of all paths connecting b^ and b^_, then the
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set of back dominators of b ,BD(b ), is given by:

BD(b, ) = {b. Ib.^b, and b.eP for all Pe.P}k i1 1 k i i j

Accordingly the immediate back dominator, b^, of node b^ is the
back dominator which is 'closest' to b, , that is b.eB D(b. )k l k

and for all b.eBD(b ):
0 k

Dmin(b.,b )<Dmin(b . ,b, )
lk. J k

The back dominance relation is transitive: if block b^ predominates
block b. and block b. predominates block b, , then block b.

J J k i

predominates block b . Further if block b is predominated by both
K j£

blocks b^ and b^ , then block b^ predominates block b^ or vice versa.
In addition it can be proved that there is one and only one

immediate predominator of a given block b.^b . For if there wereK O

two such blocks say b. and b ., we would have:
i J

Dmin(b.,b, )=Dmin(b . ,b )
ik J k

But this can only occur if b_^ and b^ are in separate paths or b^=b^.
Since a back dominator is in every path it follows that b_^ is equal
to b .. Obviously the set of back dominators of block b. is completely

J 3

ordered by the distance function Dmin. To compute the immediate

predominator of a block, b , Lowry and Medlock (26) laid out some
K

arbitrary non looping path from b to b, . Then , starting from the
OK

end of the path, they removed every block which did not comply

with the definition of the immediate predominator. The block

remaining closest to b^ after repeatedly removing blocks in this way
was the immediate predominator of b .

The set of all back dominators of block b. can be readily
J

obtained by the connectivity matrix of the graph.

To test if block b^ predominates block b^ we zero the ith line
and ith column of C. Then we raise this modified boolean matrix
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to the nth power, call it c*. If .=0 "block i predominates hlock

j since there is no path P=(bQ,...hj) without i.

2.6 Intervals

As a notational convention, if B is a set of basic blocks,

S(B) will give the set of all blocks which are successors of

blocks in B but which are not in B themselves:

S(B)4bU£BS(b)jrB
Similarly, the set of the predecessors of a set B is defined by:

P(B)=(.buBP(b)]-B
Given a control flow graph, an interval is defined as a set I of

nodes of the graph with the following properties:

1. There is a node bel called the head of the interval, such that

P(l)cp(h) and P(l-{h})c(h} (i.e. the head is the only node in I with

predecessors outside of I). This property forces I to be a single

entry region.

2. For any bel there exists a path connecting h and b.

3. I-{h} is cycle free. All closed paths in I must include the head.

Let us now look at some examples of intervals. The simplest

interval is a single block:

A simple loop forms an interval too:
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A more complex interval might have the following figure:

Given node h, the maximum interval, MAX(h), whose head is node h

can be defined by the following construction:

1. Set MAX(h)={h}

2. If there exists a block beS(MAX(h)lsuch that P(b)cMAX(h) then

set MAX(h)=MAX(h)u{b}and repeat step 2. Otherwise continue with the

next step.

3. If there is not such a block stop. MAX(h) is the required

maximum interval.

MAX(h) is an interval. The validity of it can be proved very

easily. First of all MAX(h) has only one possible entry node, h.

For if there was another node beMAX(h), b^h, which was also an entry

node, b would have a predecessor outside the MAX(h) which is

impossible- since b became a member--of the interval only when all of

its predecessors became interval members. Hence the only entry node

of the interval is the node h.

All closed paths in MAX(h) contain h. Suppose that there is a

closed path P={b b, ,b} which does not contain h. Since only
i k i

one node at a time can be added to MAX(h) we can assume that the

first node of P added to MAX(h) was an arbitrary one, say b^. eP.

But since P is a closed path, b^ has a predecessor in P. In addition
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1k should be a successor of a node outside the closed path P.

Therefore when b^ was becoming an interval member, b^ .had, at least,
two predecessors one in MAX(h) and another outside it: a contradiction.

Hence P contains h.

Finally the header node of MAX(h) back dominates every node

in it. Since, as we proved previously, the only possible entry to

MAX(h) is through h, node h must lie in every path from bQ to
any block in MAX(h).

Consequently MAX(h) is an interval. It is also maximal.

This follows from step 2 of the procedure since nodes are added to

MAX(h) until no more can be.

A partition of a graph G is a set of subgraphs g ,g ,...,g
i 2 n

such that g^cG, u^g^=G^for all i^j, g^ng^^.
By selecting the proper set of header nodes a graph may be

partitioned into a unique set of intervals. The following algorithm,

due to Allen and Cocke (21) produces the canonical intervalization

of the control flow graph C.

1. Establish a list H for header nodes and initialize it to b .

o

2. Pick a block beH and set H=H-{b}.

3. Find MAX(b) and add this to the list of intervals.

H. Set H=HuS(MAX(b))

5. If H is non-empty, go to step 2; otherwise stop.

Let us now illustrate the partitioning of a typical graph

into intervals:
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©

I(3)=3,U,5

1(10=6,7,8

Kl)=l

I(2)=2

Intervals

We shall discuss now some interesting properties of the

intervals generated by the previous procedure. First of all a

local successor function, LS(b^), is defined for l(h):

where b.,neLS(b.).l+l 1

1. The nodes in an interval are partially ordered by the local

successor function. Given an interval I(h)=(b.(=h),b ,...,b )if
i 2 n "

i<j then either b. and b. lie in the same forward path or not.
l j

Clearly this follows from the construction of l(h).

2. Given an interval l(h) = (b.(=h) ,b ,... ,b ) and a back dominator
i 2 n

list BD(b^) where b^el(h), the relative ordering of the nodes in
BD(bk) and l(h) is the same.

3. If b el(h),b ^kand BD(b )={b , ...,b.}, then h=b eBDCb, )it O J T iC

and for each r<t<k, b^.el(h). This is again a direct consequence
of the way we produce the intervals.

O If there is a strongly connected region, R, in the interval l(h)

then hgR ,i.e. the strongly connected region contains the interval

head. This follows from the fact that all closed paths in l(h) must

LS(b.)={b.|b.eS(b.) andb.^h}
J J J

In addition a forward path in an interval is a path P={b
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contain h. Another direct consequence of this property is that

for each b.eR and b.el(h) there exists a path, P={b^,. .. ,b\ } .
Now let us suppose that the canonical intervalization of the control

flow graph C produced the set of intervals We can define a

successor relation S on G an a natural way. Interval l(h) is a
1 1

successor of interval i(h') if control can transfer out of i(h')

directly into 1(h).

More formally:

l(h)eS (l(h'))iff3b.€S(l(h*)) such that b.el(h)
i i i

If l(h) is a successor of I(h') it follows that there is a node,

b, in 1(h) which is a successor of a node in i(h'). Obviously bHh.

Using the successor relation, S ,• we can define a new control flow
i

graph C =(G ,S ) which is called the first derived graph. If we
i ii

repeat the intervalization algorithm on G .we can get yet another
i

derived graph C .■
2

The repetitive application of this algorithm produces a sequence

of derived graphs:

SEQ={C ,.C ,. .. ,C ,. .. }
12 0"

If NN(C^) denotes the number of the nodes in the graph it follows
that the sequence:

(5JNN(C >,NN(C ),...,}
1 2

is monotone decreasing. In addition the sequence NN(Cn) is bounded,
Consequently there is the limit lim C =L. Moreover there exists

n-KX> n

C.eSEQ such that C =L.
IS "U

If NN(L)=1 the initial graph C is called fully reducible.

If NN(L)>1 C is called irreducible.

We shall give one example for each case.
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Consider the control flow graph:

C ■

of intervals:

I(l)=l
I(2)=2

I(3)=3,U,5,6

I(U)=7,8.

Considering each of the above intervals as a node^, C can be reduced to
C2

where every multinode interval is replaced by the number of its head.
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Similarly C2 produces the list:
I(l)=l

I(2)=2 ,3,7

and the graph:

C

A final application of the algorithm derives the list.

I(l)=l

and the graph:

©
Hence C is fully reducible.

i

Let us now consider the control flow graph:

C

and its corresponding list of intervals:

I(l)=l

I(2)=2

I(3)=3

I(h)=b

Clearly this graph can not be reduced because of the cycle (2,3j2),

The trouble is that both constituents of this cycle are immediate

successors of the head. By duplicating node 2 we can obtain a
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graph C' where node 2 is not an immediate successor of the head, i.e.

C'

Node5=Node 2

Obviously the graph C' represents a program which is equivalent

to that represented "by the previous graph. Moreover repetitive

application of the algorithm reduces it to an one node graph:

l(l)=l,5

I(2)=3,2

I(3)=U

I(1)=1,3,U

©
The method described above is known as node splitting and it can

transform every irreducible graph to a reducible one. However, studies

have shown that approximately 90% of all FORTRAN programs are reducible.
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Let us now prove that the set of intervals

J=(l(h ),l(h
1 2

generated hy the procedure forms a unique partition of any graph G.

First of all we shall prove that J covers G. Suppose that J

does not cover G or equivalently there is beG which is not an interval

member in any l(h)eJ. Since G is a connected directed graph, b

must either be bQ (the initial node) or have, at least, one

predecessor.

If b=b then bel(b ), the first interval constructed. If
o o

b^bQ, then, node b would have at least one immediate predecessor,
b'. But node b' would not be in any l(h) because if it did then b

would become a member of the same interval or the head of another

interval. Applying the same reasoning recursively we shall find

that bQ does not exist in any l(h), a contradiction. Hence J covers

G.

The elements of J are disjoint, that is for any l(h) and

i(h') in J, l(h)nl(h')=0. Primarily h^h', because every node in

the list H of the algorithm can appear only once. In addition a node

in H can be processed only once. If h^h' but hel(h') then all immediate

predecessors of h must be in i(h'). But since h is an interval

head it follows that all if its immediate predecessors must belong

to an interval H,(h' ')Consider now an immediate predecessor

of h, say b, with bel(h'')nl(h'). Clearly node b is back dominated

by both h' and h'' and since the back dominators of a block are

strictly ordered either h' predominates h'' or vice versa. But since

l(h'') and l(h) form different intervals then h'' can not back

dominate h. Thus h'' can not back dominate h'. Consequently h'

back dominates h'' and thus h''el(h'). Similarly we can prove that
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there exist l(h''') such that h,,,el(h') with h' back dominating

h'''. Proceeding inductively some h will become eventually equal

to h': a contradiction. Let us now suppose that there exists

bel(h)nl(h'). Clearly node b is not a head. Therefore a number of

nodes in the list of back dominators of b must belong to i(h)nlCh')

and thus an interval header will belong to l(h)nl(h'): a contra¬

diction.

Hence J forms a partition of G. Furthermore it can be proved that

the list J is unique.



CHAPTER 3

OPTIMIZING TRANSFORMATIONS

3-1 Introduction

Program optimization refers to the process of transforming a

given program, A, to an equivalent program, B, whose execution time

is expected to be less than that of A.

Since the program equivalency problem is recursively unsolvable (30)

it is quite clear that no general theory producing a completely optimum

program can be developed. However, there are some adchoc techniques

for performing a partial optimization. Most of these techniques apply

iteratively a certain set of transformations to improve the execution

time of a given program. Generally, some attention is paid to execution

space but no attention is paid to optimizing compile time or to the more

general questions of total job or system optimization.

Not all optimizing transformations will result always in an improvement

to a program. The correctness of some transformations is another problem.

It would be very desirable to prove that the application of any optimizing

transformation on a given program, does not affect the results of that

program. This problem has not been solved completely yet.

A number of optimizing transformations will be presented in this

Chapter. Transformations involved with efficient subroutine linkage are

presented first. Transformations which are most conveniently applied on

the source language level are presented next, followed by the machine

independent optimizations which can be performed on any machine and the

machine dependent optimizations whose application is dependent on the

hardware of a specific computer.
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3.2 Procedure Integration

Subprograms are extremely useful structural components of programs.

A subprogram is a block of code which is executed as a unit and which

performs some part of the total processing of the program. Despite their

convenience, subprograms do bring with them considerable overheads in

both space and execution time, especially .when they are not used cautiously.

In addition, most optimizing compilers are unable to combine subprograms

in a single compilation. A direct consequence of this is that during

optimization a compiler always assumes the worst case (e.g. All variables

in common are set and used in all subroutines etc.).

What is desired, therefore, is to provide more global program units

for optimization by merging a carefully selected set of subprograms into

their calling routines.

If subprogram M calls subprogram S the following linkages may be

established:

1. Closed. This is a standard linkage. There is only one copy of S in

storage and every time it is called control passes to it. On exit, control

passes back to the locus subsequent to the point of call in M.

to the system loader but no information about S is available during the

compilation of M. The closed subroutine linkage is inefficient because the

contents of the machine registers must be saved on entry and restored on

exit. In addition, specific registers must be allocated to specific functions.



This may cause delays at execution time on closed sequential calls in

pipelined CPU's. Moreover, the parameters and global variables used

(or set) in S are not known during the compilation of M. During the

compilation of M it is assumed that all such parameters are set and

used in S. The first uses of these parameters after the CALL statement

cause main storage to be accessed. Another inefficiency of the closed

subroutine linkage is that in most cases, all information must be passed

in storage and that no intersubprogram optimization can be performed.

2. Open. An open linkage is not really a linkage at all, but more like

a macro expansion. The code body of S is inserted into the calling

program's code at each point that the procedure identifier is met. Its

parameters are replaced, of course, by the corresponding arguments on the

call statement. Thus the program S is completely integrated in M and is

not known to the system.

The open subroutine linkage can be depicted as follows:

There are many advantages of this kind of linkage. The most

important are that there is no linkage overhead and that both M and S can

be optimized together. (Constant arguments can be folded, invariant

instructions can be moved etc.). Clearly, therefore, an opening of every

closed subroutine by an optimizer would be very desirable. But let us

now consider a few disadvantages of this suggestion. First of all, the

size of the program M might become extremely large. In addition,

irreducible subprograms require special handling. (An irreducible subprogram

is one which has a history, contains I/O operations, can return different

function values for identical argument values or it has multiple return

points.) Furthermore, the required space during compilation of M is

S
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increased since a high-level version of S should he always available

and, finally, an update of S would obsolete all object modules into

which it had been merged, necessitating recompilation of all of them.

3. Semi-open. A semi-open linkage is a non-standard linkage in which

routines S and M are compiled together. In this case S and M become

part of the same object module. If during optimization it is recognized

that actual parameter locations are not needed, sub-programs M and S may

become indistinguishable by replacing all CALL'S to S by suitable branching

statements to a location internal to the module.

The main advantage of this form of linkage is that M and S can be

optimized together as a unit. In addition, the branching is much faster

than a standard linkage.

The semi-open form of linkage has almost the same disadvantages as

the open form.

Semi-closed. The semi-closed linkage is a non-standard linkage in

which routines M and S are compiled as separate modules. The called routine,

S, is compiled first. During the compilation of S the linkage registers

and the parameter passing conventions are determined to be used during the

compilation of M when S is called. The other information about S which could

be collected during i'ts compilation might include names of global variables

set or used in'S and the names of registers whose contents are altered by S.

The advantages of this form of linkage are the following: the compilation

of S is not constrained by fixed register assignment at entry and exit

points. Registers unused in S need not be saved during the linkage time.

(The unused registers can be active in M during this period.) Finally,

since M ..knows the way that global variables are used in S, it can avoid

unnecessary memory references during CALL's of S and it can also carry

information in the registers.

Obviously an update of S obsoletes M and this counts as a disadvantage

of this kind of linkage. Many compilers In the market expand all reducible
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subprograms in-line; for example, the mathematical functions SIN, COS,

SQRT and EXP, the implicit functions FLOAT and IFIX and some manipulative

functions such as AMAXO, AMINO and MOD are all opened up by the compiler.

However, there is no commercially available compiler performing procedure

integration. The difficulty lies in the organization of all existing

compilers. It is well known that if subprograms S^ and S^ are submitted
together they will be compiled separately by the compiler. In order to

perform the optimization discussed in this section, the compiler has to

have access to both subprograms at the same time. In addition, some

standard criteria for determining the type of linkage which should be

performed must be established. Clearly, subroutines which are called only
/

once or whose size is very small can be opened up by the compiler.

Beyond these simple considerations the general problem has not been

solved yet.

3.3 Loop Transformations

Since a large proportion of the program's time is usually spent

in loops, special attention is given to them. There are several

transformations which can be applied to program loops. The transformations

presented in this section are usually performed on a language level which

is close to the source language.

Three types of loop transformations will be considered here: Loop

Unrolling, Loop Fusion and Unswitching.

1. Loop Unrolling Every iteration of a loop requires incrementation

and testing of the loop variable. This overhead may be reduced at the

expense of additional instructions by the technique called loop unrolling.

We say that loop A is completely unrolled to the set of statements B if

the successive computations implied by A appear sequentially in B. For

example, the following Do-loop:

do 1 1=1,^,1

1 a(i)=i
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becomes when unrolled:

A(l)=l

A(2)=2

A(3)=3

A(b)=k

But the same Do-loop can be partially unrolled to produce the following

Do-loop:

DO 1 1=1,h,2

A(I)=I

1 A(I+1)=I+1

In this case, we say that the initial loop is unrolled by 2. Obviously

a DO-loop can be unrolled by any number n provided that the number n is

between the initial value and the test value of the Do-variable. Clearly

the reduction in the execution time is proportional to n. In addition,

by unrolling a loop more instructions are exposed for parallel execution.

The major disadvantage of loop unrolling is the increase of the

required instruction space. For this reason, before unrolling a loop its

size and relative frequency should be considered. Other factors should

be the available space and the form of the loop itself. For example,

if the parameters of the loop are variables, loop unrolling does not seem

very promising because a few additional tests must be inserted for end

conditions. Consider for example the following DO-loop.

DO 1 I=J,K,L

1 A(.I)=BCI)+C(I)

which should become when unrolled by 2:

L1=2*L

DO 1 I=J,K,L1

A(I)=B(I)+C(I)

IF(I+L1.GT.K) GOTO2

1 A(l+Ll)= B(.I+L1)+C(I+L1)

2
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2. Jamming or Loop Fusion. In this transformation the ranges of two

loops are combined, to form the range of a single one. Consider the

following example:

do 1 '1=1,100

1 a(i)=o

do 2j=1,100

2 b(j)=0

which becomes after jamming:

do 10 1=1,100

a(i)=0

10 B(I)=0

Clearly the loop overhead and code space are reduced. In addition more

instructions are exposed for parallel execution and for local optimization.

Generally two loops will be fused if they satisfy the following criteria:

(a) When one loop is executed the other one is also.

(b) They are independent; that is, the computations in either loop do

not depend upon the computations of the other.

(c) Their ranges are executed the same number of times. The generation

of code for the end conditions can eliminate this requirement.

This transformation is particularly important for some mathematical

languages which have array or vector operations, (e.g. APL).

3. Unswitching. This transformation is the opposite of jamming. If a

loop contains an invariant test, the loop may be replaced by two loops with

that test executed outside and selecting which of the two loops will be

executed.
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Consider the following example:

DO 1 1=1,100

IF(K.GT.9)G0T02

A(l)=B(l)+C(l)

GO TO 1

2 A(l)= B(I) - cCi)

1 CONTINUE

which becomes:

IF(K.GT.9) GOTO 2

DO 1 1=1,100

1 A(I)=B(I)+CCI)

GOTO E

2 DO 3 1=1,100

3 A(I)=B(I)-C(I)

4

Clearly execution time is reduced but more instruction space is required.

The machine independent and language independent transformations are

considered next. They are called machine independent because their

application to a problem program will cause it to run faster on many

different types of machines.

They are also called language independent because they are applicable

to a variety of high level languages.

3.Machine Independent Transformations

In the following sections, the control flow relationships between

the basic blocks in a program will be expressed by means of directed graphs.

3.^.1 Redundant Subexpression Elimination

This transformation detects and eliminates those computations whose
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values are already available. In the following example the instruction

A*B in block 5 is redundant and can be eliminated.

The computation A*B is redundant in block 5 because there is an identical

computation in all paths leading to block 5.

It probably would be desirable to require that every path from a

program entry block to a given computation should contain at least one

definition of each variable operand of the computation. (A variable can

be defined explicitly by an assignment statement or implicitly as a

subroutine parameter, as a variable in COMMON etc.) Obviously such a

requirement would not be necessary since the existance of a path does

not necessarily mean that it will be traversed at execution time. However,

if an instruction r is redundant because of the instructions rq, r2»-.-,

then it is essential to require that there does not exist a flow path

from a definition of any of r's operands to r which does not go through

one of the rq's first. Consider the following example:

The computation in block 6 is not redundant because of the definition of

A in block 5.

There are two forms of analysis for redundant subexpression elimination

according to the way they identify redundant subexpressions. The first
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form of analysis depends upon the existance of identical instructions.

The other form is based upon a value number algorithm. This algorithm

does not depend upon explicit formal identities for the identification

of a redundant calculation. Consider for example the following program

segment where all variables used are of real type.

X = A+B

Y = A

R = Y+B

Clearly Y+B is not formally identical with A+B but computes the same

value so it is redundant. Such redundancies can only be found by the

value number method. But in some cases, existing versions of the value

number algorithm would have failed to recognize redundancies which could

be readily detected as formal identities. The major advantages of this

transformation is that execution time is reduced and code space is saved.

The disadvantage is that register usage is increased.

Some of the developed -algorithms for redundant subexpression

elimination perform this operation on a block basis, that is only these

redundant subexpressions occurring in the same block are eliminated. These

algorithms are very realistic in terms of time and they can become quite

efficient if they are combined with a suitable code moving algorithm. In

this case instructions from many different blocks may end up in the same

block, and, if they are redundant, be eliminated.

3.^.2 Code Motion

Code motion refers to the process of moving suitable instructions

from frequently executed areas of the program to less frequently executed

areas. An instruction can be moved if its movement neither interferes in

an existing definition-use link nor severs a link between the instruction

and a use of its result.
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Consider the following examples:

CO 0
A=3.

X=A*B

R=X*2 »

In the first example the assignment X=2, can not he moved anywhere.

Similarly the, instruction A*B in the second example can not he moved

because of the definition of A in the second block. An additional

requirement for the movahility of an instruction is that such a movement

he "safe". An instruction can he safely moved if its movement does not

cause side effects to occur which would not have occured if the

instruction had remained in its original position. Consider the

following example:

The subexpression A*B can he safely moved into node 1, provided that

neither A nor B are defined in nodes 2 and 3. This movement is safe because

it can not create any side effects by itself. Of course, if the sub-'

expression A*B caused an overflow in the original program then the same

overflow would occur after the movement in block 1. Clearly the number

of times that this possible overflow might occur is probably altered

since blocks 2 and 3 are generally more frequently executed than block 1,

but this is not so important if the optimized program is to run under

a system which takes some kind of action in such cases.
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Consider now the following example:

The subexpression A/B can not be safely moved into block 1 because

a divide check error could possibly occur which would not occur in the

program as given. (The variable B could be set to zero in block 1

and the path {1,2,1+,5} might never be traversed during execution time.)

So far the necessary requirements to preserve the correctness of

this transformation have been stated. Clearly the profit of a movement

should be also considered. But it is not always easy to determine

whether a movement results in an improvement or not because the relative

execution frequencies of various parts of a program are not always

available.

Consider the following example:

The subexpression A+B can be correctly moved into block 1 but it is not

apparent that this improves the initial program since the path 2-3_5

might never be traversed during execution-.:time.

A

3 ) A+B
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Code motion can be very profitably combined with redundant

subexpression elimination. Code which seems unmovable by pure code

motion techniques can be completely eliminated by use of certain

techniques and the redundant subexpression elimination algorithm.

A few optimizing procedures insert code at some privileged parts of

the program in order to expose more redundancies for optimization.

Consider the following example:

region 3-^ can be correctly moved into the predecessor blocks of the

region 2 and 1. If this action were taken the previous graph would

become:

1 causes an overflow to the computation X*Y but the value assigned to X

in block 2 does not. In this case we would have an overflow condition in



the derived graph. But this side effect would not occur in the initial

graph if the flow went from block 1 to 2 and not to it. Hence the

computation X*Y in block it can not be safely moved. In addition the com¬

putation X*Y in block 5 can not profitably be moved anywhere.

However, if an X*Y were placed in block 1, then both of them could

be eliminated. The primary advantage of the code"motion transformation

is the reduction of the number of instructions executed. The disadvantage

is that register usage is increased.

3. it. 3. Hoisting

This transformation moves instructions which can not be further

moved by the pure code motion transformation discussed in the previous

section because they either can not be examined by it as not belonging

to the range of a loop or do not conform with the requirements for code

motion stated before.

More specifically, in this, transformation instructions are moved

as close to the entry block as possible, with the hope that more redundancies

will be exposed for redundant subexpression elimination. Consider the

following example:

which becomes after hoisting:

Clearly hoisting does not necessarily reduce the number of

instructions executed but it does save instruction space.
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3.U^ Constant Folding

Constant folding is the process of replacing uses of variables

by their given constant value and of performing operations with constant

operands at compile time. (Other terms for this process are constant

propagation and sumsuption.)

Consider the following example:

(1 JX=20.S Y=5.

C2 J E=6.
IF(6.0=10. )G0T03

/ \ GOTO^

Gw
Constant folding has many advantages but no disadvantages. It is

particularly important when it is combined with other optimizing

transformations. Since arguments to subprograms are very frequently

constantg5constant folding should be applied after the procedure integration

transformation discussed earlier in this chapter. Wheii constants replace

the parameters of the subprogram, many transformations can be made to it.

Furthermore, folding has been proved very profitable when it is applied

after the code motion transformation.
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3.1*.$ Dead Code Elimination

An instruction is considered dead when it can not be executed

because either it is in an area of the program which can not be reached

or its result is never used.

The existance of dead code in a program is not always a result of

programmer error or carelessness. The strength reduction of code (see

next section) involving recursively defined variables and the replacement

of tests which depend on these variables frequently expose recursive

definitions which are unused anywhere except in the recursive computation.

In addition, the elimination of dead recursive definitions and their uses,

allows, very frequently, other non-recursive definitions of the same variables

to be eliminated.

Consider the following example:

1 1=1

T1=I*K1•
A=B(T1)

I=I+K2

IF(I<K5)GOT02

which would become after strength reduction and test replacement:

©
1=1

I2=K1*I
K3=K1*K2
K6=K1*K5

T1=I2

A=B(T1)
■1=1+K2

I2=I2+K3

IF(I24K6)GOT02

Assuming that variable I is not used anywhere in block 2, clearly, the

assignment statement I=I+K2 is dead and it can be eliminated.
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3.U.6. Strength Reduction

The strength reduction optimization reduces certain computations

using recursively defined variables to recursive definitions.

A variable, J, is recursively defined if its definition is a function

of J. The recursive definitions important to optimization have the

form: J=J+cst. Where est. is a signed constant. Similarly, uses of a

recursively defined variable, J, which are of some interest in optimization,

are:

1. J*cst. ana 2. J±cst. or cst±J

Consider that a strongly connected region contains n recursive definitions

of a recursive variable J:

Then the use J*cst. can be reduced to a recursive definition by the

following procedure.

(a) A new variable, T, is introduced and set equal to the value of

the expression J*cst. This definition is inserted in all entries of the

region.

(b) Each recursive definition J=J+cst.(K) is paired by the T=T+C,

where C=cst.(K)*cst.

Consider the following example:

J=J+cst.(l), J=J+cst.(2), ..., J=J+cst.(n)

which becomes after strength reduction:

© T

T=T+3
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Similarly, the use J±cst. or cst.±J can be reduced to a recursive

definition by:

(a) Putting the definition T=J±cst. or T=cst.±J on all entries

of the region; and

(b) Putting T=T+cst.(K) or T=T±cst.(K) with. J=J+cst.(K)

Consider the example:

It now becomes obvious that the intent of these transformations is the

replacement of subscript calculations involving the DO loop induction

variable by index register increments. A generalization of these

transformations is exemplified by the following:

which becomes:

L=CJ+5)*K
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which becomes:

T.=(J+5)*K
T.=(l+5)*K
T.
3

T.=T.+K
i J

f
Where the variables I and J were recursively defined in terms of each

other.

The advantage of this transformation is that faster computations

are used. (The new recursively defined variables may end up in index

'3.^.7 Test Replacement

After the application of the strength reduction optimization and

the introduction of new recursively defined variables, it very frequently

appears that the only use of the original recursively defined variable

is in a test controlling a loop. If this test can be replaced by another

one which depends upon a new recursively defined variable, then the

initialization and incrementation of the original recursive variable

might become dead. Consider the following example:

registers and be updated by register increments.)

V
I=I+cst.

IF(I.LE.M)G0T02.
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which after strength reduction would become:

2 ) ALT)
I=I+cst.
T=T+K1

IF(l.LE.M)G0T02

1=1

T=I*K
Kl=cst.*K

Clearly the last test in the derived program could be replaced by

the IF(T.LE.M*K)G0T02 making immediately the statement I=I+cst. dead.

In addition, the application of the constant folding transformation

makes the first assignment statement dead. . Finally after a few other

minor modifications, the derived program would become:

3.5 Machine Dependent Transformations

3.5.1 Instruction Ordering

In this transformation, reordering of instructions within each

block is performed to maximize the opportunities for parallel execution.

This optimization is best used of course when the computer has pipelined

units. Consider the following example:

In this case the instructions are not conveniently ordered for parallel

execution since during the execution of the slow division instruction, no

T=T+K1

IF(T.LE.K1)G0T02

R1=A+B

R2=R1-C

R3=R2+D
E=R3
RU=X/Y
F=R^
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other instruction remains in order to be executed simultaneously with

it. The above segment after the reordering of its instructions becomes

which might almost halve execution time.

This transformation reduces execution time at the expense of register

usage.

3.5.2 The Minimum Depth Parse

Several parsing methods have been developed to improve the quality

of the generated code. Of special interest in optimization is the

minimum depth parse. The intent of this method is to minimise

instruction dependencies. For example the expression:

would be parsed as if it had been written as (A+B)+(C+D) rather than

RU=X/Y
R1=A+B
R2=R1-C

R3=R2+D
E=R3
F=Rl*

A+B+C+D

(((A+B)+C)+D) .

Depicted in tree form, this is:
B

D

instead of

D

The major advantages of the minimum depth parse are that:

(a) more instructions are generated for parallel computation in

computers with pipelined units, and
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(b) more independent instructions are exposed for global optimization.

In the above example the sub-expression C+D is exposed as independent

of A and B and therefore it can be moved and transformed independently.

The disadvantage of this method is that register usage is

extended.

3.5.3 Register Allocation

Effective register allocation is very important in optimization

especially in computers where many registers are available.

Register allocation is generally separated from register

assignment. The allocation of a register, R, for a data item, i,

implies the decision that i is to reside in some virtual register R

without specifying which real one. On the other hand register assign¬
ment determines which of the actual registers will be used for each

allocated register.

The procedure for allocating or assigning registers can be

local or global. The former process ignores the control flow of the

program and it is therefore simpler than the latter one which

considers the program as a whole. An optimizing allocation normally

consists of both local and global allocation.

3.6 Some Miscellaneous Optimizations

3.6.1 Anchor .Pointing

The intent of this optimization is to minimize the number of logical

tests performed in a Boolean expression before branching.

For example the statement:

IF(A.OR.B.OR.C) C0T0I0

should be broken down into the following equivalent set of statements
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if(a)go to 10

if(b)go to 10

IFCC)GO to 10

Clearly the ordering of the generated statements should not be at

random. It should be chosen so that control leaves the sequence of

IF's as soon as possible. In the above example, it was assumed that

the possibility of truth was decreasing from condition A to C.

3.62 Special case code generation

In some special situations a great amount of execution time can

be saved by a few very local considerations. Since no control flow

analysis is required for them, they can be implemented in every compiler

without serious degradation in compiler time. On the contrary, experience

has shown that a compiler with some optimization will often run faster

than one without any, due to the shorter object program it produces.

A list of some of these special transformations follows:

(a) Elimination of unnecessary operations such as 1*1, 1+0, 1*0

etc. Although these situations occur very rarely in the source program,

they often arise from subscript evaluations.

(b) Conversion of a floating point division by a constant to a

faster multiplication. Specifically the division A/constant should be

changed to A*(l/constant) if it is safe. Clearly, this transformation

is safe if (l/constant)*constant=l.0.

(c) Expansion of X**n where 'n' is an integer constant into

in-line code.

(d) Simplification of logical expressions using DeMorgan's theorem

etc., etc.
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3.6.3 Peephole Optimization

In this optimization, which is also called window optimization

the final code from the compiler is examined through a window of,

for example, 10 instructions for possible transformations.



CHAPTER k

THE IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

An algorithm developed for optimizing the computation of

arithmetic expressions of a FORTRAN program is described in this

chapter. The objectives of the processing are (l) to eliminate

redundant subexpressions, and (2) to move invariant subexpressions

out of frequently executed areas of a program. In order to perform

these optimizing transformations, the algorithm analyses the control

flow of the source program. Most of the ideas used for the development

of the flow analyser derive from two classical papers on this subject

by Prosser (.30) and Allen (3).

The procedure to be described can be divided into three stages.

In stage one, the FORTRAN input program is transformed into an intermediate

text convenient for optimization. In stage two program flow analysis

and optimization are performed and finally, in stage three, the resultant

intermediate text is translated into FORTRAN again. The intermediate

text is an integral part of the procedure, so a discussion oh its structure

before the description of the algorithm seems worthwhile.
^.1 The Intermediate Text

What kind of internal form is most advantageous for optimization?

A direct answer to this question is not easy and there are not enough

published details of optimizing compilers for comparisons and conclusions

to be drawn. However, triples, indirect triples and quadruples are

mentioned frequently in the literature. All of these internal structures

represent basic operations. Triples generally have the form:

ARG1 ARG2 OP
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where ARG1 and ARG2 are the operands and OP is the operator associated

with them. The major advantage of the triple representation is the

flexibility of the structure. For example, the individual elements

of a program segment can be easily reordered. However, optimization

requires quite a large amount of sorting and rearranging of triples.

The same flexibility but greater ease of handling (.from the optimization

point of view) derives from the use of indirect triples. They are

also coded in triple form but their linear order is given by means of

a table whose entries point to them. Clearly, it is faster to manipulate

pointers to triples than the triples themselves. Therefore, indirect

triples are adopted for internal representation in this thesis. Further

advantages of this internal form will become apparent during the

description of the optimizing algorithms later on. The last candidates,

quadruples, do not seem so convenient for our purposes because they

always need a description of each temporary value. Indirect triples,

however, do cause some processing problems, as we shall see.

The intermediate text used in this thesis has, therefore, the following

constituents:

1. An Instruction Table, IHSTR, containing the unique instructions

in the program. Each instruction is coded as a triple. The first two

entries hold the arguments and the last holds the operator. Each triple

has the general form:

A1 A2 OP

where A1 and A2 are pointing either to other triples or to the symbol

table, which is described in this section. In addition, OP points to the

operator table which is a fixed size table where all possible operators

are kept in character form. If Al, or A2, is greater than 1000 it points

implicitly to the result of the triple numbered Al-1000Cor A2-1000).



If Al, or A2, is greater than 100 and less than 1C00 it points to

the entry numbered Al-100, or A2-100, of the operand table, fine

value of OP is always less than 25. If the operator is not binary

(unary minus, logical.HOT.) the first entry of the triple is zero.

Obviously, the numbers 100 and 1Q00, mentioned above, could be changed.

They are simply used for discrimination between operators, operands

and references to other triples. The instruction table is used merely

as a "pool" of instruction types. The actual sequence of these

instructions is given in the sequence table in the form of pointers

to the individual types.

2. The sequence table defines the linear order of the instructions

in a block. Every entry in the sequence table points to a triple in

the instruction table. The beginning of every block is marked with a

zero entry. The use of this entry will be discussed later.

The sequence table saves storage and time; it saves storage

because common triples can occupy one single entry In the instruction

table and it saves time because it facilitates instruction manipulation.

3. The symbol table, mentioned above, contains programmer variables,

constants and, after optimization, generated names, all in character form.

b. The flow table defines the basic blocks in the program and their

limits in the sequence table. For example, the fourth entry of this

table points to the beginning of the fourth block in the sequence table.

Moreover, the fifth entry points to the end of the fourth block and to

the beginning of the fifth.

Clearly, the limits of each block of a program can be accessed

directly through the flow table.

5. The statement number table contains the statement number associated

with the first statement of every block.
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6. Some subsidiary tables are kept for purposes to be discussed

later.

The following example shows in symbolic form the contents of

the tables described so far, from the translation of the FORTRAN

statements:

10 A=E(l)+B

C=E(I)+C

R=A**C

where E is the name of an array of arbitrary size.

Entries Instruction table Seauence table Flow table Stat.num.table

1 E I 0

2
. Cl) B + 1

3 A (2) = 2

1+ Ci) c + 3

5 c Ik) = 1

6 A C. t 1+

7 R C6) = 5

8 6

9 7

As shown in the above example, subscript calculations do not appear

in the intermediate text. Although subscript calculations provide many

opportunities for improvement to an object program, they were ignored

because of the level of the generated code. So the array reference

A(l,J) would generate the following instructions:

I J ,

A (l) *

Defining operations are those which assign a value to a variable (.e.g.

p=5> K=(l) etc.). In an "explicit" definition like a FORTRAN assignment

statement, the first argument of the generated instruction which indicates

the assignment is not always a simple variable. For example, the assignment
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statement A(l)=5 would generate the following instructions:

A I +

(.1) 5 =

This is the only case where the first argument of an assignment

instruction is a reference to another instruction. Whenever an array

element is defined, the optimizer assumes that the definition applies

to the entire array. Consider the following straight-line code:

C=All)+l

A(l)= ...

D=A(I)+1

In this example the subexpression A(j)+1 in the third statement can

not be eliminated as redundant because of the definition of the first

element of the array A.

There are some other ways of course to define a variable. For

example the statement READ(Gr,l)A assigns a value to the variable A.

A subroutine CALL or the use of a function subprogram are also considered

as definitions of all actual parameters. In addition, a DO statement

or an I/O operation containing an implied DO-loop are considered definitions

of the counter. (.The term definition is used in a rather loose way here,

since the counter is officially undefined after exit of the loop).

During the translation of the source program into the intermediate text

each time a variable, X, is defined by a statement which is not an

assignment statement, a new pseudo-instruction

X, 0, 25

is initiated. Thus, each definition is given explicitly in the instruction

table at the point where it occurs.

Generally, every statement except an assignment statement causes

the initiation of at least one instruction, of the following form:

INF , PTR , CDN
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where CDN is a code number for identification, PTR is a pointer to a

work table where the source language version of the whole statement

(or part of it) resides and INF holds useful information for the

code generator.

^.2 Construction of the Intermediate Text

In this section, the translation from the source program to the

intermediate text is described. The translation process is performed,

conveniently, in two passes over each input statement.

During the first pass the input statement is recognized and some

general information is collected in order to be used later on.

In the second pass, the input statement is translated, according

to its identification number and relevant information collected so far,

into the intermediate text.

During these two passes the source program is also segmented into

basic blocks.

k.2.1 Pass one

Each statement of the source program is read (in A1 FORMAT) and

processed individually.

Unquoted blanks embedded in the input string are eliminated first.

Next, the resultant string is examined by the Recognizer. Since

most of the key words in FORTRAN are not reserved, it is not safe to

identify the input statement through them. For example, the following

are all legal FORTRAN assignment statements:

READ(5,1) = 10

DO 1 J= T

IF(i) = N

For this reason a given statement must be tested first to see if it is



an assignment statement. If this test is negative, then the FORTRAN

statement may be recognized by its initial characters. More specifically,

the recognizer tests first the source statement for a zero level equal

sign, that is an equal sign not enclosed by apostrophes or parentheses.

If this test is positive, the source statement may be an assignment

or DO or IF(xxx)X=Y statement. A DO statement is recognized by the

presence of a zero level comma. An IF(xxx)X=Y statement is recognized

by the presence of a right parenthesis followed immediately by an

alphameric character. If the statement is neither a DO nor an IF(xxx)X=Y

statement, it will be an assignment statement.

If no zero level 1=1 is found then the source statement is recognized

by its initial characters. Two characters, stored in a nx2 array C,

from every key word are enough for this purpose. Each C(.K,l) holds the

first character of the Kth key word. Similarly, the CCK,2) corresponds

to the f(K)th character of the same key word. Where f is a simple

mapping function. If the recognized statement is a logical IF statement,

then part of the procedure recurs for the recognition of the dependent

statement.

Logical and arithmetic IF statements are also examined by the

recognizer for optimization suitability. Since our main objective is

the optimization of arithmetic expressions, we consider an IF statement

as optimizable iff there is at least one arithmetic operator in the

arithmetic or logical expression of the IF.

The statement number test follows. If there is a statement number

between columns 1 and 5 of the source statement, then the current block

is closed and a new one is initiated which is considered as a successor

of the previous one. In addition, the entry of the statement number

table corresponding to the new block is initialised to the numeric value
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of the statement number. Finally, the same number is compared

with the last entry of the DO-stack. The DO-stack is an Nx2 array

which holds in the first column the statement number of the last

statement of the range of a DO-loop. The second column accommodates

the number of the block where the DO-statement was encountered.

If a matching between the statement number found and the CM,l) entry

of the DO-stack occurs, the current block is flagged in order to be

closed after the processing of the current statement, considering

as successors the succeeding block and the block whose number is

held in D0(M,2). This process recurs until either the DO-stack is

empty or there is no matching.

Consider the following example:

block no. nDO 1 1=1,100 DO 1 1=1,100

DO 1 J=l,100 DO 1 J=l,100 block no. n+1

I (maybe more than one block
in this area)

1 CONTINUE

1 CONTINUE block no. n+K

When the analysis reaches the statement numbered 1 in the example,

the last two entries of the DO-stack will be:

1 , n

1 , n+1

h.2.2 Pass Two

During this pass the source statement is translated into the

intermediate text. Generally, the way a statement is treated depends

upon its ID number. Description of the action taken in each case

follows:
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1. Arithmetic IF Statements. (lD=l).

If the arithmetic expression of the IF is optimizable, then

it must be transformed into triples. All operators and all operands

of the statement are replaced 'first by numbers pointing to appropriate

tables. In FORTRAN, because of the relatively poor character set

used, some characters are used in many different syntactic positions.

The analyser converts the different uses of the same character into

distinct characters. For example, the parentheses used for enclosing

subscript expressions are kept in a different entry in the operator

table from the parentheses used for grouping arithmetic expressions;

the binary operator substruct (-) is also separated from the unary

operator negate, etc.

As stated above, two tables are used by the analyser for the

accommodation of the basic items of an arithmetic (.or logical) expression

the operand and the operator table. The operand table was described in

the section U.l. The operator table is a fixed 2k-entry table holding

all operators used. The operator table with the corresponding dilimiter

hierarchy table are given below. (.19)
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Entry Hierarchy
Operator USE

Number Number

1 0 c Grouping

2 0 < Beginning of Statement

3 0 + Subscript operator

.k 1 ) Grouping

5 1 > End of Statement

6 2 .OR. Logical operator or

7 3 .AND. " " AND

8 1+ .NOT.
" " NOT

9 5 . EQ. Relational operator: equal to

10 5 .NE. " " not equal to

11 5 = Assignment operator

12 5 • LT. Relational operator less than

13 5 .LE. " " less than or equal to

ll+ 5 .GT. " "
greater than

15 5 .GE. " "
greater than or eq. to

16 6 > Subscript separator.

17 6 I
1

Enclose subscripts
l

18 7 -

J

Arith. operator minus

19 7 +
"

plus

20 8 * " multiply

21 8 /
;

" divide

22 8 t
5

'

" negation
i

23 9
1

" exponentiation

2h 10 ( |
. 1

1
Enclose subscripts

... ..

•



The conversion process can be exemplified by the following

example:

The FORTRAN statement: X=(-Y+Z(l,J)**5)*X becomes:

101,11,1,22,102,19,103,2h,10l+,l6,105,17,23,106, *+,20,101

where each pointer to the operand table:

Entries Names

1 X

2 Y

3 Z

1+ I

5 J

6 5

is incremented by the constant 100. Each number which is less than

100 is pointing to the operator table. During the above conversion,

identical names (the variable X in the example) are represented by

identical pointers. Next, the resultant string is translated to early

operator reverse Polish form. The usual stack compilation techniques

are used here. As we shall see later, identical subexpressions are

detected during the translation process and they are expressed as

such in the intermediate language. In order to generate formal identities;

for equivalent statements, one must take advantage of the commutativity

of some operations. For example, the operations X+Y and Y+X although

equivalent are not formal identities and therefore they can not be

detected as redundant. An ordering of the X and Y in lexicographic order

before the generation of the intermediate text solves the problem. To

do this systematically, we should order all the operands of an n-element

addition, (or a n n-element multiplication). Primarily, an algorithm
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for this general sorting was developed but it turned out very time

consuming. Therefore a'simpler sorting, performed with a part of

the original algorithm, was adopted. Thus, not all equivalent

subexpressions are recognized as redundant. Consider the following

statements:

X=A+B+C

Y=C+A+B

In this case no formal identities will be exposed because they will

become after sorting:

X=A+B+C

Y=A+C+B

However, a complete sorting does not solve the whole problem because

there are some cases where a complete sorting would destroy existing

redundancies. For example, the statement:

X=A+B+A+B

would become after sorting:

X=A+A+B+B

Finally the resultant Polish string is transformed into triples. Although

the generation of the triples is straightforward, their placing in the

instruction table is quite interesting.

• A reasonable suggestion might be to start searching the instruction

table, every time a new triple was generated, for a match with the new

triple. If the match occured, the first available entry of the sequence

table would accommodate the pointer to the matched entry in the instruction

table. Otherwise, the new triple would be added to the instruction table

and its associated pointer to the sequence table. Thus, the statements:

X=A+B

Y=A+B
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would generate the code:

Entries Instruction Table Sequence Table

1 A B + 1

2 X(l)= 2

3 Ytl)= 1

3

Clearly, formal identities would be exposed in the sequence table

as desired. Assuming that the data dependencies problem was solved, in

some way, say by assigning a level number to each pointer in the sequence

table, the way would be open for redundant subexpression elimination.

But, the application of the same method to the statements:

X=A+B

Y=A+B+C

A=5

R=A+B+C

would generate the code:

Entries Instruction Table Sequenci

1 A B + 1

2 xCD= 2

3 tl)c + 1

Y(.3) = 3

5 Al5) = b

6 RC3) = 5

7 1

8 3

9 6

Apparently, the instruction A B + would be found redundant in the second
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assignment statement but not in the fourth one because of the

presence of the definition of A. The generation of a new variable,

say Tl, to be assigned the result of the redundant instruction A B +

would necessitate the replacement of every reference to this instruction

by Tl. Thus, the third instruction in the instruction table would

become Tl C +. But this instruction belongs to the second and the

fourth assignment statements.. Consequently, the elimination of the

redundant instruction A B + in the first two statements would cause

an uncontrolled elimination of the same instruction everywhere in the

block. For this reason, whenever a new instruction is to be added to

the instruction table, the translator scans the instruction table from

its end for a matching with the new instruction. It stops scanning

when a definition of one of the two operands of the new instruction is

encountered. Applying this algorithm to the statements of the previous

example we have:

Entries Instruction Table Sequence Table

1 A B + 1

2 X(.l)= 2

3 Cl)C+ 1

1 Y(.3)= 3

5 ' A 5 = b

6 A B + 5

7 16)C+ 6

8 R(J)= 7

9 8

Although the required instruction space is increased, it is much easier

to perform redundant subexpression elimination under this scheme since
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identical pointers in the sequence table do not only imply that,

the corresponding instructions are the same but in addition, that

neither of their operands are defined between them. Consequently,

redundant subexpressions can be found and eliminated safely in the

sequence table without any further analysis.

Uses and especially definitions of array elements need some more

attention. Specifically because array elements generate at least

one instruction they should be protected from elimination when they

are defined. Consider the following examples:

C(.l)=Cll)+l and X=C(.l)

C(.l)=5

In neither case will the instruction which defines C(l) appear in the

sequence table between the occurrencies of the instruction C I 1

necessitating therefore a look at the Polish string. A detailed

description of this algorithm will be given in the next section. After

processing the arithmetic expression of the IF, the translator informs

the predecessor-successor table that the blocks, whose labels appear

as the transfer addresses in the arithmetic IF statement are to be

considered as successors of the current block. The predecessor-successor

table holds the immediate successors of each block in the program. Because

this table should hold block numbers and not source statement numbers the

negated values of the three transfer addresses are inserted where the

corresponding block numbers should be. At the end of the translation

process, when the relationships between block numbers and statement

numbers will be given in the statement number table, a fairly simple

lock up will replace the negative statement numbers by their corresponding

block numbers.
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Next the string of three numbers representing the statement

numbers is stored (.in character form) in a work table and the instruction:

1 PTR 31 Ca) ,

is added to the instruction table. The number 1 in (a) implies that

the arithmetic expression has been expanded into triples, PTR points to

the beginning of the stored string in the work table and 31 is the

ID number of the statement increased by 30 in order to avoid confusion

with the pointers of the normal operators whose range is from 1 to 2k.

If the arithmetic statement is not suitable for optimization, it

will not be expanded into triples but it will be stored directly into

the work table (in character form). Every other action mentioned above

recurs except that the value of the first entry of ( a) is now 0 and

not 1.

2. GO TO Statements (,ID=2) .

Primarily, the GO TO statement is stored in the work table and

a new instruction is initiated to indicate the presence of the GO TO

and the place in the work table where it is stored. Next, the current

block is closed and the negative of the transfer address is passed to

the predecessor-successor table.

3. Logical IF Statements (,ID=3).

The logical expression is treated in the same manner as the

arithmetic expression of the arithmetic IF statements.

A logical IF statement generally produces more than one block.

So after the insertion of the usual ID instruction the current block,

say n, is closed and the two consecutive blocks n+1 and n+2, following

it are considered as successory to it.

The block n+1sse£Ll accommodate the dependent expression of the IF

statement. The dependent expression will be processed separately but

after its processing, the block n+1 will be closed considering the next
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block, n+2, as a successor to it, except if the dependent statement

is a control statement where block n+2 is not considered as a

successor of block n+1.

For example the statement:

IFCX.EQ.2.0)1=1+1

generates the code:

X 2.0 .EQ.
0 orl PTR 33

block No. n

I 1 +

I 00 = block No. n+ih

block No. n+2

U. Computed GO TO statements (l$=i).

A Computed GO TO statement may cause more successors to the current

block than a simple GO TO statement but this is actually the only

difference between them.

5. Subroutine CALLS and READ statements

They do not cause any change in the program flow. The reason they

are treated separately is that they may define variables.

A routine developed for this purpose, detects the defined variables

and generates an instruction for each of the form:

VAR 0 25

where VAR is the defined variable as entered in the operand table and

25 is the code number indicating a definition.
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6. DO statements

The presence of a DO statement causes the initiation of a

new block. Next, the usual ID triple is inserted, in the instruction

table. In addition, the definition of the counter causes, through

the routine mentioned in the CALL-READ case, the initiation of a

definition instruction where the first entry holds the counter.

Finally, DO information passes to the DO-stack.

7. Assignment statements

An assignment statement is entirely translated into triples.

The relevant procedure is the same as the one described in the trans¬

lation of the arithmetic expression of an arithmetic IF statement.

8. All other statements cause just the initiation of an ID triple.

After the processing of all statements of the source program

the negative numbers in the predecessor successor table are replaced,

through the statement number table, by their corresponding block

numbers.

U.3 Optimization Process

Machine independent and language independent methods of improving

the execution time performance of the source program are implemented.

In this section the implemented optimizing transformations and several

general schemes for performing them are discussed first, followed by

the description of their implementation.

^.3.1 The Implemented Transformations

Two optimizing transformations are performed by the optimizer:

redundant subexpression elimination and code motion.

Redundant subexpressions occur quite frequently in problem programs

for two reasons:

1. The natural expression of a problem in a high level language
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frequently involves redundant subexpressions. For example, to find

the roots of a quadratic equation, one might more transparently

write:

Rl= (-B+SQRT(,B**2-1+*A*C) )/(,2*A)

R2=C-B-SQRTCB**2-4*A*C))/l2*A)

than the equivalent, more efficient, but more obscure:

X=2*A

Y=SQRT(.B**2-1+*A*C)

Rl=(.-B+Y)/X

R2=(-B-Y)/X

2. Hidden subscript computations quite frequently involve redundant

instructions, e.g. A(.I, j)=B(.I, J)->-C (j ,J) . These redundancies are clearly

beyond the programmer's control. Unfortunately, they are also beyond

our control because the output is handled interpretively by run time

procedures. Clearly, the best optimization procedures should be embedded

in the compiler to handle such hidden computations. However, as we shall

see later, a use of an array element generates at least one instruction

and as such it may be eliminated as redundant.

Invariant instructions occur very often in programming too. On the

one hand, because of the programmer's carelessness and on the other hand

because they add clarity to the program. As stated in section 3.2, these

transformations require information concerning both flow of control and

data interference. In addition, since the goal of the code motion

transformation is to move instructions from frequently executed areas

to less frequently executed areas, a structure determining the relative

execution frequency of a program area should be established. Clearly,

such a structure could correspond to the loop, since It may be assumed

that loops are themselves frequently executed areas and that inner loops
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are, in general, executed more frequently than outer loops.

There are two important properties which should he satisfied

by a loop-like construct. First, there must be a reasonable like¬

lihood that code within the loop will be executed more than once,

if the loop is entered at all. Second, given two loops, they must not

overlap, that is they must be either disjoint or the one be contained

in the other.

Clearly, loops satisfying the above criteria can be ordered, and

processed, in an inner-to-outer basis. In this ordering the most

deeply nested loops are processed first and as many instructions as

possible are moved out of them to the next outer loops, where they

may be considered again as candidates for removal. The same process

applies to the next outer loop and so on. Thus, instructions may be

moved as far as possible out of the frequently executed areas. For

example, consider the following control flow graph.

According to the general optimization plan stated before, the code

motion transformation applies to the fourth block first:
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in the last graph. Loop determination can he accomplished in a variety

of ways. A simple method for example is to consider only the explicit

source language loop construction. (e.g. DO, for etc.). These loops

have, obviously, the required properties. In addition, the single

initialization block of such a loop can be used conveniently to

accommodate the instructions which will be removed from the loop body.

When the source language iteration construction is used as a basis of

loop determination only, the instructions contained in these loops can

be moved.
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More sophisticated techniques exist, however, with various

other types of loop constructs. In some cases the loop construct

is chosen so that a single predecessor block exists in order to

receive the movable code of the loop. Although it is not absolutely

necessary that a single block be established as a back target, it

is obviously very desirable. In loop constructs, like the strongly

connected regions, where more than one predecessors of a given loop

construct may exist, it is quite possible to copy the movable code

in each predecessor of the loop. This method may, however, increase

considerably the size of the program and is usually avoided. Another

alternative to this problem is to optimize only the regions with a

single entry point. The same strategy is adopted in this implementation.

Another interesting loop construct is the interval. The interval

(2.7) is defined in such a way as to guarantee the uniqueness of the.

back target.

In this implementation, the notion of the strongly connected region

is used as the basic structuring device.

The general optimization plan is:

(a) Every block in the program is examined for redundant instructions.

(b) Every strongly connected region, in term, is examined for

invariant instructions. If any invariant instructions are moved, the

predecessor block which received the code is examined again for

redundant instructions.

k.3-2 The Flow Analyser

The flow analyser uses the information collected as described above

in order to produce the list of strongly connected regions. If the

source program has been partitioned into n basic blocks the region list

is developed as follows:
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1. A nxn Boolean connectivity matrix, C,

is a successor of i then Cij=l; otherwise

graph:

8

The connectivity matrix of this graph would be:

1 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

k 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

5 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2. A lint, UCP, of unique cloned paths of the source program is now developed.

Each entry on the list is a Boolean vector expressing the blocks which

are on the same closed path. So UCP_^=1 if block j is on a closed path

is constructed. If j

Cij=0. Consider the directed
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which happens to be the ith entry of the UCP list. The real ordering

between the closed paths in UCP is kept in another table, LST, whose

entries point to the entries of the UCP list. So it is easy and

fast to reject one path-or to exchange two paths on the UCP list.

The UCP list is developed as follows:

(.a) If C..=l then the block i is an immediate successor of
n

itself. An entry is made on the UCP list. For the above example the

UCP list would now have one entry:

1231+56789

UCP1: 000100000

(b) The connectivity matrix is raised to successive powers 1

(l>L<n). Obviously the C^+"^ will be constructed by the C^ according

to the formula:

Ccik*tcA>L)
L+l

So C can be obtained by the following simple method:

(bO) The C^+^" matrix; is initialized to zero.

Cbl) We set i=l.

(b2) V. e Cl.n'J : C. .=1 the C.L+1=C .L+1VC .L is formed.
J ij 1 1 j

(b3) i=i+l. If i<ji go to step b2; otherwise stop.

Apparently, the access of rows in C^ and C^+^ is direct. The

ORing between them is fast too. In addition, the number of operations

involved increases linearly with the number of branches in the program.

If (C..)L=1 -then the basic block i belongs to a closed path of length

L. But this closed path is not necessarily unique; for example if

(Cii)L=l (-C^)k+'k =1 too, because C^+L=C'a C^ and therefore
(C. . ) ((.C., )^JA.CCki )^) and for k=i, (C..)^1"1"^ 1. It is apparent
11

k=l x 11
now that (C^) =1 implies that (.C^)r=l y r=mxL where me[2,n/L]£ .
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In addition, if block j is in the same closed path with i then

(C..)k=l too.
JJ

(c) In order to separate out the closed paths imbedded in a

given C^, an integer distance matrix, D, is kept. D.. holds the
J

length of the shortest path from block i to block j . Whenever

(C..)^=l and D..=0, D.. is set to L.
ij iJ 10

(d) Whenever CC..)^=1 and modCL/D.. . ) ^ 0 a candidate closed
li n

path, P, is constructed by :

(1) setting P^=l and.
(2) V j^i Cl<j<n) if D. .^0 and D.. 7^0 and D. .+D.. <L, P.=l.

ij Ji ij Ji™ J

(e) P is added to the list if it is unique. Finally, the

resultant closed paths are sorted and the list of the strongly

connected regions is developed.

4.3.3 Eliminating Redundant Subexpressions

As we said in section 4.2.1, formal identities are recognized

during the development of the intermediate text. Whenever a new

instruction, NEW, is to be inserted on the instruction table, INSTR,

a search Is made, through, the Sequence Table (SEQ)., in the previous

instructions of the current block for a matching instruction. The

current block is scanned backward; if a matching occurs, between NEW

and some INSTR(SEQ(.K)) , the first empty entry in SEQ receives the pointer

to the matched instruction in INSTR and the search terminates. If a.

definition of one of the operands in NEW or the beginning of the block

is encountered, the instruction NEW is entered in the first available

entry in INSTR and its pointer is assigned to a similar entry in the

table SEQ.

An instruction iNSTRCSEQCl)) is a definition If its operator is

equal to 11 or 25. The defined item is given, of course, by the first

entry of the INSTR(SEQCl)). If this entry is a variable, it is compared
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directly with the operands of NEW. If the first entry of INSTR(SEQ(I))

is a reference to the result of another instruction then the name of the

defined array (as entered in the operand table) is given by the entry:

INSTR(.INSTR(SEQ(l) ) ,1)

For example, consider the assignment statement:

R(.II, 12,13} =6

and its equivalent code^ (.in symbolic form) :

(1) 11 12 ,

(2) CD 13 ,

(3) R t2) 1

(D C3) 6

where the name of the defined array is given in the entry:

INSTR(lNSTR(l4,l) ,1). There is no need, of course, to find out the

name of the defined array if the operator in NEW is not the "take"

operator But if it is so, the defined array name must be found

and compared with the operands of NEW.

In the actual implementation of the above algorithm some other

special cases are also considered. For example, as we mentioned before

in this chapter, there are cases involved with the definition of an

array element where the defining instructions:

CD 6 =

does not always appear between the Kth instruction and another identical

(to the Kth) instruction which constructs the same array element for

later use. For example, the recursive definition:

c(.i)=cCi)+io

should generate the code:
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Entries Instruction Table Sequence Table

1 C I 4 1

2 C I 4 2

3 (.2) 10 + 3

b Cl) (3) = h

where no definition appear between the first and the second instruction.

During redundant subexpression elimination new variables must be

introduced in order to replace the discovered redundant subexpressions.

However, care must be taken to introduce as few new variables as

possible. For example the statements:

x=(a+b+c+d)*e

y=Ca+b+c+d)*f

should become:

t1=a+b+c+d

x=t1*e

y=t1*f

instead of:

t1=a+b

T2=T1+C

T3=T2+D

x=T3*e

Y=£3*F

The generation of new variables is controlled by the following algorithm.

(.0) Initialize the pointer, PTR, of a stack, TRCTN, to zero. In

addition, assume that variables 11,12 are pointing to the beginning and

end of the current block respectively and set 1=11-1.

Cll Set i—1+1, If i<12 continue with the next step; otherwise stop.

C2) If the instruction INSTRCSEQCi)) is not referencing the results

of other instructions (e.g. A B +) set STATUS=1 and go to step 6; otherwise

continue with the next step.
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(3) If one and. only one entry of INSTR(SEQ(l)) points to

another instruction (e.g. (l) B*) go to step 4; otherwise go to step

5-

(4) If PTR^ 0 and TRCTN(PTR) is also pointing to the referenced

instruction set STATUS=2 and go to step 6; otherwise go to step 8.

(5) Apparently, both operands of the instruction INSTR(SEQ(l))

are pointing to other instructions, e.g. (l) (2) +. If PTR^O and

TRCTN(PTRX,TRCTN(PTR-1) are pointing to the first and second referenced

instruction respectively set STATUS=3 and continue with the next step;

otherwise go to step 8.

(6) If the instruction INSTR(SEQ(i)) is not identical with at

least one of the instructions following it in the current block go

to step 8; otherwise continue with the next step.

(7) According to the status number perform one of the following

operations; after that go to step 1.

(a) If STATUS=1 set TRCTN (.PTR+1) =SEQ(j);

(b) If STATUS=2 set TRCTN(JPTR) =SEQ(.I);

( c) If STATUS=3 set TRCTN CPTR-1 )=SEQ(.l).

(8) If PTR=0 go to step 1; otherwise generate a total of q.

(,q=value of PTR) new variables, Tn, neCl,PTRj, and insert q. new

assignments of the form:

TK TRCTN (K) =

In addition, replace every reference to the instructions pointed at

by the entries of TRCTN by the corresponding new variables, set PTR=0

and go to step 1.

Multiple dimensional array references need some special attention

during this process.
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The optimizer treats the subscript separator as a break - character,

that is every time an instruction containing it is encountered, control

is transferred directly to the step 8. This action guarantees that

commas will be always "protected" by take operators (+). Consequently,

the assignment statements:

X=Atl+J,K**2,L)

Y=A(I+J,K**2,N)

become:

T1=I+J

T2=K**2

X=A(T1,T2,L)

Y=A(T1,T2,N)

But this action creates a new problem. As it is apparent from the

description of the previous algorithm, when the stack TRCTN is empty

the procedure starts searching for redundancies from the first

independent instruction.

Consider the following statements:

X=R(A,B)+1

y=r(.a,b)+i

and their equivalent internal representation:

Entries Instruction Table Sequence Table

1 A B 1

2 R (l) t 2

3 (2) 1 + 3

1* X C3) = 1*

5 Y (3) = 1

6 2

7 3

8 5
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The first instruction contains a breaking character and since

the stack TRCTN is empty we proceed to the second which depends on the

first, therefore we go to the third etc.

Clearly, we failed to recognize the expression R(A,B)+1 as redundant

because of the presence of the array element RCA,B). A simple solution

to this problem would be to accept the "take" operator as a candidate

unconditionally. Furthermore, we could reject array elements with

arithmetic expressions as subscripts. The presence of an arithmetic

expression as a subscript in a multiple dimensional array reference

indicates that the arithmetic expression was not found redundant when

examined (.because if it were, it would be replaced by a new variable)

which implies, in turn, that the entire array element can not be

redundant. So a simple test could save us from a useless scanning.

For example, consider the array element:

A(11,12,13,110

and its internal form:

II 12

(1) 13

(2) lb ,

A (.3) 1

Clearly, when the array element has single variables, or constants,

as subscripts the sytax reflects it: all referenced instructions have

a comma as an operator and the first instruction is the only independent

one. In addition, dependencies, after the "take" operation, occur only

in the first operand. Every violation of this syntax permits us to

skip the entire array element.

Besides the subscript separator, all logical operators, all

relational operators and the equal sign, are also considered as break -

characters.
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In addition, the sixth step in the previously described algorithm

is executed on condition that the number of the identical instructions

per instruction remains constant. Every fluctuation of this number

causes the creation of a new 'entry on the stack TRCTN. Consider the

following example:

X=A+B+C+D

Y=A+B+F

Z=A+B+C+G

Apparently, the instruction A B + is redundant in the second and the

third statement but the instruction (l) C + is redundant only, in

the third statement. This causes the following output:

I1=A+B

T2=T1+C

X=T2+D

Y=T1+F

Z=T2+G

Clearly, the algorithm described in this section does not recognize the

occurrence of redundant instructions in different blocks. Only those

redundant instructions occurring in the same block are eliminated. This

does not mean that the instructions had to be in the same block initially.

As a result of moving code to less frequently executed program segments,

instructions from many different blocks may end up in the same block

and, if they are redundant, be eliminated.

i.3.^ Moving Invariant Subexpressions

This, transformation is performed on a region basis. Each strongly

connected region is examined for movable instructions and, if there are

any, they are moved into the predecessor block of the region. (Only those

regions with a unique predecessor block which has in term one single
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successor are processed).
<

More specifically, assuming that regions:

R(l),Rl2),.-. . ,R(K-1)

have already been optimized, region .R(jC) is selected from the region

list.

An instruction of a block, b, in R(jO is movable if its variable

operands are not defined in R(.K). So if block b has already been

examined as belonging to a region R(n)§R(K), it should not be examined

again since an immovable instruction in R(n) is also immovable in

R(K). Therefore, considering the regions:

R(1),RC2),...,R(JC)

as Boolean vectors in the sense that if block n belongs to the region

R(l) then the nth entry of the vector R(l) will be 1; otherwise it will

be 0, the blocks to be examined on behalf of R(K) are given by the

following expression:
k-1

R(K) C A RtJ))
j=l

During the construction of the sequence table the optimizer left

an initial zero-value entry per block. After the processing of the

corresponding block the value of this heading entry becomes one.

Consequently before examining block b for removal of invariant instructions,

a simple test of the heading entry informs us if b has been examined for the

same purpose before or not. (.The value of the heading entry of b is

given directly by:

SEQCflow(L))).

The only global information collected so far is in the form of a table

of Boolean vectors. Table DEF holds the definition vectors for each

programmer's variable; these were constructed when the redundant instructions
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were eliminated. DEF(l,J)=l if variable I (le{l,2,...}), as entered

to the symbol table, is defined in block J, otherwise it is zero.

A new pseudo block is initiated into which the code moved

backwards out of R(K) is collected and which after optimization of

R(K) will be appended to the end of the predecessor block of R(K).

To determine the movability of an instruction in R(K) we ask if each

variable operand of the instruction is defined in R(.K) or not. From

every other aspect the procedure is almost the same as the elimination

of redundant instructions described earlier. Each invariant instruction

is placed, of course, on the pseudo block and the definition of the

generated variable is placed there too.

Multiple dimensional arrays caused problems again. As we said

before, a basic feature of the intermediate text is that every referenced

instruction in a block, L, must belong to L. Therefore when we find

an invariant instruction which is forming an element of a multiple

dimensional array we must know the addresses of all instructions

dependent (.directly or indirectly) on it, in order to place them first

in the pseudo block.

After all blocks in R(lt) have been examined, then, if the pseudo

block is not empty it is appended to the end of the predecessor block

of R(K). Next the predecessor block is examined for redundant instruction

elimination and so the process continues until all blocks have been

dealt with.

3. 5 Code Generation

At this stage the intermediate text is. translated into FORTRAN

statements.

Initially the specification statements are printed out. Each active

entry on the specification table points to the first character of the

stored string in the work table. The end of the string is recognized by
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the number 82 ehich is not the EBCDIC form of any character. The

statement is copied character by character into a buffer, and

upon recognition of the last character of the string the contents of

the buffer are printed out.

The generation of the executable part of the program is performed

in a block basis. All basic blocks in the program are processed

in order of their ID number. During this analysis constructed parts

of statements pass, in character form, into the buffer.When the contents

of the buffer form a complete statement they are printed out. Obviously,

the number of the FORTRAN statements generated by the processing of one

block may vary from a relatively high value to zero. It could be zero

since, as stated in section h.2t a logical IF statement is generally

accommodated in two consecutive blocks.

Before printing each constructed statement we must find out if

there is any statement number to be printed in the first five columns

of the line or not. The definition of a basic block implies that one

and only one statement, in a given block, can be labelled; the very

first. Therefore, if the current statement is the first one in its

block and if this block has been labelled initially by the programmer,

then the current statement will be printed out with the label in front

of it; otherwise no label will he printed. Consider for example the

following program segment:

X=A+B*C

Y=D+B*C block K
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and its optimized version:

t1=b'x'c

x=a+t1

y=d+t1 ■block K

But consider .also the following Do-loop:

1

do 1 i=j,100

A(l)=I**2+Cl+l)/l**2

block K.—1

block K

Obviously, if we had labelled the optimized code generated from

the above DO-loop in the same manner we would have produced the

following output:

do 1 i=j,100

T1=I**2

a(i)=ti+Ci+i)/ti

block K—1

block K

Clearly, the labelling of the block K is in error. This problem was

solved by discriminating the statement numbers which define the end

of the range of a DO-loop from all others.

FORTRAN 'statements are classified according to the .action required

for their generation into three main categories'.
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(1) The statements which, are entirely stored in the work table,

(e.g. READ, WRITE, CALL, etc.).

(2) The statements which are entirely translated into triples

(e.g. Assignment statements).

(3) All others. (Logical and arithmetic IF statements).

The first type of statement did not pose any problems. They are

simply fetched from the work table into the buffer and printed out.

But the generation of arithmetic and logical expressions is more

interesting. Consider the assignment statement:

X=A+B+C*D

and its corresponding tree structure:

Where each node carries an operator and two pointers (left and right)

which point either to terminal identifiers or "lower" nodes of the

tree. The above tree structure suggests the following algorithm:

(0) Associate each node with a counter, CNTR and set all counters

initially to zero.

(1) Start scanning the tree structure from its root obeying the

following rules:

(a) Each time a node is reached increment its corresponding

counter by 1.

If CNTR is equal to 1 then follow its left pointer.

If CNTR is equal to 2 pass the operator situated in the
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node to the buffer and follow its right pointer.

If CNTR is equal to 3 return to the higher level

node which is pointing to the current node.

(b) If a leaf of the tree is met pass the corresponding

operand to the buffer and return to the current node.

(c) If the counter of the root becomes equal to 3 we are

done.

A pictorial representation of this algorithm is given below.

(For easy reference, each pointer in the previous tree structure has

been associated with a unique number).

Pointers Traversed Buffer

1 X

1,1 X=

1,1,2 X=

1,1,2,3,1* X=A

1,1,2,3,1*,!* X=A+

1,1,2,3, !*,!*, 5 X=A+B

1,1,2,3, !*,!*, 5,5,3 X=A+B+

1,1,2,3,1*,U, 5,5,3,6,7 X=A+B+C

1,1,2,3,!*,!*,5,5,3,6,7,7 X=A+B+C*

1,1,2,3,!*,!*,5,5,3,6,7,7,8 X=A+B+C*D

L,L,2,3,I*,1*,5,5,-3,6,7,7,8,8,6,2 X=A+B+C*D

So far we have described the generation of simple arithmetic

statements where the order of computation was determined by the hierarchy

values of the operators. But it is well know that one can change this

order by the use of parentheses.

If operations 0P1, 0P2 are executed sequentially and the hierarchy

number of the first operator is less than the one of the second it is
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implied that both its operands are to be enclosed in parentheses.

(Where each operand could be another node of course). For example,

consider the following tree structure where each flagged node is

marked by a star:

and the generated statement:

X=A+Y*(B+C+D)

The "take" operator (.+ } is represented in the operator table

by a left parenthesis. In addition, the node accommodating it, is

flagged unconditionally after the processing of the first operand.

Having described some interesting parts of the implementation

of the adopted optimizing strategies, a listing of the developed

algorithm is now given.



C*INITIALISATION* Cv*>J*J#-Jr«A*AvfyvVAAAAA-VAAA -v-t**■--v--r*-r-f"c*»*>"V'f-v-t*it*-v--v-t-
C C cJ*****#**********#******#************ CLISTINGOFVARIABLESUSED c

C c

RES

WORKTABLE

c

IRES

POINTERTOTHEWORKTABLE
c

DECL

SPECIFICATIONTABLE
c

IDECL

POINTERTOTFECECLTABLE
c

TRIPLE

INSTRUCTIONTABLE
c

ITRPLE

POINTERTOTHETRIPLETABLE
c

SEQ

SEQUENCETABLE
c

ISEC

POINTERTOTHESEQUENCETABLE
c

OPRND

OPERANDTABLE
c

N3

POINTERTOTFEOPRNDTABLE.
c

FL

FLOWTABLE

c

IFL

POINTERTOTHEFLTABLE
c

LBL

TABLEOFINSTRUCTIONNUMBERS
c

ILB

POINTERTOLBL
c

sue

SUCCESSOR-PREDECESSORTABLE
c

ISUC

POINTERTOTHESUCTABLE
c

OPRTR

OPERATORTABLE
c

HRCH

HIERARCHYTABLE
c

DISTCE

DISTANCETABLE

$$*£#*$*#=jC4=##«$#$4:$*#$#$£#

c c

BLOCKDATA CCNNCN/A3/IRES,RES/A4/0ECL,IDECL/A5/TRIPLE,ITRPLE,SEQ»ISEQ I/A6/0PRND,N3/A7/FL,IFL/A8/ILBLtSUCtISUC/A9/OPRTR/A10/HRCH/A13/CISTCE



2CE,RESULT,CCPY INTEGERSIRES,DECL(20),IDECL,TRIPLE(3,600),ITRPLE,SEC(9C0),ISEQ 1,FL(80),IFL,ILBL,SUC(600),ISUC,RES(1600),HRCFI(24)/3*0,2*1,2,3,4 2,7*5,2*6,2*7,3*8,9,10/,DISTCE(80,80)/64CC*C/ REALMSCPRTR(24)/»(','<•,♦(',»)',•>•,• .OR.','.AND.','.NOT.•,' .EQ.'
1,• .NE.'.LT.','.LE.',' .GT.' .GE.','I'•*',«/', 2'-','*❖»,•W,OPRND(80) LCGICAL*1RESULT(30,80)/2400*F/,C0PY(80,80)/64CC*F/ DATAIRES,IDECL,ITRPLE,1SEQ,IFL,ILBL,ISUC/1,0,1,2,2,1,2/,FL(I)/1/,SUC(I)/1 1SUC(1)/1/,SEG(1)/0/ END

Cj.$ C*MAINPROGRAMFORPROGRAMOPTIMIZATION* c CAUTHOR C CNICHOLASP.ALEXANDRAKIS C CSESSION1972-1973 C CDESCRIPTION C CTHEFUNCTIONSOFTHISPROGRAMARE: C1)TRANSLATIONOFTHESOURCEPROGRAMINTOTHEINTERMEDIATETEXT. C2)CONTRCLFLCWANALYSIS.
C3)OPTIMIZATION. C4)CODEGENERATION. C CSUBPCUTINEANDFUNCTIONSUBPROGRAMSREQUIRED: CPUT CTRSLTE CHELP CFNDLLR



CNUMBER CDFEC CIU CREDINT C*****$4*$$*$$*❖❖*̂$#*=r*♦:!!'**S**
C C C C

INTEGERSSK,WR INTEGER*2LBL(8C),SUC(600),FL(80),SEQ(900),TRIPLE(3,6Q0),INPU 1T(72),START/•<'/»£ND/•>•/,FI/'F«/,00(2,60),IDC/O/,IKLB/O/,BLANK/'•/,ILB 2»/,ILBL,ISUC,IFL,ISEQ,ITRPLE,RPR/«)•/,COMA/•,'/,IRES,ZERC/•C'/,DECL(2C),IC 3L(2C),IDECL,IZ/0/,RES(1600),HRCH(24),OUTPUT(72),IOUT,MRK/Z5240/ 4,IWTA/'I*/,LPR/'('/,PUSHDN(20),APST/'•••/,DISTCE(80,80),LENGTH/1/ 5,BO(30),LST(30),ILST/O/,PSB120),IPSB LOGICAL*1PAR(20),USED(20),CNTY(80,80)/64C0*F/,RESULT(3C,80),COPY(80,8C),T 180,fcC),TMP REAL*8OPRN0(80) CCMNCN/A1/INPUT/A3/IRES,RES/A4/DECL,IDECL/A5/TRIPLE,ITRPLE,SEQ,ISEQ/A6/0PR 1Q/A6/0PRN0,N3/A7/FL,IFL/A8/ILBL,SUC,ISUC/A10/HRCF/A11/CUTPUT 2/A12/PSB,IPSB/A13/DISTCE,RESULT,C0PY WRITE(6,34)
34FORMAT!'1'»6X,'INPUTPROGRAM'//) IOP=0 N3=0

C*****REACCNELINE 1READ(5,2,END=31)INPUT 2FORMAT(72A1) C*****OUTFUTITFCRCOMPARISONWITHTHEOUTPUTGENERATEDBYTHEOPTIMIZER WRITE(6,36)INPUT
36FORMAT('',72A1) THISSTATEMENTTHELASTONEOFARANGEOFADO?

IF(IKL8)38,38,37



C*****YES.CHANGEBLOCK. 37IF{FL(IFL-1).NE.ISEC-1)CALLHELP(0,0,0,0,0,2) IKLB=0
C******ELIMINATIONOFEMBEDEDBLANKSFROMCOLUMN7TOTHEENDOFTHESTRING. NITIALIZATIONOFIB,IS.

38IB=7 IS=1 DC31=7,72
C*****IFv,EAREINAREGIONENCLOSECINAPOSTROPHESTFENRESPECTBLANKS. XF(IS+l.EQ.O)GOTO5

C*****IFTHEREISABLANKINCREASEIBUTNOTIB. IF(INPUT!I).EQ.ELANK)GOTO3
C«****IFTHEREISANAPOSTROPHECHANGETHESIGNOFIS.

5IF<INPUT(I).EQ.APST)IS=-IS |sCBLANKFOUNDINCREASEIB.
IF(I.EQ.IB)G0TO4 C*****THEREAREEMBEDEDBLANKS,MOVEINPUT!I)TOTHERIGHTPOSITION. INPUT(IB)=INPUTII) INPLT(I)=BLANK

4IB=IB+1 3CONTINUE C*****CALLSUBROUTINEIDTORECOGNIZETHEINPUTLINE. CALLID(ID1,ID2)
C*****IFITISASPECIFICATIONSTATEMENTGOTOREADANOTHERLINE. 1F(ICI.EQ.O)GOTOI

C£££££LABELTEST C4****IFitISAFORMATSTATEMENTIGNORETHESTATEMENTNUMBER. IF(IC1.EC.9.AND.INPUT(7).EQ.FI)G0TO12 C*****SEARCHTHEFIRSTFIVEENTRIES. DO61=1,5 K=6-1

C***«ISTHEREANYNUMBER? IF(INPUT(K).NE.BLANK)GOTO7
6CONTINUE



GOTO9 C*****THEREISONECHANGEBLOCK. 7IF(FL(IFL-1).NE.ISEQ-1)CALLHELP(0,0,0,0,0,2) I=K+1
ĈTRANSFORMTHENUMBERFOUNDINTONUMERICALFORMANDINFCRMLBL. LBL(ILBL)=NUMBER(I) THEWAY,ARETHEREANYUNCLCSECCO-LCOPS?IDOISTHESUBSCRIPT

opTHESTACK'DC'POINTINGTCTHELASTITEMINSERTED.
C**#**TKESTACK'DO'HOLDSDOPARAMETERINFORMATION. 8IF!IDC.EQ.OJGCTC404 C3!;****IFTHEINSTRUCTIONNUMBERFOUNDISNCTEQUALWITHTHELASTENTRYINTHEDO C#****STCKGETOUT. IF(LEL(ILBL).NE.CO(IjIDO))GOTO404 ITISEQUALSETIKLB=ITCCHANGEBLCCKAFTERTHEPROCESSING

C*****0FTHISLINE IKLE=1 C*****«INFGRMSUCTCC. sue(ISUC)=D0<2,IDO) ISUC=ISUC+1 C*****PREFARETHEDCSTACKFORTHENEXTTEST.THESTATEMENTCOULD POSSIBLYTHEENDOFTHERANGECFMORETHANONEDOS.
ID0=IDO-1 GCTC8

404IF(1KLB.EQ.0IGCTC9 LBL{ILBL)=-LBL(ILBL)
91=7

sFARANETERID1NEGATIVE?
10IF(IDl)11,11,12 11I0P=1 ID1=-ID1

12GOTCI13,18,19,22,24,24,25,26,29,30),IC1 C£££££ARITHMETICIF 13J=I C*****OPTIMIZABLE?



IF(IOP)14,14,15
C*****IFNETFINDTHEENDOFTHESTRING. 14CALLFNDDLRfJ,I?,1Z,IZ,BLANK) GOTO16 FYESFINDTHEENDOFTHEARITHMETICEXPRESSICNASInELL.

15CALLFNCDLR(J»12,RPR,IZ,BLANK) K=I+2 C*****TRANSFORMTHEARITHMETICEXPRESSIONINTOTRIPLES. INPUT<K)=START INPLKJ)=END CALLTRSLTE(K,J) J=J+1
16K.=I2+1 C*****INFCRMSUC. 17SUC(ISUC)=-NUMBER(K) ISUC=ISUC+1 IF(INPUT(K).EQ.CCMAJGCTC17 SK=IRES C*****INSERTLASTTRIPLE,LOADLINEIORPART)TOTHERESTABLE,ANDCHANGE C*****BLCCK. CALLHELP!ICP,SK,31,J,12,1) IOP=0 GCTC1

C£££££G0TC 18J=I
C*****FINCTHELASTCHARACTEROFTHESTRING. CALLFNCDLR(J,12,IZ,IZ,BLANK) C*****2NFCRMSUCTABLE. K=12+1 SUC(ISUC)=-NUMBER(K) ISUC=ISLC+1 SK=IRES

C*****!NSERTLASTTRIPLE,LOADLINETOTHERESTABLEANDCHANGEBLCCK. CALLHELP(0,SK,32,I,12,1)



GOTO1 C£££££LCGICALIF 19J=I C*****FINDTHEENDOFLOGICALEXPRESSION. CALLFNCDLR{J,12,RPR,IZ,IZ)
C*****1SITOPTIFIZABLE? IF(IOP.EQ.OJGOTO20

C*****YES.TRANSFORMLOGICALEXPRESSIONINTOTRIPLES. K=I+2 INPUT!K)=START INPUT(J)=END CALLTRSLTE(K,J) CALLHELP!102,0,33,0,12,3) C*****PREPAREPARAMETERSFORPRCCESSINGOFTHENEARBYSTATEMENT. 21I=J+1 ID1=ID2 C*****CLOSEBLOCKAFTERTHAT. IKLE=I
ICP=0 GOTOIC C*****INSERTTRIPLE,LOADLINEANDCHANGEBLOCKWITHCCDE3.(SEEDESCRIPTION C*****QFSUBROUTINEHELP). 20SK=IRES CALLHELP(ID2,SK,33,1,J,3) GOTO21

C£££££CCMPUTECGCTO 22J=I
CALLFNCDLR(J,I2,RPR,COMA,BLANK) C****#INFCRMSUC 23SUC(ISUC)=-NUMBER(J) ISUC=ISUC+i IF(INPUT(J).EQ.COMA)GOTO23 SK=IRES

C4❖*❖*CHANGEBLOCK.



CALLHELP(0,SK,34,I,12,1) GOTOL C£££££CALL,READ 24J=I CALLFNDDLR(J,I2,1Z,IZ,BLANK) WR=ID1+30 SK=IRES CALLHELP(0,SK,WR,I,12,0)
C*****FINDDEFINEDVARIABLESINTHESESTATEMENTSANDINFORMTHE C*****INSTRUCTICNTABLEFORTHAT. CALLDFED{ID1,1) GOTOI

C£££££STOP 25J=I+3 SK=IRES
C*^*0HANGEBLOCKBUTDONOTLINKWITHTHENEXT. CALLHELP(0,SK,37,I,J,1) GOTC1

C£££££00 C*****CHANGEBLOCK. 26IFtFLlIFL—1).NE.ISEQ-IICALLHELP(0,0,0,0,0,2) J=I+2 C*****FINCTHEINSTRUCTIONNUMBEROFTHELASTSTATEMENTCFTHERANGE C**#**THECC. DO27K=J,72 IF(INPUT(K).LT.ZERO)GOTO28
27CONTINUE 28IDQ=IDC+1 INFORMTHEDOTABLE. DO(1,ICO)=NUMBER(K) DC(2,ICC)=IFL-1 CALLFNDDLRIJ,12,IZtIZ,BLANK) C*****FINCTFEDEFINEDVARIABLEANDINFORMTHEINSTRLCTIGNTABLE. CALLCFED<IC1,7)



SK=IRES
C*****ADDLASTTRIPLEANDLOADLINETOTHEWORKTABLE. CALLHELP!C,SK,38,1,12,0) GOTO1

C£££££ALLETHERS C$1SITAFORMATSTATEMENT? 29IF(INPUT!7).NE.FI)G0TOICO 1=1 12=71 GOTO1C1
100CALLFNDDLRd,12,IZ,IZ,BLANK) 101SK=IRES CALLHELP(0,SK,39,1,12,0) GOTO1

C£££££ASSIGN 30CALLFNCDLRII,12,IZ,IZ,BLANK) C**#**TRANSFCRMITINTOTRIPLES. 1=1-1 12=12+1 INPLT(I)=START INPUT!I2)=END CALLTRSLTE(1,12) GCTO1
31IFL=1FL-1 C*****CHANGETHENEGATIVEENTRIESOFSUCWITHTHECORRESPONDINGBLOCK NUMBERS. ISUC=ISUC-2 SUC(ISUC+1)=0 ILBL=ILBL-1 DO321=1,1SUC IF(SUC(I).GE.0)G0TO32 DO33J=1,ILBL K=LBL(J)

IF(K.LT.G)K=-K



IF(K+SUC(I).NE.O)GCTC33 SUC(1)=J GOTO32
33CONTINUE 32CONTINUE LAE=N3+ICO WRITE(6,35)

35FORMAT(•I•,40X,»FLOWANALYSIS',//)
C c C4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 c cCJ»A-AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-AAAAAV'C--VTfVYV1»WWWl»'I4¥'ATW

C*CONTROLFLOWANALYSIS* C4444444444444444444444444 C
c CTHREEMAINMATRICESAREUSEDINTHISSEGMENT:THEDISTCE,THECNTY CANDTHECOPY. C PJ-AA■*''AAAAAAAvVAAAAAAAA■»*'AAAAAAAAA■**»AAAAAAAA-AAAAAA*AAAAAA*A-A-A#AAAAAAAAAA"AAA#As'/A*AAJ»A#AAAAArAAYAYYA*TYYYYYY3*YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYA*YYYYYYYYYAWYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY C Q44444INFCRMCNTYANDCISTCEMATRICESWITHTHEINFORMATIONHELDINSLC. K=1

IND=1
203K=K+1 IF(SLC(K).EG.OJGCTC204 CNTYlIND,SUC(K))=.TRUE. DISTCEIIND,SUC(K))=1 GOTC203

204IF(SUCIK+l).EQ,C)GCTO205 K=K+I IND=SUC(K)



goto203 c*****outputpredecessorsandsuccessorsforconfirmation. 205write(6,290) 290format!///,4x»'block'»4x,•successors') ariableiholdsthenumberofthepredecessorblock.
dc2911=1,inc

ibo=c
c*****variablejholdsthenumberofasuccessorblock. dc292j=l,inc if(.not.cnty!i,j))gcto292 ib0=ib0+1 bc(iec)=j

292continue
theresuccessorsornot?

if(ibo.eq.o)goto293 thereareprintthem. write(6,294)i,(b0(k),k=1,ibc)
294format(8x,13,6x,201i3,',»)) goto291 therearenotitisanexitnode.

293write!6,295)i 295format(8x,13,«isanexitnode') 291continue c>t*t**let'sfindtheuniqueclosedpaths. ir=0 write!6,261)
261format!///'theuniqueclosedpathscflengthlessthanorequal it0lare•) 219write(6,262)length 262format!2x,'forl=»,i3) c*****searchingofthediagonalentries. K1=0

is=c

206k1=k1+1



1F1K1.GT.INOGOTO214 IF(.N0T.CNTY(K1»K1))G0TO206
C*****IFTHEDISTANCEFROMITSELFISEQUALTOLENGTHSKIPNEXTTEST IF(LENGTH.EQ.CISTCE(K1,KI))GOTO253 C*****DOESDISTANCEDIVIDELENGTH?IFYESREJECTIT. IF{LENGTH.EQ.LENGTH/DISTCE(K1,K1)*DISTCEIK1,K1))G0TO206

253IR=IR+I ILST=ILST+1
C*̂***THEENTRIESOFARRAYLISTPOINTTOTHEECCLEANVECTORSRESULT LST(ILST)=IR RESULT!IR,K1)=.TRUE. C4****LET«SFINDTHEPARTNERSOFKl. DO208J=1fIND IFIK1.EG.J)GCTO208 IF!.NCT.CNTY!J,J))G0TO208

254IF!DISTCE!KI,J).EQ.C)GOTO208 IF(CISTCE(J,K1).EQ.OJGOTO208 IF(DISTCE(KI,J)+DISTCE(J,K1).GT.LENGTF)G0TO208 RESULT!IR»J)=.TRUE.
208CONTINUE

RESULTEDCLOSEDPATHUNIQUE?
IF(IR.EQ.1)G0TO266 K2=IR—I DC209J=1,K2 DO21CL=1tIND IF(RESULT(J,L).AND..NOT.RESULT!IR»L))G0TO209 IF!.NOT.RESULT(J,L).ANC.RESULT!IR,L))G0TO209

210CONTINUE C*****NO.REJECTIT. ILST=ILST-1 DC211N=1,INC
211RESULT!IR,N)=.FALSE. IR=IR-1 GOTO206



209CONTINUE C*****WHENYCUFINISHWITHCURRENTVALUEOFLENGTHOUTPUTTHECLOSEDPATHS C*****FOUNDSCFAR. 266IS=1 IBC=0 DO263J=1,1ND IF(.NOT.RESULT!IR,J))G0TO263 IBO=IBO+1 BC(iec)=j
263CONTINUE WRITE(6,264)(BO(J),J=1,1BC)

264FORMAT(6X,25(13,«-•)) GCTO206
214LENGTH=LENGTH+I IF(IS.EQ.O)WRITE(6»265)

265FORMAT(4X,'NONE1) C**##*DIDWEFINISH.? IF(LENGTH.GT.IND)GOTO218 |\CTCOPYTHECNTYMATRIXTOCOPYANDRISECNTYTOTHENEXTPOWER.
DO215I=1jIND DO215J=1,IND CCPY(I»J)=CNTY(I,J)

215CNTV(I,J)=.FALSE. K=1 1=1

216K=K+1 IF(SLC(K).EC.O)GCTC300 J=SUC(K) DO217IK=11IND CNTY(I,IK)=CNTY(I,IK).OR.COPYIJ,IK) IF(.NOT.CNTYII,IK))GOTC217 IF(CISTCEII,IK).NE.O)GOTO217 DISTCEII,IK)=LENGTH
217CONTINUE



GOTO216
30CIF(SIC(K+l).EG.OJGGTC219 K=K+1

I=SUC(K) GCTC216
218WRITE(6»267} 267FORMAT)////,3X,'THEOPTIMIZABLESTRONGLY-CONNECTEDREGIONSARE') C*****INITIALIZECCPY. DO3051=1,IND DO205J=1»IND

305COPY)I,J)=.FALSE. C*****REJECTCLOSEDPATHSWHICHHAVEMORETHANONEPREDECESSORS. C*****REJECTALSOTHECLOSEDPATHSWHOSEPREDECESSORHASMORETHANONE C*****SUCCESSOR. K=1
IND=1

301K=K+1 IF(SUC(K).EQ.0)GOTO302 CCPY(IND,SUC(K))=.TRUE. GOTC301
302IF(SUC(K+1).EQ.0)GOTO303 K=K-U

IND=SLC(K) GOTO301
303DO28A1=1,IND DISTCE)1,1)=0

23ACNTV(1,1)=.FALSE. IS=0 I1=0 C*****EXANINEEVERYSTRCNGLYCONNECTEDREGION. DO27A1=1,IR
I1=I1+1 IF(IS.EC.O)GCTC270 DO286K=1,1ND



286CNTY(K,1)=.FALSE. I5=C 278DO275J=1,IND IF(.NOT.RESULT(I»J))GOTO275 IF(IS.EC.l)GGTC276
IS=1 DO280K=11IND

280CNTYIK,i)=CCPY(K,J) GOTC275
C*****FINDTHEPREDECESSORS. 276DO279K=1,IND 279CNTY(K,1)=CNTY<K,1).OR.CCPY(K,J) 275CONTINUE IF(IS.EQ.O)GOTO274 Ic=c DO285J=I,IND IF(.NOT.CNTYtJ,1))GOTO285 IF(RESULT(I,J))GCTO285 oRETHANONEPREDECESSORSREJECTTEEREGION.

IC=IC+I IF(IC.EG.2)GOTO288
IT=C DO287K=1»IND IF(.NOT.COPY(J,K))G0TO287

Cs###*iFpCREJHANONESUCCESSORSREJECTTHEREGION. IT=IT+1 IF{IT.EQ.2JG0TO288 IKA=J
287CONTINUE 285CONTINUE C*****pUTTHEDUMBEROFTHEPREDECESSORBLOCKINTOTHEAPPROPRIATEENTRY C*****opTHEFIRSTCOLUMNINTHEDISTCETABLE. IF(IC.EC.OIGOTO288 DISTCE(I,1)=IKA



GOTO274
288ILST=ILST-1 OC289J=II,ILST

289LST(J)=LST(J+l) 11=11-1
274CONTINUE C*****INTHISsegfentweshortthestronglyconnectedregionsand C*****WEREJECTTHEOVERLAPPINGONES. K=ILST

222K=K-1 IF{K.LT.1)GOTO227 1=1

30411=LST(I) I2=LST(1+1) M=C
IP=0 IN=0 Iz=c DO224N=1,IND IF{.NOT.RESULT(I1,N).OR.RESULT!I2,N))G0TO268

C*Ip=1IFFTHEREISN:RESULT(I1,N)=FANDRESULT(I2,N)=T C*****OTHERWISEIP=C. IP=1 GCTO224
268IF(RESULT!I1,N).OR..NOT.RESULT<12,N))GOTO269 =IIFFTHEREISATLEASTONEN:RESLLT(I1,N)=TANDRESULT{I2,N)=F

C*****QTFERWISEIN=0. IN=1 GOTO224
269IZ=1

=!(^EANSTHATWEHAVEF-FORT-T.
IF(RESULT!I1»N).AND.RESLLT(I2,N))F=1

C=1MEAMST-T. 224CONTINUE



lp+IN+M=3THEREGIONSAREOVERLAPPING.
IF(IP+IN+M.NE.3)GOTO270 C*#***REJECTONE. ILST=ILST-1 K=K-1 M=I+1 00226J=M,ILST

226LSI(J)=LST(J+1) GCTC304
CFIp+Iz=2ANDIN=0THEFIRSTREGIONISASUBSETCFTHESECONC.INTERCHANGE C**+**THEIRPOINTERSINTHELISTTABLE. 270IF(IP+IZ.NE.2.0R.IN.NE.0)GOTO223 LST(1+I)=11

LST(I)=I2
2231=1+1 IF{I.LE.K)GOTC304 GOTC222 C*****WRITETHEMDOWN. 227DC2721=1,ILST 1BO=0 I1=LST(I) DO273J=1,IND IF(.NCT.RESULT(II,J))GCTC273 IBO=IB0+-1 BO(IBO)=J

273CONTINUE WRITE(6,264)(BC(IA),IA=1,IBC)
272CONTINUE WRITL(6,277)

277FORMAT(////,iX,'THEIMMEDIATEPREDECESSORSOFTHEABOVEREGIONSARE') IE') TpEPREDECESSORSOFTHESEREGIONSINTHESAMEORDER.
DC2961=1,ILST

I1=LST(I)



WRITE(6,297)CISTCE(11,1)
297FORMAT('',13) 296CONTINUE

C C
£********************** c c C**************** C*OPTIMIZATION* C**************** CEVERYBLOCKISEXAMINEDFORREDUNDUNTINSTRUCTIONELIMINATION. CINTHESAMEPASSTHEMATRIXCOPYISINFORMED.EVERYLINEINTHIS CMATRIXCORRESPONDSTOAVARIABLEANDEVERYCOLUMNTOABLOCK. CSOIFTHEVARIAELEKISDEFINEDINTHEBLOCKNO2THESECONDENTRY

COFTHECORRESPONDINGBOOLEANVECTORWILLHAVETHEVALUETRUE. CAFTERTHISSTAGEEVERYSTRONGLYCONNECTEDREGIONISEXAMINEDFOR CREMOVALOFINVARIANTINSTRUCTIONS. CARRAYPSBHOLDSTHEPOINTERSOFTHEREMOVEDINSTRUCTIONS.IFTHERE CAREINSTRUCTIONSREMOVEDWEDEPOSETHEMINTHEECTTOMOFTHE CPREDECESSORBLOCKOFTHEREGIONANDWEEXAMINETHEPREDECESSORFOR CREDUNDANTINSTRUCTIONS. C C Q*******************************************************************************
c

c C*****REDLNDANTINSTRUCTIONELIMINATION. C*****ARRAYCOPYISGOINGTOHOLDTHEDEFINITIONOFEVERYVARIABLE C*****LET'SINITIALIZEIT. DO3121=1,80 DO312J=1,IND
312COPY(I,J)=.FALSE. I=IFL—1



inv=0
ilbl-0 do313j=1,i

313callredunt(j»1) therearenccptimizablestronglyconnectedregionsskipthe
c*****segnentbellov*. if(ilst.eq.o)goto306 dc3071=1,ilst ipsb=0

c$#***thevariableisucisuselessnov*anditisinccnncn,let'suseit isuc=lst(i) k=isuc c*****removalofinvariantinstructions. do308j=1,ind if(.nct.resultik,j))goto308 if(seg(flij)).eq.1)goto308 callrecunt(j»2) seg(fl(j))=1
308continue c*****didvvefindanything? if(ipsb.eq.0)g0to307

inv=inv+ipsb c****#depositionofthepseudo-block. m=fl(distceik,l)+l) l=isec-1
309seqil+ipsb)=seq(l) l=l-1 ifil.ge.mjgctc309

ipr=n i3=fl(distce(k>1)) do31011=1,ipsb
i2=fsb(11)

if(triple(3,12).eq.11)goto503 14=ipr



40814=14-1 IF!14.EQ.I3)G0TO503 I5=SEC(14) IF!15+1.EQ.0)GOTO408 DO40916=1,3 IF!TRIPLE(16,15).NE.TRIPLE(I6,I2))GOTO5C1
409CONTINUE SEQ!IPR)=I5 17=II+1 DC50016=17,IPSE IF!TRIPLE!1,PSB(16)).EQ.12+1000)TRIPLEU,PSB(16))=I5+1000

500IF(TRIPLE!2,PSB!16)).EQ.12+1000)TRIPLE(2,PSB!I6))=15+1000 GOTO310
50116=TRIPLE(3,15) IF!16.NE.11.AND.I6.NE.25)G0TO408 17=TRIPLE(1,15) IF!17.LT.1000)GCTO502 IF!TRIPLE!3,12).NE.3)G0TO408 I7=TRIPLE(1,17-1000) IF(I7.EG.TRIPLE(1,12))GOTO503 GOTO408

502IF!17.EQ.TRIPLE!1,12))G0TO503 IF(I7.NE.TRIPLEI2,12))G0TO408
503SEQ(IPR)=12 310IPR=IPR+1 M=DISTCE(K,1)+I DO311J=P,IFL

311FL(J)=FL(J)+IPSB ISEG=ISEQ+IPSB C*****FINCTHERECUNC/LNTINSTRUCTIONSOFTHEBLOCKWHICHRECEIVEDTHECODE. M=DISTCE(K,1) CALLREDUNT!M,I)
307CONTINUE ID0=0



DC5041=1,IND
I1=FL(I)+1 I2=FL(I+1)-1 DO504J=II,12 K=SEC(J)

IF{K+I.EQ.0)GOTO504 IF(ICO.EQ.0)G0TO505 DC506IU=i,IDC
IF(TRIPLE(1,K).EG.DCM,IU))TRIPLE(I,K)=0C(2,IU)

506IF(TRIPLE!2,K).EQ.D0(1,IU))TRIPLE(2,K)=D0(2,1U) 505IF(TRIPLE(3,K).NE.I1)G0TO504 IF(TRIPLE{1,K).LE.LAEIGCTO504 IF(TRIPLE!1,K).GT.1COG)GOTO504 IF(TRIPLEf2,K).LE.LAE)G0TO504 IF(TRIPLE12,K).GT.1000)GCTC504 IDO=ID0+1 DO(I,ICO)=TRIPLE<1,K) DC(2,ICC)=TRIPLE(2,K) SEQ(J)=-I
504CONTINUE

C c
C cCs*.«V-*<V'%V̂-.*#AN*»4»J. *y»^l<iy.̂>jS',v̂/j.-^j.>(*Y

C*CODEGENERATION* C2444$4**4 CWETRANSLATENOWTFERESULTEDINTERMEDIATETEXTINTOFORTRAN. CBECAUSERECURSIONISNCTAVAILABLEINFORTRANWEHAVETOMAINTAIN CAPUSH-DOWNLIST(PUSHDN).LOGICALARRAYPARINFORMSUSIFTHE CCORRESPONDINGINSTRUCTIONISTOBEENCLOSEDINPARENTHESESORNOT.
CLOGICALARRAYUSEDINFORMSUSIFANINSTRUCTIONWASUSEDBEFORE. C



C C

306IFCP=0 WRITE(6»400)
400F0RMAT('I',6X,'OUTPUTPROGRAM'//) C*****OUTFUTTHESPECIFICATIONSTATEMENTS. c^**=>:^arethereanyspecificationstatements? IF(IDECL.EQ.0)G0TO43 DO411=1,IDECL J=DECL(I) K=6

40K=K+1 OUTPUT(K)=RES(J) J=J+l C*****THEREISASPECIALMARKATTHEENCOFEVERYDEPCSECSTRING. IF(RES(J).NE.MRKJGOTO40
41WRITE(6,42)(OUTPUT(N),N=7,K) 42F0RMAT(7X,72A1) 43I0UT=0 C*****OUTPUTISTHEARRAYTOBEPRINTED. I1=IFL C**#**VARIABLE14HOLDSTHENUMBEROFTHEBLOCKUNDERCONSIDERATION. 14=1

44IS=0 WRITE(6,402)14
402FORMAT(*CBLOCK',12) ,sFINDTHELIMITSOFTHEBLOCK.

I2=FLC14) I3=FL(14+1)
C*****VARIABLE12POINTSANINSTRUCTIONINSEQ. 4512=12+1 IF(12.FQ.I3)GOTO58



M1=SEC(12) IF(Ml+l.EQ.O)GOTO45 M=TRIPLE(3,Ml) C*****CCMPAIRETHETHIRCENTRYOFCURRENTTRIPLEWITH30. IF(N.LT.30)GOTC56 1TISASTATEMENT.increaseis.
IS=IS+1 ITANARITHMETICIF? IF(M.NE.31)G0TO54 YESHAVEWEGENERATEDITSARITHMETICEXPRESSIONORNCT? IF(TRIPLEI1,M1).EQ.1)GCTC52

C**#**IFNOTLOADTHESTATEMENTINTOCUTPUTANDPRINTIT. 53Kl=TRIPLE(2»Ml) 46ICUT=ICUT+1 OUTPUT!ICUT)=RES(K1)
K1=K1+1 IF(RES(K1).NE.MRK)GOTO46

IF(IFCR.EQ.l)GOTC59 IF(M.EQ.33)G0TO58
47IFILBL(14))405,50,407 405IF(12+1.NE.13)GCTC50 LBLII4)=-LBL(14)

406WRITE(6,48)LBL(14),(OUTPUT!J),J=1,IOUT) 48FORMAT!'',15,1X,72A1) 49IOUT=C GOTO45
407IF(IS.EC.1)GOTC406 50WRITE(6,51)(CUTPUT(J),J=1,ICUT) 51FORMAT!7X,72A1) GOTC49

59WRITE(6,60)(CUTPUT!J),J=l,ICUT) 60FORMAT!'•,72A1) IF0R=0
HAVEALOGICALCRARITHMETICIF.



GOTO49
52OUTPUT(ICUT+1)=IWTA OUTPUT(IOUT+2)=FI OUTPUT(IOUT+3)=LPR ICUT=ICUT+3

57K=I2-1 C*****LOGICALARRAYPARINDICATESINCASEOFTRUETHATTHECCRESPCNCING CINSTRUCTIONISTOBEENCLOSEDINPARENTHESES. 61PAR(1)=.FALSE. C*****IPDISTHEINDEXOFTHEPUSH-DOWNLIST. IPD=0 I=SEC(K)
75IPD=IPD+1 PUSFCN(IPD)=I

C*****LGGICALARRAYUSEDISUSEDTOINDICATEIFWEHAVEALREADYPASSFROMTHE CTRIPLE. USED!IPD)=.FALSE. FPARENTHESESARENEEDEDPUTTHELEFTONEIN. IF(.NOT.PARIIPD))GOTO76
IOUT=IOUT+1 OUTPUTIIOUT)=LPR GOTO77

76IF(TKIPLE(3,1).NE.3)GOTO77 TRIPLE!3,1)ISTHEUNARYOP-ORMINUSIGNOREFIRSTCPERANC.
PAR(IPD)=.TRUE.

77IF(TRIPLE(3,1).EC.22)GOTO95 IF(TRIPLE!3,1).EQ.8)GOTO95 WEPAVEAVARIABLEORREFFERENCETOANOTHERTRIPLE? IF(TRIPLE{I,I).LT.1000)GOTO78
C*****THEVALUEOFPARAMETERK1ISTHEINDEXOFTHEREFFERENCEDTRIPLE. K1=TRIPLE!1,I)-1CC0

C*****THEVALUEOFPARAMETERK2ISTHEOPERATOROFTHEREFFERENCEDTRIPLE. K2=TRIPLE(3,K1)
C4#***THEVALUEOFPARAMETERK3ISTHEOPERATOROFCURRENTTRIPLE.



K3=TRIPLE(3,1)
C***£*CLEARIPD+1ENTRYOFPAR. PAR(IPC+L)=.FALSE. REFFERENCEDCPERATICNISUNARY,PARENTFESIZEITEXCEPTIFUNARY

CMINUSISAFTERAN•=•SIGN. IF(K2.NE.22)GOTO80 IF(K3.EQ.11>GCTC80 GOTO96
80IF(K2.EQ.3)G0TO79 C*****TESTFORPARENTHESES. IF(HRCH(K2).GE.HRCHIK3))GCTO79

96PAR(IPD+1)=.TRUE. 79I=K1 GOTO75
C*****pUTTHEFIRSTOPERANDINTHEOUTPUTLINE. 78CALLPUT(ICUT,TRIPLE(1,I)) C*****PUTOPERATORINTHEOUTPUTLINE. 95CALLPUT(IOUT,TRIPLE!3,1)) C*****IFTF£SECONDOPERANDISAREFFERENCETOANOTHERTRIPLEINFORMUSEDTABLE CTHATBOTHCPERANCSOFTHISTRIPLEHAVEBEENUSECANDFINDK1,K2,K3 CASABOVE. IF(TRIPLE(2,II.LT.ICOOGOTO81

82K1=TRIPLE(2,IJ-1000 USED(IPD)=.TRUE.
K2=TRIPLE!3,K1) K3=TRIPLE(3»I) C*****CLEARTHEENTRYCFTHEPARTABLECORRESPONDINGTOTHEREFFERENCEDTRIPLE. PAR!IPD+1)=.FALSE. IF(K2.NE.22)G0TC97 IF!K3.EQ.ll)GOTC97 GOTO96 C**#**PRELIMIINARYTESTFORPARENTHESESWHENTHEREFFERENCEISFRCMTHESECOND COPERAND. 97IF(HRCH(K2).NE.HRCH(K3))GCTO80



IF(K2.EC.16)GCTC79
IF(K2.EQ.3)GGTC79 PAR(IPD+1)=.TRUE. GDTO79

C#****PUTSECONDOPERANDINTHEOUTPUTLINE. 81CALLPUT(IOUT,TRIPLE(2,1)) IF(.NOT.PARIIPD))GOTO83
C*****IFPARENTHESISISNEEDEDPUTITIN. IOUT=ICUT+1 OUTPUT(IOUT)=RPR C*****RETURNTCTHEPREVIOUSINSTRUCTION. C*****WESTAR!NOV*CLIPBINGUPTHEPUSH-DOWNLISTSTEPBYSTEP. 83IPD=IPD-1 WEFINISHEDGOTOREPLACEPOINTERSBYTHEIRCORRESPCNDINGENTRIES. IF(IPD.EG.0)GOTC84 I=PLSHDN(IPD) FWELJSEDITPUTINRIGHTPARENTHESIS(IFNEEDED)ANDCONTINUE

CRETURNPROCESS. IF(.NOT.USED!IPC))GCTO85
86IF<.NOT.PAR(IPD))G0TO83 ICUT=ICUT+1 OUTPUT!IOUT)=RPR GOTO83

C*****iFkECIDKCTUSEITpUTOPERATORIN. 85CALLPUT!ICUT,TRIPLE(3,I)) TRIPLE(2,1)SINGLEVARIABLECRREFFERENCETCANOTHERTRIPLE? IF(TRIPLE(2»I).GT.1000)GOTO82
C*****IFWEHAVEAVARIABLEPUTITIN. CALLPUT!I0UT,TRIPLE(2,I)) GOTO86

84IFfN.EG.ll)GCTC47 IOUT=ICUT+1 OUTPUT!IOUT)=RPR IF(N.EC.33)GCTC58



GOTO53
54IF(N.NE.33)GOTC55 IF{TRIPLE!2,M1).EG.0)GCTC52 GOTO53

55K1=TRIPLE(2,M1) IF(RES(K1).LT.ZERO)GOTO46 IFQR=1 GOTO46
56IF(N.NE.ll)GCTC45 1S=IS+1 K=I2 GOTO61

5814=14+1 IF(14.NE.I1)GOTO44 WRITE(6,403)ILBL,INV
403FCRNAT(///1THEIMPROVEMENTS!?)MADEINTHEPROGRAMARE•,/3X,I2,2X 1,'COMMONSUB-EXFRESSIGNSELIMINATEC',/3X,12,2X,•INSTRUCTIONSMOVED 2') STOP ENDCJ.4/J.4.4.4*-Jf4.4# 'i-'t»"»*•fvv'o4*'i'viFvi' C*SUBROUTINEPUT*

C
c CUSAGE CCALLPUT(IOUT*K) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS CICUT-POINTERTCTHELASTCHARACTERINARRAYOUTPUT

CK-POINTERTOTHEOPRNDCRCPRTRTABLES. C CPURPOSE



CWHENAREAL*8VARIABLEISTOBEADDEDTCCUTPUT,SUBROUTINE'PUT* CDCESTHATDISCARDINGTHEBLANKBYTES. C C*££***£$Jic;}:##$:jc:{c$3"!##:$:j{! c

SUBRCUTINEPUT(IOUT,K) INTEGERSCUTPUT(68),TR,BLANK/''/,K,IOUT REAL*8OPRND(80),OPRTR(2A),CARR COMMON/A9/0PRTR/A6/0PRND»N3/A11/0UTPUT LOGICAL*1G(8),RD{2)»BL/•*/ EQUIVALENCE(CARR,G),(TR.RD) RC(2)=BL
C*xc*#*1SITANOPERANDORANOPERATOR? IFIK-1CC)1,1,2 C*****OPERATOR. 1CARR=CPRTR(K) GOTC3

c*0perand• 2CARR=OPRND(K-100) C*****LCADALLBYTESCFTHEDOUBLEWORDBUTBLANKS, 3DOA1=1,8 RD(1)=G(I) IF(TR.EC.BLANK)GCTO5
IOUT=ICLT+1

AOUTPUT(IOUT)=TR 5RETURN END

C*SUBROUTINETRSLTE*
C

c CUSAGE



CCALLTRSLTE(IF,IB) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS
CIF-POINTSTOTHEFIRSTCHARACTERCFASTRING CIB-POINTSTOTHELASTCHARACTEROFTHESAMESTRING. C CPURPOSE C1)TRANSLATIONOFANARITHMETICCRLCGICALSTATEMENTFROMSTANCARC CMATHEMATICALNOTATIONTOS-LANGUAGE. C2)TRANSLATIONFROMTHES-LANGUAGETOEARLYOPERATORREVERSE CPOLISHNOTATION. C3)SHORTINGOFARGUMENTSINCOMMUTATIVEOPERATORSINLEXICOGRAPHIC CORDER. C4IGENERATIONCFTRIPLES. C £******************************************************************************* c SUBROUTINETRSLTE(IF,IB) INTEGERSDATAK72),DATA2{68),BLANK/1'/,ALPHA

1/•A'/iNINEZ'9•/.STAR/•*•/»A9,LPAR/M•/,RPAR/»)•/,R, 21SON/1=•/,AUXLRY(10),MINUS/•-•/,PERIOD/1.•/,BEG/•<•/,END/»>1 3/,HRCH(24),P0LISH{68),0PRSTK(68),S,P,0,TRIPLE(3,600) 5,ITRPLE,SEQ(90C),ISEQ,FL(80),IFL,ZERO/1C•/ 6,FIRST(10),LAST(10),SU8STR,ARRAY(60) REAL*8CPRTRI24),OPRND(80),TEMPRY COMMON/AI/DATA1/A5/TRIPLE,ITRPLE,SEQ,ISEQ/A6/0PRND,N3/A7/FL,IFL 1/A9/CPRTR/A10/HRCH L0GI0AL*1LI(144),L2(8),BL/#,/,PER/,.«/ EQUIVALENCE(DATA1,L1),<TEMPRY,L2) S=1 A9=C
P=69 0=69



C****MNITIALIZATION N1=0
J=0

1=1F—1 IND=0 K=Ie

6IF{I.EQ.IB3GOTC62 1=1+1 C*****HAVEWEANOPERATORORANOPERAND? IFtCATA1(I).LT.0)GCTO10 IFIDATAKI).NE.PERIOD)GOTC200 1F(CATA1(I+1),GE»ZER0)G0TO10
200J=J+1 C*****WHEREAREWECONINGFRCP? IF(A9.NE.2)G0TO12 C*****LGACCONSTRUCTEDVARIABLETOTHEOPRNDTABLE. IF(N3.EG.03GCTC74 DO7211=1,N3 IF(OPRNC{II).NE.TEMPRY3G0TO72 DATA2(J)=11+100 GOTO73

72CONTINUE 74N3=N3+1 OPRNDIN3)-TENPRV DATA2(J)=N3+100
73J=J+1 N1=0

C*****HAVEWEANARRAYELEMENT? IF(CATA1(I).NE.LPAR)GOTO12 DATA2(J)=24 L=I+1
R=0

FYESFINDTHERIGHTPARENTHESIS.
DO13K1=L,K



IF(CATAKKl).EQ.RPAR.AND.R.EQ.O)GOTO14 IF(CATA1(K1).EG.LPAR)R=R+1 IF(DATA1{K1).EQ.RPAR)R=R-1
13CONTINUE C*****PUTTHEPOSITIONOFTHISRIGHTPARENTHESISTOTHEAUXILIARYSTACK. IAIND=IND+1 AUXLRY(IND)=K1

61A9=1
GOTC6

C*****HAVEWEANEXPONENTIATIONOPERATOR? 12IF(LATA!(I).NE.STAR)GOTOII K2=I+1 IF(DATAi(K2).NE.STAR)GOTC60 DATA2(J)=23 1=1+1 GOTC61
6CDATA2(J)=20 GOTO61

C*****HAVEWEUNARYMINUS? IIIF(DATA1{I).NE.MINUSIGOTO18 K3=I-1 IF(CATA1<K3).NE.ISON.AND.DATAllK3).NE.LPAR.AND.DATA1(K2).NE.STAR)GOTO181
20TC181 DATA2(J)=22 GOTO61

181DATA2(J)=18 GOTO61 C*****HAVEWEARIGHTPARENTHESIS?IFYESSEARCHAUXILIARYTAELE. 18IF(CATA1(I).NE.RPAR)GOTO191 IF(IND.EQ.0)GOTC102 IF(AUXLRYIINDJ.NE.I)G0TO102
101DATA2(J)=17 IND=1ND-1 GOTO61



1C2DATA2(J)=4 GOTO6L
C*****TESTFORLOGICALOPERATORS. C^s^MNITIALIZATIGNCFTEMPRY. 191DO94K8=l,8 94L2(KB)=BL IF(CATA1(I).NE.PERIOD)GOTO20 L2(1)=PER

J1=1

191=1+1 Jl=Jl+1 M4=2*I-1 L2(J1)=L1(N4) IF(CATA1(I).NE.PERICC)GOTO19 GOTG21
20N4=2*I—1 L2(1)=L1(N4)

21DO22J2=1,24 IF(TEMPRY.EQ.OPRTRtJ2))GOTC23
22CONTINUE 23DATA2(J)=J2 GOTO61

10N1=N1+1 N2=2*I-1 IF(A9.EQ.2)GCTC43 DO42K8=1,8
42L2(KB)=BL 43L2(M)=L1(N2) A9=2 GOTO6 C*****TRANSLATIGNTCREVERSEPOLISH. 62CONTINUE 81K=0

ITANOPERANDORANOPERATOR



IF(DATA2(S).GT.1CO)GOTO91
C=}****ISITARIGHTPARENTHESISORANENDMARK? IF(CATA2(S).NE.4.ANC.CATA2(S).NE.5)G0TO31 WEFINISHEDGETOUT.

IF{DATA2(S).EQ.5.AND.O.EQ.68)GOTO103 C*****DISCAROCURRENTVALUESOFSOURCEANDOPERATORSTACK. 41S=S+1 0=0+1 GOTO71 ITARIGHTSQUAREBRACKET?
31IF(DATA2(S).NE.17)GCTO51 K=1 GCTC121 ITALEFTSQUAREBRACKET?

51IFIDATA2IS).NE.24JG0TO63 0=0-1 OPRSTK(C)=CATA2(S) S=S+1 0=0-1 OPRSTK(C)=3 GOTC81
630=0-1 OPRSTK(C)=DATA2(S) S=S+1 GOTO81

91P=P-1 PCLISH(P)=DATA2(S) S=S+1
C*****TFSTF0Rpriority. 71IF(FRCF(CPRSTK(C)).LT.HRCF(DATA2(S)))GOTO81 121P=P-1 POLISHIP)=0PRSTK(0) 0=0+1 IF(K.EQ.O)GCTO71



K=0 GCTC41
1C3CONTINUE C*****SHORTINGOFRESULTEDPOLISHSTRING. CWECONSIDERONEOPERATORATATIMEFROMLEFTTORIGHT.DURINGTHE CCCMFARISONOFTWOOPERANDSWECOMPAIRETEEFIRSTVARIABLEOFEACH. C*****TW0POINTERSPOINTTOTHEFIRSTANDTHELASTDIGITOFEVERYOPERAND. SUBSTR=0 IP=69

ORIGINOFTHEFCLISHSTACKISATTHEENDOFANARRAY.
142IP=IP-1 IF(IP.EQ.P-1)GOTO150 K1=C

IFtPOLISHIIP).GT.100JG0TC142 ISANOPERATOR.
IFtFCLISHtIP).EC.22)K1=1 IF(POLISHtIP).EQ.8)K1=1 IP=IP+1 K=0 !NTHEFOLLOWINGUC-LGCPWEFINDTHELIMITSOFTHETWOOPERANDSOF

CCURRENTOPERATOR. DO1431=1,2 JHECRIGINALOPERATORISTHEUNARYMINUSDONOTCONTINUETOTHESECOND
COPERAND. IFtKl.EQ.l.AND.I.EQ.2)GCTC161 TFEFIRSTCHARACTERISANOPERATORDONOTCREATEANEWENTRYTC'FIRST'

CAND'LAST'BECAUSEHASALREADYBEENDONE. IFtPOLISHtIP).LT.lOOGOTO144
C****-BUTIFTHEFIRSTCHARACTERISANOPERANDDCTHAT. SUBSTR=SUBSTR+1 FIRSTtSUBSTR)=IP LAST(SUBSTR)=IP C»****pREFAREIPFORTHENEXTSTEP. IP=IP+1



GCTC143
AREINTHEFIRSTSTEPPREPAREIPFORTHENEXTSTEP.

144IF(I.EQ.2JGOTO143 IP=FIRST(SUBSTR)+l
143CCNTINLE C*****BECAUSEOF1HEWAYWEINFORMEDARRAYS'FIRST'ANC'LAST'WECONOT CKNOWWHICHENTRYiTHELASTORTHEONEBEFORETHELAST)CCRRESPCNCS CTCTHENEARESTTOTHEOPERATOROPERAND(ORBETTERRESULT). CWELEARNTHATWITHTHENEXTTEST. IF(FIRST(SUBSTR-1).LT.FIRST!SUBSTR))K=1

C*****THEVALUEOFMISTHEOPERATORUNDERCONSIDERATION. M=PCLISHILAST(SUBSTR-K)-l)
C****#THEvAL.UEOFJ2POINTSTHEENTRYOFTHENEARESTINSTRUCTIONTCTHECURRENT COPERATOR. 161J2=SUBSTR-K I2=LAST(J2) THECURRENTOPERATORISTHEUNARYMINUSCHANGETHEVALUECFLAST(SUBSTR

C)INORDERTCPCINTTHEENDOFTHISINSTRUCTIONANDREPEATALGORITHM. IF(Kl.EQ.1)GCTC160
C*****LET'SFINDOUTSOMEINFORMATIONCONCERNINGTHECTHEROPERAND. J1=SUBSTR+K-1 N1=FIRST(Jl) ITACOMMUTATIVEOPERATOR? IFIM.EQ.19)GOTO145 IF(M.EC.6)GOTO145 IF(M.EQ.7)GOTO145 IFIM.NE.20)G0TO149

145M2=FCLISH(FIRST(J2)) M1=POLISH(FIRST(Jl))
C*****iFITISACOMMUTATIVEOPERATORCOMPAIRETHEFIRSTVARIABLESCFCUR CTWOOPERANDS. IF(CPRNDIMl-iOO).GE.OPRNU(M2-100))GOTO149 C*****PERMUTTHETWOOPERANDS. II=FIRST(J2)



IND=1 DO146J=12,11 ARRAY(IND)=PCLISH(J)
146IND=IND+1 ARRAY(IND)=0 N2=LAST(J1)

IND=I2 DO147J=N2»N1 POLISH(IND)=POLISH(J)
147IND=IND+1 J=G 148J=J+1 IF(ARRAY(J).EQ.0)GOTO149 POLISH(IND)=ARRAY{J) IND=IND+I GOTO148

149SUBSTR=SUBSTR-1 FIRST!SUBSTR)=N1
160LAST(SUBSTR)=12-1 IP=12-1 GOTO142

150CONTINUE C*****TRANSLATIONTOTRIPLES. C*****WESCANTHEPOLISHSTACKFROMTHEBEGINNINGANDWHENANOPERATORISFOUND CWECREATEANEWTRIPLE. ThESAMETIMEWECHECKIFTHECURRENTTRIPLEWASENCOUNTEREDBEFOREIN
CTHEBLOCK. THISISTRUEWEDONOTCREATEANEWENTRYTOTHETRIPLETABLE.

CONLYTHESEQTABLEISINFORMEDINTHISCASE. IP=69 151IP=IP—1
viEDONE?

IF(IP.EQ.P-1>GOTO154 IF(FCL1SH(IP).EG.O)GOTO151



C*****0PERATOROROPERAND? IF(FCLISH(IP).GT.100)GOTO151 C*****CREATETRIPLE. TRIPLE(3,ITRPLE)=POLISH(IP) K=IP DO1521=1,2 IF(I.EG.1)GOTO153
C*****ISITAUNARYOPERATOR? IF(POLISH!IP).EG.22)GCTO155 IF(POLISH!IP).EQ.8JG0TQ155

153K=K-U IF(FCLISH(K).EQ.O)GOTO153 TRIPLE(3-1,ITRPLE)=POLISHIK)
152POLISH(K)=0 155M=IFL-1 L=FL(M)+1 IFIL.EQ.ISEQ)GOTO156 C*****LET«SSEEIFTHEREISANYOTHERSIMILARTRIPLEWITHUNDEFINED C*****OPERANDSINTHEPATHBETWEENTHESETRIPLES. 1=ISEQ

1571=1-1 DC162IA=i»3 IF(TRIPLE(IA,SEC(I)).NE.TRIPLE(IA,ITRPLE))GCTO163
162CONTINUE IF(TRIPLE<3,ITRPLE).NE.3JGOTO158 IF(K.EC.68)GCTC156 IF(POLISH(68).NE.SEQ{I)+1CC0)GCTO158 IFIPGLISH(P>.NE.ll)GOTO158

163IF(TRIPLEI3,SEG(I)).NE.11.ANC.TRIPLE<3,SEQ(I)).NE.25)GOTO164 M=TRIPLE(1,SEQ(I)) IFIM.LT.1000)GOTO165 IF(TRIPLE(3,ITRPLE).NE.3)G0TC164 M=TRIPLE(1,M-1CCC) IF(M.EQ.TRIPLEII,ITRPLE))G0TO156



GOTG164
165IF(M.EQ.TRIPLE!1,1TRPLE))GOTO156 IF(M.EC.TRIPLE(2»ITRPLE))GOTO156

164IF(I.NE.DGOTG157 156POLISH(K)=1TRPLE+1GCO SEQ(ISEQ)=ITRPLE ITRPLE=ITRPLE+1 GOTO159
158POLISH(K)=SEQ<I)+1000 SEG(ISEC)=SEQ(I) TRIPLE(1,ITRPLE)=0

159ISEOISEQ+1 PCLISH(IP)=0 GOTC151
154RETLRN END

C C*SUBROUTINEHELP* C..UJ.-VJ'sV-J*̂sV-VJ/st.A.J, -*(*/tS->|V̂^|\-»,«•-*jV^|V̂
c c

CUSAGE CCALLHELP(II,12,13,14,15,K) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS CII-THEFIRSTENTRYCFTHETRIPLETOBEINSERTEDINTCTHE CTRIPLETABLE. C12-THESECONDENTRYOFTHEABOVETRIPLE. CI3-THETHIRDENTRYOFTHESAMETRIPLE.IF13=0THENNCTRIPLE CWILLBEINSERTED. C14-POINTERTCTHEBEGINNINGCFASTRINGTOBELOADEDINTHECORK CTABLE.BUTIF14=0THENNOSTRINGISTCBELCACEC. C15-THEENDOFTHEABOVEMENTIONEDSTRING.



ck-isacodenumber.ifk=0thereisnccperaticntoeeperformed. cifk=1thecurrentblockwillbeclosed,anewcnewillbe cinitializedancthesecondblockisconsideredasasuccessor cofthefirst. cifk=2thecurrentblockwillbeclosedanewcnewillbecreatec cbutnclinkagewillbeperformed.
cifk=3thecurrentblockwilleeclosed,an£wonewillbeini- ctializedandalinkagewillbeperformedbetweenfirst-seccndand cfirst-third. c c

subroutinehelp(ii,12,13,14,15,k) integer*?ires,triple(3,600),itrple,seg(9c0),iseq,ilbl,slc(6cc) i,isuc,fl(80),ifl»inplt(72),blank/'«/,res(1600),mrk/z5240/ common/a1/input/a3/ires,res/a5/triple,itrple,seg,iseg/a7/fl,ifl/a8/ilbl,su
1/ilel,suc,isuc if(i4.eg.0)goto2 c*****loadline. dc1j=14,15 resures)=1nput(j)

1ires=ires+1 res(ires)=mrk ires=ires+1
2if(i3.eq.0)g0to3 c*4<*44l0actriple. trifle(3,itrple)=13 triple(2,itrple)=i2 triple(1,itrple)=i1 seg(iseg)=itrple

iseg=iseq+1 itrple=itrple+1
3ifik.eq.ojgoto6 c*****perfcrmflcwoperations.



AILBL=ILBL+1 IF(K.EG.l)GOTO5 SUC(ISUC)=IFL ISUC=ISUC+i IF(K,EG.2)GOTO5 SUC(ISUC)=1FL+1
ISUC=ISUC+i

5ISUC=ISUC+1 SUC(1SUC)=IFL
ISUC=ISUC+1 FL(IFL)=ISEQ IFL=IFL+1 ISEC=ISEQ+1

6RETURN END

Q̂J/J/J*̂-J- C*SUBROUTINEFNDDLR* C********************* C C******************************************************c^!3<£={£3<s C CUSAGE CCALLFNCDLRU4,15?II?12.13) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS C14-POINTSTOTHEPOSITIONFROMWHICHSCANNINGSHOULDSTART CANCRETURNSANUMBERPOINTINGTOTHEFIRSTOCCURRENCEOFII CFOLLOWEDBY12. C15-RETURNSANUMBERPOINTINGTOTHEFIRSTOCCURRENCEOF13. CII-ISACHARACTERINEBCDICFGRM.IFITISEQUALTOZERO?IlfI2 CAREIGNORED. C12-ISACHARACTERINEBCDICFORM.ITMUSTFOLLOWCHARACTERII CINCRDERTOBEAMATCING.IF12=0THESECONDCHARACTERISCONSI- CDEREDBYDEFAULTASANALPHANUMERICALCHARACTER.



C13-ISACHARACTERINEBCDICFORM.
C

c

SUBRCUTINEFNCDLR(14,15,11,12,13) INTEGER*2I1,12113tINPUT(72) COMMON/AI/INPUT IF(Ii.EQ.O)GCTC4 DO11=14,72 IF(INPUT(I).NE.I1)GOTOI IF(I2.EQ.0)GOTO2 IF(INPUT(I+I).NE.12)GOTOI
3I4=1 GOTO4

2IF(INPUT!I+l).GT.O)GOTO1 GOTO3
1CONTINUE 4IF(I3.EQ.0)GOTO7 DC5J=14,72 IF(INPUT(J).EG.I3)GOTO6

5CONTINUE 6I5=J-1 7RETURN END

C****#**#*******#*** C*FUNCTIONNUMBER* C##&;{:##if#if$#$$ c c CDESCRIPTIONCFPARAMETERS CI-POINTSTOTHEENDOFASTRINGOFNUMBERS C CPURFCSE



CTHESUBROUTINEFUNCTIONNUMBERTRNSFORMSASEQUENCEOFNUMBERS CFRCMEBCDICTOARITHMETICFORM. CTHEPROCESSSTOPSWHENANONNUMERICALCHARACTERISFOUND. C c

INTEGERFUNCTIONNUMBER*2II) INTEGER*2INPUT!72),NUMBER,CU/«C'/fZERC/'O1/ COMMON/AI/INPUT NUMGER=0
K=G

11=1-1 IF(I.EG.O)GOTO2 IF(INPUT!II.GT.OGCTC2 IF!INPUT!I).EQ.OU)GOTO2 NUM=(INPUT!I)-ZERO)/256 NUMBER=NUMBfR+NUM*10**K
K=K+I GOTO1

2RETURN END

C>VJ»̂«•»J»«V-A*sS#-if.VJ.-if»V-if-if-if-.V^1'V^'f'TY'CVTff'r'V^TTW C*SUBROUTINEDFED* C c c CUSAGE CCALLDFED!II,IB) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS CII-ISTHEIDNUMBEROFASTATEMENT CIB-POINTSTOTHEPOSITIONOFTHEBEGINNINGOFTHESTATEMENT. C



CPURPOSE CTHESUBROUTINEDEEDSCANSSTATEMENTSLIKESU8RCUTINECALLS, CREADANDDOSTATEMENTSINORDERTOFINDOUTWHICHVARIABLE(S) CISDEFINEDTHERE.WHENADEFINEDVARIABLEISSPOTTEDANEW CTRIPLEISINSERTEDTOINDICATETHISDEFINITION. C
C

SUBROUTINEDFED(I1,IB) INTEGER*2INPUT(72),TRIPLE(3,6CO),SEQ(9CC),ITRPLE,ISEQ, 1APA/«A»/,ISN/'='/,RPR/•)'/,BLANK/••/,ZERO/'0•/ REAL*8OPRND(8C),TMRY/»•/ LOGICAL*!BL/«'/,T{8)/8*'V.L(IAA) COMMON/Al/INPUT/A5/TRIPLE,ITRPLE,SEQ,ISEQ/A6/OPRND,N3 EQUIVALENCE(TMRY,T),(INPUT,L) I=IB+A IF{II.EC.8)1=18+2
IT=C

11=1+1 C*****FINISHED? IF(INPUT(I).NE.ELANKJGCTC19 C*****YES.BUTISTMRYEMPTY? IF(IT.EQ.Q)GOTO16
C*****ISTHEENDOFTHELINE? 19IF(72-1)2,8,8 2IF(IT.EQ.O)GOTO16 C*****F!NDTHEID-PCINTEROFTHEVARIABLE. 6IF(N3.EC.0)GOTC4 DO3J=1,N3 IF(OPRND(J).EQ.TMRY)G0TO5

3CONTINUE 4N3=N3+1 OPRND(N3)=TMRY J=N3



C*****CREATETHENEWTRIPLE. 5TRIFLE(1>ITRPLE)=100+J TRIPLE(3,1TRPLE)=25 SEQ(ISEQ)=ITRPLE ISEG=ISEG+I
ITRPLE=ITRPLE+I

20IT=C DO7J=1,8
7T(J)=8L GOTOI

C*****ISCURRENTENTRYOFINPUTABREAKINGCHARACTER? 8IF(INPUT(I).LT.0)GOTO10 ITISTHEEQUALSIGNSKIPNEXTCHARACTERSUNTILARIGHT C*****PARENTHESISORBLANK. IE(INPUT(I).NE.ISN)GOTO9 DO111=1,72 IF(INPUT!I).EQ.RPRIGOTO9 IF(INPUT!I).EG.ELANK)GQTO9
11CONTINUE sTMRYEMPTY?

9IF(IT)1,1,6 10IF(IT.NE.OIGOTC12 IF(INPUTII).GE.ZERO)GOTO1
12IT=IT+1 T(IT)=L(2*1-1) GOTC1

16RETURN END

C*SUBROUTINEID*CJ.vVXJ.4»-Jk*-A.>V-J.wLJ.J.•>»» vVYr-r■i"v C Q#:}:$:$a}:$$$:}:$:$5>$$$#£$$$$#$4=#̂sf=4=❖̂ c



c c c c c
c c c c c c c

c
c c

c

SUBROUTINE10(11,12) INTEGER*2INPUT(72),DECL(20),IDECL,DE/«D•/,LA/•L•/,SC(7,2)/»E•,•E•
I **I•I•,«C»,•C*»'R'»'X1,'G'»'M•,*N•,1M',«P«,«L•/,NOTA/1/,LPR/M•/,RPR/1)• 2,RPR/«)'/,APT/''"/,BLANK/'«/,ISN/•='/,CP/1,•/,APA/•A'/,NINE/'9»/, 3,IPASS/O/,IkESjZERO/'O'/fGI/'G'/tlSW1/C/,ADD/•+»/,RES(L6CC),MRK/Z5240/ 4240/ C0MNGN/A1/INPUT/A3/IRES,RES/A4/DECL,IDECL I2=0 ISW2=1

I=6 ISW=C
31=1+1 INISHEC? IF(I.EQ.73)GOTC15 THEJESTBELLOWISPOSITIVEWEFAILLECTORECCGNIZEAZEROLEVEL

C*****EQUALSIGNORCOMMA. IF(INPUTfI).EG.BLANK)G0TC15USAGE CALLIC(11,12) DESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS II-IDOFASTATEMENT I2—••••'• PURPOSE THISSUBROUTINERECOGNIZESEVERYSTATEMENT. INCASEOFLOGICALIFTHEVALUECF12ISNEEDEDTOO.INADDITION IFWEHAVEALOGICALORARITHMETICIFSTATEMENTTHESIGNCF THEIIOR12INDICATESIFTHESTATEMENTSAREOPTIMIZABLECRNCT.



C*$***HAVEWEALEFTPARENTHESIS? IF(INPUT(I).NE.LPR)GCTOA C*****LET«STRYTOGETOUTOFIT. IS=31 GCTC5
C*****HAVEWEANAPOSTROPHE? AIF(INPUT(I).NE.APT)GOTO10 IS=-30

51=1+1 DO61=1,72
IF(INPUT(I).NE.APT)GOTO7 IS=-IS GOTO9

7IF(IS.LT.O)GOTO6 IF(INPUT(I).NE.LPR)GOTO8 IS=IS+I GOTO6
8IF(INPUT(I).NE.RPR)GOTO6 IS=IS-1

9IF(IS.EQ.30JG0TO3 6CONTINUE 10IF(ISW.EQ.1)GGTCII AREOUT.ISITANEQUALSIGN?
IF(INPUT(I).NE.ISN)GOTO3

ISW=1 GOTO3
C«****isITACOMMA? 11IF<INPUT(I).NE.CM)GCTO3 I1=8 GOTO12

15IF(ISW.EQ.0)GCTC19 ISA|mASSIGNMENTSTATEMENT.ISITALONEORWITHALOGICAL STATEMENT?
161=1-1



IF(I.EQ.7)GOTO17 L=I-1 IF(INPUT(L).EG.RPR.AND.INPUT(I).LT.0)G0TO18 GOTOlfc
1711=10 GCTC12

18ISW2=2 I1=1C 1=8 GCTC51
19IF(IPASS.EQ.l)GCTC24 C*****SPEC1FICATI0NTEST. 1F(INPUT(7).EQ.DE)GOTO21 IF{INPLT(7).EQ•LA)GOTC21 J=2 DO201=1,7 IF(I.GT.2*J)J=J+1 IF(INPUTI7).NE.SC(I,1))GCTC20 IF(INPUT!6+JJ.EQ.SCI1,2))G0TO21

20CCNTINUE IPASS=1 GOTO24
21IDECL=IDECL+1 C*****LOACINPUTLINETOTHEWORKTABLE, DECL(IDECL)=IRES DO221=7,72 RES(IRES)=INPUT(I)

IRES=IRES+1
22CONTINUE RES(IRES-1)=MRK

23U=C I2=C GOTO12
24I=7



ITANIFSTATEMENT?
25IF{INPUT(I).NE.SC(3,1))G0TO30 51IS=1

jTOPTIMIZABLE?
DO261=I,72 IF(INPUT(IJ-ADD126,40,39

35IF(INPUT!I).EG.RPR)GOTC41 40IS=-I GCTC26
41K=INPLT(I+1) C*****WITHTHEHELPOFTHETWiOTESTSBELLOWWESEPARATELOGICALAND C*****ARITHMETICIFS. IF{K.LT.ZERO)GOTO27 IF{K.LE.NINE)G0TO29

26CONTINUE 27IF(ISW2.EG.2)GOTO50 I=1+1 C*****CALLTHEROUTINEFROMTHEBEGINNINGTOFINDTHEIDOFTHESECCNDSTATEMENT ISW1=1 GOTO25
28ISW1=C 5012=11 II=3=!=IS ISW2=1 GOTO12

2911=IS
ncwCNWERECOGNIZEALLOTHERSTATEMENTSFROMTHEIRINITIAL

C*****CHARACTERS. GOTO36
30IF(INPUT{II.NE.GI)G0TO32 IF(INPUT!1+4).EC.LPRIGCTC31 I1=2 GOTO36

3111=4



GOTO36
32IF(INPUT(1+2).NE.LA)GOTO33 I1=5 GOTO36

33IF(INPUT(I).NE.SCI7,1))GOTO34 I1=6 GOTO36
34IF(INPUT(1+3).NE.SC(6,2))GOTO35 I1=7 GOTO36

3511=9 36IF(ISW1.EQ.1)GOTO28 12RETLRN END

C#$*$̂̂4 C*SUBROUTINEREDUNT* C

r*

L CUSAGE CCALLREDUNT(IBLOCKtIC) C CDESCRIPTIONOFPARAMETERS CIBLCCK-THENUMBEROFTHEBLOCKTOBEEXAMINED CIC-IC=1IFREDUNDANTEXPRESSIONELIMINATIONISREGUIRED. CIC=2IFREMOVALOFINVARIANTINSTRUCTIONSISREQUIRED.
C

CPURPOSE CTHISSUBROUTINEISUSEDFORREDUNDANTINSTRUCTIONELIMINATIONAND CREMOVALOFINVARIANTINSTRUCTIONS.
C

C*>



SUBROUTINEREDUNT(IRLOOK,IC) INTEGER*2TRIPLE(3,600),ITRPLE,SEQ(SCO,ISEQ,ILBL,SUC(6CO),ISUC,FL(80),IFL I(80),IFL,LBL(80)»VAR»MAX,UNRST(10),IUNRST,ERS(1C),IERS,PSB(2C),IPSB, 2R,DISTCE(8C,8C),MLT(7) REAL*8OPRND(80),NEWVAR,IWTA/'I«/,NI/*N'/,NIKG LCGICAL*1TAF/«T•/,NUM(10)/'0'1','2','3SH','D,'/"fi19'/, 1/»NA(8)/8*«'/,IN/'I'/.RESULT(30,80),CCPY(80,80) EQUIVALENCE(NEWVARtNA) CCPPCN/A5/TRIPLE»ITRPLE»SEQ»ISEQ/A6/OPRND,N3/A7/FL,IFL/A8/1LBLtSUC,ISUC
1G,ISIC/A12/PSB,IPSB/A13/CISTCE,RESULT,COPY NA(2)=NUM(1) NA(i)=TAF IERS=0 IUNRST=C C*****FINCTEEFIRSTINSTRUCTIONOFCURRENTBLCCK. ICST=FL(IBLOCK)

CEnnpiNDTHELASTINSTRUCTIONCFCURRENTBLOCK. I2=FL(IBLOCK+1)-I IR=ICST
21IR=IR+1 IF(SEQ(IRJ+l.EQ.0)GOTO21 IF(IR.GT.12)GOTO34

C*****WHATPRCCECUREWASREQUESTED? IF(IC.EC.2JGCTC56 M=TRIPLE(3,SEQ(IR))
C**«5(!*ANYDEFINITIONS? IF(F.NE.il.AND.N.NE.25)GCTO56 M=TRIPLE(1,SEQ(IR)) ITADEFINITIONOFANARRAY? IF(N.LT.1000)GCTO57 M=TRIPLE(1,M-1CCC)

57M=M—100 qNFCRNCOPY. COPY!M,IBLQCK)=.TRUE.



GOTO21
56IK=C C*****FINISHED? IF(TRIPLE(3,SEQ(IR)).GT.24)GOTO21

C*****ISTHEFIRSTENTRYOFTHECURRENTINSTRUCTIONPOINTINGTOANOTHER C*****INSTRUCTICN?IFYES,IGNORETHEInFOLEINSTRUCTION. IF(TRIPLE(1,SEQIIR)).GT.lOCOlGOTO21 IP=0

C*****BUTIFTHESECONDENTRYOFTHECURRENTINSTRUCTIONISPOINTINGTOANOTHER C*****INSTRUCTIONLET'SSEEIFTHEPOINTEDINSTRUCTIONISASSEMBLING MULTIPLE-DIMENSIONALARRAY. IF(TRIPLE(2,SEQ(IR)I.LT.IOOOIGOTO30 IF{TRIPLE(3,SEQ(IR)).NE.3)G0TO21 IMLT=0 M=TRIPLE(2jSEQ(IR)1-1000
38IF(TRIPLE!3,M).NE.161G0TO21 IF(TRIPLE(2,M).GT.ICOOIGOTO21 IF(IC.EC.l)GOTO10

IMLT=IMLT+1 MLT(IMLT)=M DC111=1,2 IF(TRIPLE(I,N).GT.1000)GOTO11 K=IFL-1 DO12J=1,K IF(.NOT.RESULT(ISUC,J))GOTO12 IF(COPY(TRIPLE!I»M)-100»J))GCTO21
12CONTINUE 11CONTINUE 10IF(TRIPLE(1,N).GT.1C00)GOTO39 IP=1 GOTO30

39M=TRIPLE(1,N)-1000 GOTO38
C^***ISTHEREANYBREAKINGCHARACTER?



30M=TRIPLE(3,SEQIIR)) IFIM.LT.6)GOTO1 IF(N.LT.17)GCTC25
qpITv<ASANULTIPLE-DIMENSICNALARRAYSKIPTHENEXTDC-LOOP. 1IF(IP.EQ,1)G0TO42 NTHISQC-LCCPWESTOPTHEPROCESSIFTHEREISNOMATCHING THEINFCRMATICNHOLDINTHEUNRSTSTACK.OTHERWISEWECLASSIFY

C*****TP!ENEWTRIPLEACCORDINGTOTHECASEANDWEGOCN. DO231=1,2 M=TRIPLEII,SEG(IR)) IF(M.EQ.O)GOTO23 IFIM.LT.1000)GOTO23 IF(IUNRST.EG.0)WRITE(6,32) IF(SEQIUNRSTIIUNRST)).NE.M-1000)GCTC24 ISTTUS=i GCTC52
24IFIIUNRST.EG.I)GCTC25 IF(SEQIUNRSTIIUNRST-1)).NE.M-1CC0JGCTC25 ISTTUS=2 GCTC52

23CONTINUE 42ISTTUS=3 C*****WHATCPTIONWASREQUESTED? 52GOTC158,59),IC C^^SLPT.SSEEIFTHEREISANYCOMMCNTRIPLE. 58K=IR+1 IS=C DO22M=K,I2 IFISEQIM)+1.EQ.C)GOTO22 IF(SEC(IR).NE.SECIM))GOTO22
IFIIS.NE.OGCTC26 C*****SAVETHEPOSITIONOFTHISTRIPLE. NCTA=M

26SEQ(M)=-1



rs=is+1
22CONTINUE ILBL=ILBL+IS NOCOMMONTRIPLEFOUNDGETOUT.

1F(IS.EG.O)GCTC25 IF(IK.EC.0)GOTO3 IF(IK.EQ.IS)GOTO3 IK=0 GOTC51
3IK=IS GOTO60

C*****ARETHEOPERANDSCFTHECURRENTINSTRUCTIONINVARIANT? 59DO71IA=1»2 IF(TRIPLE!IAjSEQIIR)).GT.10C0)GOTO71 K=IFL-1 DO7CIB=1»K IF!.NOT.RESULT!ISUC,IB))G0TO70 IF(CCPV(TRIPLE!IA,SEQ(IR))-ICC,IB))GOTO25
70CONTINUE

C**$*$THEVAREINVARIANT.PUTTRIPLEINTHEPSEUDC-BLCCK. 71CONTINUE IF!IP.EG.OJGCTC4 DO5IA=1»IMLT IB=IMLT-IA+1
IPSE=IPSB+1

5PSB(IPSB)=MLT(IB)
4IPSE=IPSB+1 PSB(IPSE)=SEG(IR) C*****PREPAIREPARAMETERSFCRTHENEXTSTEP. 60GOTO(53,54,51),1STTUS

53ERS(IERS)=NOTA UNRST!IUNRST)=1R
IR=1R+1 IF(SEQ(IR)+l.EQ.0)G0TO25



IF{IR.GT.I2)G0TO25 IF(IC.EQ.2)GOTO30 M=TBIPLE(3,SEG(IR)) IF(f.NE.11.AND.M.NE.25JG0TO30 M=TRIPLE(1,SEQ(IR))
IF{N.LT.1000)GOTO62 M=TRIPLE(1,N-10CC)

62M=M-100 COPY(M,I8LCCK)=.TRUE- GOTO30
54IERS=IERS-1 IUMRST=IUNRST-1 GCTC53

51IP=C IERS=IERS+1 IUNPST=IUNRST+1 GOTO53 C*****SCANNIMGDISCONTINUED.ISANYTHINGINTHEUNRSTSTACK? 25IF(IUNRST.EQ.0)GOTO21 K=IUNRST
K1=IERS C*****CREATEANEWVARIABLE. 27L=L+1 N3=N3+1 I=L/10 NA(3)=NUM(1+1) J=L—1*10 NA(4)=NUM(J+1) OPRNC(N3)=NEWVAR TRIFLEU,ITRPLE)=N3+100 TRIPLE(2,ITRPLE)=SEQ(UNRST(K)J+1C00

TRIPLE(3,ITRPLE)=11 GCTC(66,63),IC
66M=ERS(K1)



c4****infcrmcopyforthenewvariable. copy{n3>iblock)=.true. c*****createspacefornewtriple. 36m=m-1 sec(n+l)=seg(m)
if(m.ne.unrst!k)+i)goto36 seq(unrst(k)+l)=itrple l<2=unrst(k)+2

goto64
63ipsb=ipsb+i copy(n3»distce(isuc,1))=.true. psb(ipsb)=1trple

k2-cnrst(k)+i
64itrple=itrple+i c*****anyrefferencestotfeeliminatedtriple? c*****putthenewvariableinstead. do28i=k2»12 if(sec(i)+1.eq.o)goto28 if(triple(1,sec(i)).ec.sec(unrst(k)1+1000)triple(1,seg(i))=n3+icc if(triplei2,seq(i)).eq.seqiunrstik))+10c0)triple(2,sec(i))=n3+100

28continue 29k=k—1 if{ic.eq.2)goto65 k1=ki-i dc351=1,k1
if(seqiersu))+i.eg.o)goto35 ers(i)=ers(i)+i

35continue 65if(k.ne.0)g0to27
49iunrst=q iers=0 goto21

32format!11,'error*) 34return
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CHAPTER 5

THESIS RESULTS

This final chapter discusses a few examples of problem

programs as run on the developed optimizer and summarizes the

results of this thesis.

5•1 Examples

As it was mentioned in previous chapters, the optimizer

accepts a program in FORTRAN and generates, after optimization, code

in the same language. This fact implies that candidate instructions

for elimination or removal should be exposed explicitly in the source

program in order to be detected by the optimizing algorithm. The

optimizer is not supposed to be used independently but rather as an

additional pass on the output of some high level language translators

which because of their nature produce inefficient code.

Most of the examples given in this section are, therefore, not

realistic in terms of size or code quality. The primary intention

here is to show that the developed algorithm "works" correctly with

all possible data combinations, no matter if some of these combinations

are not very likely to appear in real programs.

Example 1

The first example given involves the finding of the roots of a

quadratic equation. In this .small program there are three redundant

subexpressions detected by the optimizer, namely- B, SQRT(.B**2-U*A*C)

and 2*A. Obviously the elimination of the first subexpression as

redundant does not lead necessarily to an improvement since-most

computers have a fast "negate" command in their instruction set. In
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addition, in a good optimizing compiler the multiplication

in T003 would be replaced by an addition and the exponentiation

in T001 would be replaced by a multiplication (eliminating a possible

subroutine call).

This example is one in which the optimization would probably

not be worth the effort, because the original program does not

require much computer time. If, however, the calculation of quadratic

roots must be performed many times, the total time saved will make the

effort well worth it.

Example 2

The source program in this example calculates the volumes of

50 cylinders and cones and the areas of 50 cicles, whose radius, height,

varies from 0 to 10, 1.0 to 16,0, in 0.2, 0.3, increments respectively.

This example demonstrates the usefulness of the sorting algorithm in

the detection of redundant subexpressions and illustrates the action

taken when a subexpression of a redundant expression is found redundant

in a different place of the source program. More specifically, the

expression:

HEIGHT*PI*RADIUS**2

is redundant in VCYL and VC0NE but only a subexpression of it - is

redundant in VCICL. As it can be seen in the output, the above

expression is broken down into two parts in order to provide the

correct results in every position where redundancies were encountered.

Example 3

This example illustrates the actions taken by the optimizer in

the two following cases.

(a) An expression does not change value between multiple

occurrences of it; and

(b) the value of the expression is changed between two occurrences

of that expression. In this example, the expression A/B is redundant
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in V and U but not in VI because of the definition: A= V-U.

Example U

The same principle is exemplified here as the one mentioned

in the previous example, but the defined item is now an array

element, C(.I,I+l), and not a simple variable.

Example 5

The function of the source program in this example is the

calculation of the product:

C=(A-B)x(A+B)

where A,B, and C are three square matrices. As we can see in the

assignment statement labelled with the number one, the reference of

the array element C(l,J") is not detected as redundant although no

defining instruction appears in the Sequence Table between the two

occurrences of the C(.I,J).

Example 6

This example shows how code is moved from frequently executed

areas to less frequently executed areas. The source program in

this example consists of two versions of the same program. The

loops in the first version are programmed with DO statements and in

the second version with logical IFs, but as it can be easily confirmed

from the output, this difference did not affect the final results.

Example 7

The source program in this example is a classical illustration

of nested loops. It finds all the three-digit numbers that are

equal to the sum of the cubes of their digits. The logical expression

of the IF was expanded into triples because it contains more than one

arithmetic operators. This example shows how code is moved as far

as possible out from the frequently executed areas of a program.
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Timing considerations of tire original program and its optimized

version are also given in order to offer a further measure of the

improvements made on the source program.

Example 8

In this example the array element CCl) was first moved out of

two different blocks of the region 3-^_5« Then the second occurrence

of CCI) was found redundant in block 2 and it was, therefore, eliminated.

Example 9

The source "program" in this last example is simply a set of

statements in an almost random order. This example illustrates the

functions of the optimizer in a somewhat general case. Note that

the expressions:

B(jff,L,R)-7

and (B(jtf,L,R)-7)**3

ended up in the first block where they were examined again for

redundant subexpressions.
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EXAMPLE 1

INPUT PROGRAM

R,_ AD ( 5 » 1 ) A» B t C
1 FORMAT(3 F10 . 3 )

Rl = (-B+SQRTi B**2-4*A*C ) ) / ( 2*A )
R2= ( -B-SQRT ( 3**2-4*A*C ) )/( 2*A )
WRITE(6,2)RI»R 2

2 FORMAT (• R 1= * »FIG.5» • R 2= 1 *F10. 5)
STOP

OUTPUT PROGRAM

C BLOCK 1
. . READ(5,1)A,B,C

.1 FORMAT(3F1G.5)
T 002=-B
T00i =SQRT(B**2-AJ
T 003=A*2
RI=(T0G2-i-T0Gl)/T0U3
R2=(T0G2-TC01)/7003
WRITE(6r2)RI,R2

2 FORMAT(• Rl=«,F10.5,*R2=J,F10.5)
STOP

THE IMPROVEMENTS (?) MADE IN THE PROGRAM AR
7 COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED
0- INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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EXAMPLE 2

z.

IN PUT PAG GRAM

R r. AL ? I / 3 3 IA i 5-5/ ,R/U'I US/0. 0/ ,HE IGIIT/1. 0/
on i i = i, l c
R A 01US=RAD IUS+ 0.2
HE IG;iT=!lE I C! 1 T + C. 1
VC YL =R AG I U S - * 2 *P I -11. I GUT
VC IC L = P I *R A 0 I L E * - 2
VCON E-P I -R A0 I L'£-2 *1IF I 01 i 1/3»

1 WR ITii (6,2) VC YL » VC IC-L , VCCNE
2 FORMAT ( • VCYL= ' 5, ' VC IC 1= ' »P 10. b , ' VCC.\E = « , F10 . 5 )

STOP

OUTPUT PROGRAM

REAL ?I/3.14 I 5 0/,R AD IU S/G.0/,HE IGH7/1.0/
C BLOCK 1

0011=1,50
RAO IUS=R AD IU S+ C > 2
HE IG h T = H E I G1 i T + C . 3
T0C2=P I*RADIUS**2
TO C 1 = 115 I GH 7*TCL
VCYL=TC01
VC ICL=T002
VC0N5=T001/3.

C BLOCK 2
1 WR ITE ( 6,2) VCYL ,VCICL,VCCNE

C BLOCK 3
2 FORMAT ( 1 VCYL= ' ,F10„ 5, ' VC I C L = ' ,F 1 0 > 5 , ' VC C.\ £= • , F 10 . 5 >

STOP

The IMPROVEMENTS £ V) MA 02 IK THE PROGRAM ARE
5 COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED
C INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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EXAMPLE 3

. y

IJ PUT PROGRAM

R E AO (t> » 1 ) A t P.
i FORMAT(2F1C.5)

V = (A/e + i)/(A/0-1}
U= (A/?.)*■«?.
A= V-U
Vl=(A/E+2)**3
SIC?

OUTPUT PROGRAM

C CLUCK 1
READ (5,1)A,G

1 FORMAT(2F1C.5)
TO 6] = A/11
V= (TUOl + i J /( TC.C1-1)
U= TOO 1**2
A= V-U

V 1=(A/0 + 2)**3
ST CP

THtE IMPROVEMENTS ( ?) MADE IN THE PR CO RAM ARE
2 COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED
C INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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EXAMPLE It

INPUT PROGRAM

REAL COO,30) .Y/10.0/
READ(5,IJC

1 FORMAT £3ul2)
DO 2 1=1,29
X=C( I , I +D+Y
X1 = {C( I,I + l) +Y)*3.
CI ItI + 1)=X+X1
X2=(C(I,I+i)+Y)**6

2 CONTINUE
STOP

FLOW ANALYSIS

BLOCK SUCCESSORS
1 2,
2 3,
3 2,4,
4 IS AN EXIT NODE

THE UNIQUE CLOSED PATHS OF LENGTH LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO L ARE
FOR L = 1

NONE
FOR L= 2

2- 3-
FDR L= 3

NONE
FOR L= 4

NONE

THE OPTIMIZABLE STRONGLY-CONNECTED REGIONS ARE
2- 3-

THE IMMEDIATE PREDECESSORS OF THE ABOVE REGIONS ARE



\

OUTPUT PROGRAM

RE ALC(30,3 0),Y/10.0/
C BLOCK 1

R £AD(5 ,1) C
1 FORMAT(301 2)

C BLOCK 2
0021=1,29
TO01=1+1
T0G2=C(I,T001)+Y
X= TO02
Xl=TG02*3a
C( I,T001) = X+Xl
X2=(C(I,T001)+Y}**6

C SLOCK 3
2 CONTINUE

C BLOCK 4
STOP

THE IMPROVEMENTS(?) MADE IN THE PROGRAM
5 COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS .ELIMINATED
0 INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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EXAMPLE 5

INPUT P KG GRAM

REAL A ( 5 0 7 5 0 ) / 2 5 0 0 - L / ? ri ( 5 0 ? '■> 0 ) / 2 5 G 0 * 2 / »o (50 » 5 0 )
CG i I = it P C
0 G I J - 1 j 5 C
C ( I, J ) =0.0
DC 1 K=i»5C

1 C ( i, J ) = C ( I 7 J > + ( A( I , K )~B( i , K ) ) *(A( I ,K)+B ( i » K) )
WR ITu (6, 2 ) ( ( C ( I 7 U ) , J = 1 , 50 ) , I =1, 50)

2 format (' ' , 5 c i 2 )
stop

flow analysis

block successor:
1i 2,
2 3,
3 4,
4 i,
5 is an exi

2,
nod:;

3 7

the unique closed paths of length less than or equal to l are
fcr l= 1 .

none
fcr l= 2

3- 4-
for l= 3

2- 3- 4-
fqr l= 4

1- 2- 3- 4-
fcr l= 5

ncne

the cptimizabl e strongly-ccnnected regions are
3- 4-
2- 3- 4-

the immediate predecessors of the above regions
2
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CUTPUT P.ROGRAM

R l AL A ( 50, 5 C ) / 2 3 0»?» 1 / »3 £ 5 0 » 5 ^ ) / 2 f> C 0 * 2 / »C ( 5 0 i !> 0)
C BLCCK 1

[>C 11 = 1» 50
C BLCCK ?

BO 1J = I., 50
C( I, J )=0»0

C BLCCK 3
DC IK = 1,50

C BLCCK A
7 0 01 = A { I , K )
TO02= H ( I ,K )

1 C ( I, J )= ( T 0 C1- 7 0 0 2 ) * ( 7 0 01 + 7 0 o 2 ) + C (I , J)
C BLCCK 5

WRITE(6,2)((C(I,J),J=1,50),1=1,50) .

2 FORMAT£' ',5012)
S7CP

THE IMPROVEMENTS(?) MADE IN THE PROGRAM -ARE
2 COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED

-..— 0-.. INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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EXAMPLE 6

IMP IT PROGRAM

IMTEGcR*2 A{50,50,50)
X = 5.
Y = IC . G
DO 1 1=1,50
DO 1 J=1,50
DO 1 K=i,5 0

1 A(I,J,K)={I+*2+J**3+K**4)/(X+Y)
X= 5 C . C
Y=3C.C
1 = 1

2 J = 1
3 K = I
4 A ( I , J , K ) = { I**2+J**3+K**4)/(X+Y)

K = K + I
IF(K.LE•50)GO TC A
J=J+1
IF( J.LE.5OG0 TC 3
1= HI
IF( I.LE.50JGO TO 2
STOP

)R

JT

.C
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FLOW ANALYSIS

BLOCK SUCCESSORS
1 2,
2 3,

3 A,
A 5,
5 2, 3,
6 7,
7 8,
8 9,
9 10, 11,
10 9,
11 12, 13,
12 8 ,

13 14, 1 5 ,
1A 7,
15 IS AN EXIT NODE

THE UNIQUE CLOSED PATHS OF LENGTH LESS THAN CR EQUAL TC L ARE
FOR L= 1

NONE
FOR L= 2

A- 5- .

9- 10-
FOR L= 3

3- A- 5-
FOR L= A

2- 3- A- 5-
8- 9- 11- 12-

FCR L= 5
NONE

FOR L= 6
7- 8- 9- 11- 13- 14-
7- 8- 9- 10- 11- 12- 13- 14-
8- 9- 10- 11- 12-

FOR L= 7
NON E

FOR L= 8
7- 8- 9- 10- 11- 13- 14-

FOR L = 9
NONE

FOR L = 10
NONE

FOR L= 11
NONE

FOR L= 12
NONE

FOR L= 13
NON E

FOR L= 14
NONE

FUR L= 15
mp* i r-



THE OPTIMIZABLE STRONGLY-CONNECTED REGIONS ARE
4- 5-
9- 10-
3- 4- 5-
2- 3- 4- 5-
8- 9- 10- 11- 12-
7- 8- 9- 10- 11-

THE IMMEDIATE PREDECESSORS OF THE ABOVE REGIONS ARE
3
8

2
I
7
6

OUTPUT PROGRAM

INTEGER*2A(50,50,50)
C BLOCK 1

X= 5.
Y= 10 .0
TQ07=X+Y

C BLOCK 2
DO 11=1,50
T 0 C5=I**2

C BLOCK 3
DO 1J= 1, 50
T00i = T00'5 +J**3

C BLOCK 4
DO 1K = 1 t 50 .

C BLOCK 5
1 A( I, J,K)=(TC01+K*«4)/TCC7

C 3L0CK 6
X= 50.0
Y= 30.0
1= 1
T 0 10 = X+Y

C BLOCK 7
2 J=1

T008= 1**2
C BLOCK 8

3 K= 1
T003=T003+J**3

C BLOCK 9
4 A( I»J»K) = (TC03+K**4)/TC10

K = K + 1
C BLOCK 10

IF(K.LE.50 )G0T04
C BLOCK 11

J = J+1
C BLOCK 12

IF (J ,LE. 50 )G0T03
C BLOCK 13

1= 1 + 1
C BLOCK 14

IF (I ,LE. 50 ) CO TO 2
C BLOCK 1.5
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STOP

-

the improvements!?) made in the program are
0 common sub-expressions eliminated

24 instructions moved
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EXAMPLE 7

INPUT PROGRAM

INTEGER*2 A,B,C
DO 1 A= 1 , 9
CO 1 B=0» 9
DC 1 C=0 » 9
IF (100*A + 1C*B +C..EQ .A**2 +B**3+C**3) WRITE(6,2) A,B,C

1 CONTINUE
2 FORMAT (' A = ' , 14, 'B = 8 ,1 A , 'C = ' ,1 4)

STOP
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FLOW ANALYSIS

ELGCK SUCCESSORS
1 2,
2 3,
3 At 5,
A 5,
5 1,2,3,6,
6 IS AN EXIT NODE

THE UNIQUE CLQSEC PATHS OF LENGTH LESS THAN CR EQUAL TO L ARE
FOR L= 1

NCNE
FCR L= 2

3- 5-
FOR L= 3

2- 3- 5-
2- 3- A- 5-
3- A- 5-

FCR L= A
1- 2- 3- 5-
1- 2- 3- A- 5-

FCR L= 5
NCNE

FOR L= 6
NONE

THE OPTIMIZABLE STRONGLY-CCNNECTED REGIONS ARE
3- A- 5-
2- 3- A- 5-

THE IMMEDIATE PREDECESSORS OF THE ABOVE REGIONS ARE
2
1
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OUTPUT PROGRAM

INTEGER*2A ,Q,C
C BLOCK 1

CO 1A= 1,9
T0C3=A*I00
T0C4=A**3

C CLOCK 2
CO 1 B = G » 9
TCC1=TC03+E*1C
TOC2=TOO/i + E**3

C BLOCK 3
CO 1C = G j 9

C CLOCK 4
IF (TG01 +C.EQ.TC02+C**3)XRITEI 6,2)A,B,C

C BLOCK 3
1 CONTINUE

C BLOCK 6
2 FORMAT(• A=', 14,* B= '» I 4 , ' C = 1 ,14)

STOP

THE IMPROVEMENTS (?) MADE IN THE PROGRAM ARE
C COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED

12 INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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FORTRAN IV G LEVEL ALPS V 1.0 GMAIN44 CATE = 73218
0 C 0 L ■ INTEGER *2 A ,B ,C
0 C 0 2 CALL C LC PTM(Ii)
0003 CO 1 A = 1, 9
C CO 4 DU 1 B = C , 9
0 CO 5 DO 1 0=0,9
wL06 IF{lCQ*A+10*D+C.EQ.A««3+8**3+C#*3)X=l
CC 07 1 CONTINUE

0008 2 FORMAT( ' A=,,I4,'8=',I4,,C=',I4)
C CO 9 CALL CLCPTM(I 2)
0010 13=12- I 1

CCLI WR ITE(6,5)11,13,12
0012 G FORMAT! ' C MPL ' I 8/ • EXEC'18/' TCTL'18)
C C I 3 STOP
0014 END

73/218 TRANSFER ADDR. HICCRE ES

0284B8 028767 CS
CSE

LOADER HIGHEST SEVERITY WAS 0 — EXECUTION

CMPL 19584
EXEC 2304
TOTL 21888

STOP C
/£
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FGRTRAN IV G LEVEL A4PS V 1.0 G MA IN44 GATE - 73218 TIME

0CGI INTEGER*2 A,B,C
CCO2 CALL CLCPTM(Il)
CGO3 DO 1 A= 1T 9
CC04 TflC3=A*lC0
C 0 0 5 T C G A =A * * 3
C CO6 DO 1 B = C »9
CCD7 r0Cl=TCC3+B*10
0008 TCC2=T00A+B**3
CC09 DO 1 C-C , 9
CClu IF(TCC1+C.EG.T002+C«*3)X=1
GO 11 1 CONTINUE
C 012 2 FORMATE' A= • , I 4 , • B= ' , I 4 , • C= • , 14)
GC13 CALL C LCP TM(I 2)
CO 14 13=12-11
0C15 WRITE(6,5)I 1,13,12
G016 5 FORMATE' CMRL'18/' EXEC'18/' TCTL'I8)
0017 STOP
0018 END

73/218 TRANSFER ADDR. HICCRE ESC T1)

0284B 8 0287FF CSECT

CSECT

LOADER HIGHEST SEVERITY WAS 0 — EXECUTION

CMPL 19968
EXEC 1920
TOTL 21888

STCP 0
/o
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EXAMPLE 8

INPUT PROGRAM

RrAL A(4u,4C),C(40)
READC>, 1 ) A,C

1 F CRM AT (4DI 2 )
DC ? 1=1,4C
DC 8 J = L » 4 C
I F (A ( I, J } . EU . C ( I •) ) A { I, J ) =C (I ) + A ( I , I )

2 CONTINUE
WR IT 6 (6, 1) A ,C
ST CP



-
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FLOW ANALYSIS

BLCCK SUCCESSORS
1 2,
2 3,
3 A ? 3 7

A 5 T

3 2 > 3 7 6 T

6 IS AN EXIT NODE

THE UNIQUE CLUSEC PATHS UF LENGTH LESS THAN CP. EQUAL TC L AP.E
FCR L= I

NCNE
FCR L= 2

3- 5-
3

2- 3- 3 —

2- 3- A-

3- A- 5-
FOR L= A

NCNE
FCR L= 5

NCNC
FCR L= 6

NCNE

THE OPTIHIZABLE STRONGLY-CONNECTED REGIONS ARE
3 - A- 5-
2- 3- A- 5-

THE IMHECIATE PREDECESSORS OF THE ABOVE REGIONS ARE
2
1
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CUTPUT PROGRAM

REAL A(40,AC), C(40)
C BLCCK i

RE AD(5 f 1 )A i C
1 F C R''i AT (4012)

C BLCCK 2
CO 21 = 1, A-j
TO03= C ( I ) ■

C 3L CCK 3
DC2J = I, 40

C BLCCK 4
IF (A ( I, J ) . EQ.TC.«3 JA( I, J )=A£ I , I J + TO 03

C BLCCK . 5.
2 CONTINUE

C BLCCK 6
WRITE(6,1)A,C
ST CP

THE IMPROVEMENTS (?) MADE IM THE PROGRAM AR:
i COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED
4 INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
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EXAMPLE 9

INPUT PROGRAM

rj = 1 C G

CO 1 1=2,N
IF (A{ 1 + 5).LT.S)GO TO 1
IF (A (K+N l.LT.DGO TU 1
0 G 2 J = I , N
A(J) = BG\',L ,R )-7
A(J+I)=BIN,ItR)-7
If (A (K+N ) . GT. J ) GO TO 3

2 S= (B(N,L,R )-7)**3
■ I S =7

1 CONTINUE
3 1= 1
4 J= 1
5 A( I, J) = (1**2+0**2)**1.5+(L+I)/(0**2+1**2}**1.5

0 = 0+1
1 r (0 .0S.5GCC ) GO TO 5
1=1+1
IF (I.LE.50COGO TO 4
STOP
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FLCL ANALYSIS

BLOCK SUCCESSORS
1 2,
r> 3 7 4,
3 10,
4 5, 6,
5 10,
6 7, 8 ,

7 11 7

8 6, 9,
9 1C,
10 2, U,
11 12,
12 13,
13 14 7 i 5 ,

14 13,
15 16, 17,
16 12,
17 IS AN EXIT NODE

THE UNIQUE CLOSES PATHS OF LENGTH LESS THAN OR EQUAL TC L ARc
FOR L= 1

NONE
FOR L= 2

6- 8-
13- 14-

FCR L= 3
2- 3- 10-

FOR L= 4
. 2- 4- 8- 1C-
12- 13- 15- 16-

FGR L= 5
NONE

FOR L= 6
2— 4— 6— 8— 5— 1C—
12- 13- 14- 15- 16-

FOR L= 7
2- 3- 4- 5- 10- '

FOR L= 8



2- 4- 5- 6- 6- 9- 10-
FOR L= 9

2- 3- 4- 6- 8- 9- 10-
FGR L= 10

2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 8- 9- 10-
FOR L = 11

NONE
FCR L= 12

NONE
FOR L = 13

NONE
FCR L = 14

NONE
FOR L= 15

NONE
FOR L = 16

NONE
FCR L= 17

NONE

THE OP TIM IZA3L E STRONGLY-CONNECTED REGIONS ARE
13- 14-
12- 13- 14- 15- 16-
2- 3- 4- 5- 6- 8- 9- 10-

THE IMMEDIATE PREDECESSORS OF THE ABOVE REGIONS ARE
12
11
1
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OUTPUT PROGRAM

C BLOCK i
N = 1 C G
TOOO =K+.\
T0C9=0IN,L tR )—7
T0C7=T009*M2

C BLOCK 2
DO 11 = 2tN

C BLOCK 3
IF(A(I+5).LT.9)GOTO 1

C BLOCK A
C BLOCK 5

If (A {TC08 ) .LT.DGOTOl,
C BLOCK 6

D0 2J = 1,N
A(J) = T009
A(J+1)=B(M,I,RJ-7

C BLOCK 7
IF (A CT008) .GT.J)GOTC3

C BLOCK 8
2 S = T0 0 7

C BLOCK 9
I S = 7

C BLOCK 10
1 CONTINUE

C BLOCK 11
3 1=1

C-BLOCK 12
A J= 1

TO 02= I»*2
T0C3=I+L

C BLOCK 13
5 T0C1= (T002+J**2)**1.5

A ( I,J)=70G1 +TCC3/TCOI
J = J + 1

C BLOCK 14
IF (J *LE. 50 CO } GOTO 5

C BLOCK 15
1= 1+1 "

C BLOCK IB
IF (I.LE.50 CO)GO TO 4

C BLOCK 17
STOP

THE IMPROVEMENTS!?) MADE IN THE PROGRAM AR
7 COMMON SUB-EXPRESSIONS ELIMINATED

19 INSTRUCTIONS MOVED
STOP 0

/£



5.2 Conclusions

In this thesis a variety of techniques that can be used in

the. compiling process in order to produce better quality code have

been described. All these methods are usually incorporated into an

optimizing compiler. They cannot always be used profitably outside

of the compiler. One reason is that all these techniques described

previously (even the machine dependent ones) are in some way or

another related to each other. For example the effectiveness of

transformations such as redundant subexpression elimination depends

very much on the register assignment algorithm used, since the

elimination of computations tends to separate the definition points

for a quantity from the points at which it is used. Therefore, if

the register assignment algorithm is not carefully designed, the

contents of the registers may have to be stored before their last

use and fetched again later. But (with, certain machine architectures)

the cost of storing and loading the eliminated quantity may be greater

than the saving obtained from not recomputing it. Consequently,

the output from the developed experimental optimizer should be compiled

by a compiler with a fairly sophisticated register assignment algorithm.

But, to the best of my knowledge, compilers of this level, perform the

optimizations we do by themselves. However, in locations where good

optimizing compilers are not available, this program could generally

save a reasonable amount of time even if it is used with a low level

FORTRAN compiler.

It should be evident from the above remarks that a compiler that

aims at producing quality object code must pay careful attention to

the design of Its phases, taking into account the dependencies between

these phases, as well as the peculiarities of the object machine.

There is obviously a considerable benefit in terms of time and space

to be gained by the implementation of the optimizing transformations



discussed in this thesis. But, it is also quite clear, that the application

of these transformations on a program do not always produce a

completely optimum program. What is needed, therefore, is the

development of new methods performing more extensive optimization.

An equally efficient and much more realistic alternative solution is

to feed some information about program execution hack to the user,

so that he may do his own optimization in the few places where it

really matters. Such- optimization may involve redesign of the user's

algorithm. This information may he given in terms of a run time

histogram depicting the frequency or the cost of each statement executed.

A program developed for this purpose is given at the end of this thesis

with an example of a program as run through it.



CCO1 0002 OCO3 0004 CCG5 0006 0007 CC08 0C09 0010 CC11 0012 0013 C014 C015 0016 0017 CC18 CO19 0020 CC21 CC22 0023 0024 CC25 0C26 0027 C028 0029 0030 0031 0032 0033 0034

NODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECCG1 INTEGERSINPUT!72),D0(10),IDC/O/,STNUM(5)/5*«•/,CCUNT/O/, 1STMAP(400),IDNUM/O/,SC(7,2)/«E«,•£•,•!•,*I*,"C*,*0*,*R»,*X*, 2*M•,•N*,•M«,'P•,'L'/,BLANK/•'/,APT/•••«/,CM/•,•/,ZERO/'0•/,LPR/'(»/,RPR/' 6*/,RPR/')'/,ISN/'='/>DE/'D'/,LA/'L'/,NINE/*9«/,GI/•G'/ INTEGER»2IPASS/O/,FMT(6)/•F•,•0•,'R',•M•,•A',•T«/,CL/'U'/,TAF/•T• 1/,GT(9)/'G'.'OS'T'.'CS'Q','9','9','9',^'/jBI/'S'/ L0GICAL*1FLAG/.FALSE./,MN/.FALSE./,EL/.FALSE./
200FORMAT!6X,•INTEGER*2C0NT(400),COUNT,STNAP(400),STAR/••*•'/ 1•13X/6X'REALSWTCH'57X/6X'COMMON/A1/CONT,COUNT,STMAP•4CX)

2READ(5,1,END=80)INPUT 1FORMAT!72A1) IF!INPUT(1).NE.SC!5,1))G0TO61 I*R1TE(6,60)INPUT GOTO2
61IF!INPUT!6).EQ.BLANK)IDNUM=IDNUM+1 WRITE(6,60)INPUT,ICNUM

tCFORMAT(•',72Al,2X,I5) IF!INPUT!6).EQ.BLANK)G0TO2C1 GOTO16
2C1DO2101=1,6 IF!INPUT!1+6).NE.FMT!I))G0TO211

210CONTINUE GOTO16
211DO62I=1,5 IF!INPUT!I).EQ.BLANK)G0TO62 FLAG=.TRUE. SINLM!I)=1NPUT!I) INPUT!I)=BLANK

62CONTINUE IF(.NOT.FLAG)GOTO67 FLAG=.FALSE. COUNT=COUNT+1 kRITE(3,641STNUN,COUNT,COUNT
64FORMAT!5A1,1X,•CONT(•,I4,•)=C0NT(•,14,*)+1•43X) IF!IDO.NE.O)G0TO205 DC206K=1,5

2C6STNUM!K)=BLANK 205N=0
DO651=1,5



0035 0036 CC37 0038 0039 0040 0041 0042 0043 C044 0045 0046 C047 0048 0049 0050 CC51 0052 0053 C054 C055 0056 CC57 0058 0059 0060 0061 0062 0063 0064 0065

NODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECCC2 IF(STNUM(I).EQ.BLANK)GOTO65 N=N»10+(STMUM(IJ-ZERO)/256 STNUM{I)=BLANK
65CONTINUE IF(DO(ICO).NE.N)GOTO67 STMAP(ICNUM)=COUNT N1=N+4CCC0 WRITE(3,66)N1,(INPUT!I),1=7,72)

66FORMAT(15,IX,66A1) ID0=IDC-1 GOTO40
67STMAP!IDNUM)=COUNT 18=7 DO681=7,72 IF(FLAG)GOTO69 IF(INPUT(I).EQ.BLANK)G0TO68

69IF(INPUT(I).EC.APT)FLAG=.NOT.FLAG IF(I.EQ.IB)GOTO70 INPUT(IB)=INPUT(I) INPUT(I)=BLANK
70IB=IB+I 68CONTINUE FLAG=.FALSE.

1=6 ISW=0
31=1+1 C*****FINISHEC? IF(I.EQ.73)GOTO15 THETESTBELLOWISPOSITIVEWEFAILLEDTORECOGNIZEAZEROLEVEL

C****#EQUALSIGNORCOMMA. IF(INPUT!I).EQ.BLANKJGGTO15 C*****HAVEWEALEFTPARENTHESIS? IF(INPUT(I).NE.LPR)GOTO4
C*****LET'STRYTOGETCUTOFIT. IS=31 GOTO5

C*****HAVEWEANAPOSTROPHE? 4IF!INPUT!I).NE.APT)GOTO10 IS=-30



CC68 0069 0070 CC71 0072 0073 CC74 0C75 0076 CO77 0078 0079 CC8C 0081 0082 0083 0084 C085 CC86 0087 C088 0089 0090 0091 0092 0093 0094 CC95 0096 0097 C098 0099 0100 C101 0102 0103 0104

NODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECC03 51=1+1 DO61=1,72 IF(INPUT(I).NE.APT)GOTO7
IS=-1s GOTO9

7IF(IS.LT.0)GOTO6 IF(INPUT{I).NE.LPR)GOTO8 IS=IS+1 GOTO6
8IF(INPUT(I).NE.RPR)GCTO6 IS=IS-1

9IF(IS.EQ.30)G0TO3 6CONTINUE 10IF(ISW.EQ.1)G0TO11 C*****WEAREOUT.ISITANEQUALSIGN? IF(INPUT(I).NE.ISN)G0TO3
ISW=1 GOTO3 itACOMMA?

11IF(INPUT(I).NE.CM)GCTO3 N=0 DC72J=9,13 IF(INPUT(J).GT.O)GOTO73 IFIINPUT!J).LT.ZEROGCTO73
72N=N*10+(INPUT(J)-ZERO)/256 J=14

73N1=N+4GCC0 IF(IPASS.EQ.1)GOTO203 WRITE(3,200)
IPASS=1 IF(MN)GOTO132 WRITE(3,131)

131FORMAT('DC999051=1,400•50X/•99905CONT(I)=0•57X) 132C0UNT=C0UNT+1 WRITE(3,64JSTNUM,COUNT,COUNT
203WRITE(3,74)(INPUT(K),K=1,8),N1»(INPUT(L),L=J,72) 74FORMAT*8A1,15,70A1) IF(IDO.EQ.O)G0TO22 IF(DC(IOC).EQ.N)GCTO40



0105 C106 C107 0108 C109 C110 0111 0112 C113 OilA 0115 C116 0117 0118 0119 C120 C121 C122 0123 0124 0125 0126 0127 0128 C129 0130 0131 C132 0133 0134 0135 0136 0137 0138 C139 0140 0141 014?

MODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECCC4 22ID0=ICO+1 DC(ICC)=N
4CCOONT=COUNT+1 WRITE(3,64)STNUM,COUNT,COUNT GCTO2

15IF(ISW.EG.0)G0TO19 IF(IPASS.EQ.1)GOTO16 WRITE(3,200) IF(MN)GCTO138 WRITE!3,131)
138IPASS=1 COUNT=CCUNT+1 WRITE(3,64)STNUM,COUNT,COUNT STMAP(ICNUM)=COUNT

16WRITE!3,1)INPUT GCTO2
19IF(IPASS.NE.0)GOTO24 C=«****SPECIFICATIONTEST. IF(INPUT(7).NE.BI)GCTO135 BL=.TRUE. GOTO16

135IF(INPUT(7).EQ.DE)GOTO101 IF(INPUT(7).ME.LAJGGTO100
101STMAP(IDNUM)=C GOTO16

ICCIF(INPUT(8).EC.CU)GCTO101 110J=2
DC201=1,7 IF(I.GT.2*J)J=J+1 IF(INPUT!7).NE.SC(I,1))GCTO20 IF!INPUT!6+J).EQ.SC(I,2))G0TO1C1

20CONTINUE IPASS=1 WRITE!3,200) IF(MN)GCTO133 WRITE(3,131)
133COUNT=COUNT+I WRITE!3,64)STNUM,COUNT,COUNT STMAP!IDNUM)=COUNT



0143 C144 0145 0146 0147 C148 0149 0150 C151 0152 0153 CI54 0155 0156 0157 0158 0159 0160 C161 0162 0163 C164 0165 0166 0167 C168 0169 0170 0171 0172 0173 0174

MODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGE0005 241=7
IF(INPUT{1).NE.SC(3,1))GOTO104 DO261=1,72 IF(INPUT(I).NE.RPR)G0TO26 K=INPUT(I+1) IF(K.LT.ZERC)GCTC27 IF(K.LE.NINE)GOTO16

26CONTINUE 271=1+1 IF(INPUT!1+2).NE.TAF1GCTC104
105WRITE!3,1)INPUT GOTO40

1C4IF{INPUTfI+1).NE.TAF1GCTC107 1=I-1 L=63-1 WRITE(3,60)(INPUT(K),K=1,I),GT,(BLANK,K=1,L) IF(I.EQ.6)GOTO2 GCTC40
107IF(INPUT(I+1).NE.SC(4,2))GOTO16 IPASS=0 IF(.NCT.BL)GOTO136 BL=.FALSE. GOTO16

136IF{MN)GOTO101 MN=.TRUE. STMAP!IDNUM)=0 WRITE(3,86)
86FORMAT('99999READ(4,99904)CDUNT,IDNUM,STMAP•36X/•99904FCRMAT(14, 114/20(14))'46X) WRITE(3,137)

137FORMAT!6X'WRITE(6,99907)•52X/»99907FORMAT(••1ST.NUM.'«,••FRQCY,,), 1)'39X) WRITE(3,108)
108FORMAT!'MAX=0'61X/6X'DO99900I=1,COUNT•48X/6X•IF(CONT(I).GT. 1.MAX)MAX=CONT(I)•37X/•999C0CONTINLE•58X/6X•SWTCH=1CC./MAX«52X/6X'CC 2DC99901I=1,IDNUM'48X/6X»IF(STMAPII).NE.0)G0TO99903•38X/6X'L=C•63X/6X•W 363X/'99906WRITF(6,99902)I,L*49X/6X'GCTC99901*55X/«99903L=C0NT(STMAP 3STMAP!I))•50X/6X•IF!L.EQ.OGOTOSS9C6'45X 4/6X'L1=L*SWTCF'56X/6X'WRITE!6,99902)I,L,!STAR,K=1,L1)»35X/'99



FORTRANIV
MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGECOCfc

0175 0176 0177 0178 0179

5/'99901CONTINUE•58X/,599C2FORMAT(1X,I5,2X,I5,2X,1C0A1)•38X/6X1STOP*62X) 60P'62X) GOTO16
80WRITE(4185)COUNTtIDNUM,STMAP 85FORMAT(14,14/20(14)) STOP END



FORTRANIV
NODEL44PS

VERSION

TOTALMEMORYREQUIREMENTSC01724BYTES COMPILERHIGHESTSEVERITYCOCEWAS0 //EXECCLOADER

73247PAGECCC7 11.4<3.IS



73/247

TRANSFERADDR.

HICORE

ESDTYPELABEL
LGACECREL-FACTOR

00C4B8

OOCECB

CSECT *ENTRY

MAIN44& MAIN44

CCC4B8 C0C4B8

C0C4B8

LOADERHIGHESTSEVERITYWASC--EXECUTION

LOADTIME0MIN1SE

IMPLICITINTEGER!A-Z)1 DIMENSIONA1(8),B1(8),M(8),N(8).BOARD(I2.12),U(8),V(8),ARR(8)2 PROGRAMTOSIMULATEAKNIGHTSTOUROFACHESSBOARD BOARDISA12BY12ARRAY,WITHTHECHESSBOARDASAN8BY8ARRAYOFZE WITHINTHIS.ONCEASQUAREHASBEENVISITEDITISGIVENANCN-ZERCVA INARRAY.BORDERSQUARES(CFFTHEBOARD)ARESETORIGINALLYTOMINUSON JUMPSTOTHESEAREFORBIDDEN SQUAREVISITEDISGIVENANUMBERWHICHSIGNIFIESONWHICHMOVEITWA VISITED,GTHUSHASAMAXIMUMVALUEOF64IFALLSQUARESAREVISITED WHENNOPERMISSABLEMOVESPROGRAMENCS G=1
READINSTARTINGVALUEI,J READ(5,10)I,J,BOARD4

1CFORMAT(213/(1213))5 15BOARD(I»J)=G6 CALLPCSPOS(M,N,I,J)7 CALLPERPCS(M,N,A1,Bl,ECARC)8 IF(A1(1).EC.C)GOTO209 CALLNOALT(U»V»A1,81,ARR,BOARD)LO CALLCHCCSE(A1,B1,ARR,I,J)11
G=G+112 CYCLEREPEATSWITHNEWVALUESOFI,J GOTO1513

20WRITE(6,25)80ARD14 25FORMAT(12X,1217//)15 STOP16 ENC17 SUBROUTINECHOOSE(A1,B1,ARR,I,J)18 IMPLICITINTEGER(A-Z)15 DIMENSIONA1(8),B1(8),ARR(8),MRAND(1)20



cinaTcendingcrcer. wc

do20s=l,8 do10t=1,8 if(arr(t).lt.arris))gctg10
CU cswopvaluesinarraysothatsmallerprecedesthelarger

c

c=arrit) arrit)=arr(s) arris)=c
c calsoswopcorrespond!ngvaluesina1ancbl. c d=a1it) a1it)=a1is)

a11s)=d e=blit) blit)=b1is)
b1is)=e

1ccontinue 20continue k=1

c cthefirstvalueofarrisnowtheminimumvalue.kdenotesthemoven ceventuallychoseniemovechosenisaiik),biik).ifmorethanoneegu
cminimumvaluearandomchoiceismade. c do30p=21e e=p-i if(arrip).gt.arr(q))gctcao callrandoi4873,397,mrand,102,7375,1,2)

c cbinaryrandomchoicemadeiedependingonwhetherrandomnumberis0 Zzeroaparticularmoveischcsen.thisisrepeatedtillminimaareex c

if(mrandi1).eq.0)goto30 k=p

30continue ao1=a1ik) j=b1ik)
r

Is

cthemoveismadetosquarei,j

21 22 23 2a 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3a 35 36 37 38 39 ao a1 a2 a3 aa

return end subroutinerandoia.n,mrand.0.m.o.k)

a5 a6 a7



:SUBROUTINETCGENERATEASERIESOFQRANDOMNUMBERSBETWEEN0ANDK. STHEPERIODOFTHESERIESSHOULDBEOFTHECRDERCFM. CREFERENCE:SEMINUMERICALALGORITHMS,BYKNUTHPUB.ADD/WES,PAGE9 C

INTEGERA,C,M,N,Q DIMENSIONMRAND(Q) DO101=1,C NN=A*N+C N=MOD(NN,M)
L#

CN=RANDOMNUMBERPRODUCEDBYKNUTH'SMETHOD-TOENSUREALARGE
SPERIODTHISNUMBERISFAIRLYLARGE.FCRASMALLERNUMBER,CONSIDER :THEREMAINDEROFN/MAXRANDWHEREMAXRANDISTHELARGESTVALUECF CRANCOMNUMBERREQUIRED 1CMRAND(I)=MCO(N,K) RETURN END SUBROUTINENCALT(U,V,Ai,BI,ARR,BOARD) IMPLICITINTEGER(A-Z) DIMENSIONU(8),V(8)»Ai(8),61(8),ARR(8),PER(8,8),QER(8,8),A2(8),

1B2(8),BOARD(12,12) DC201=1,8 F=A1(I) G=B1(I) IF(F.EQ.O)GCTC70 CALLPOSPOStU,VtF,G) DO20A=1,8 PER(I,A)=U(A)
2CQER(I,A)=V(A) 70Q=I DC80J=Q,8 DC80K=1,8 PER(J,K)=0

80QER(J,K)=0
C SNCWCALCULATEDNCCFPOSSIBLEPOSITICNSFCRONEOFTHEPERMISSABLEMO SVALUESSTOREDIN2-DARRAY r L

DC50B=1,8 DO30C=1,£ U(C)=PER(B,C)
30V(C)=QER(B,C) IF(U(1).EQ.O)GOTO55

C CPOSITIONSMOVEDBACKINTO1-D4RRAY

48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76



ohll rcisruci u»v» ac»dc»BUAKUI Z=0

11 78

ZISACOUNTER.CCUNTNCCFPERMISSABLEMCVESFOREACHORIGINALPERMI MOVE.STOREINARRAYARR(8).FORORIGINALMOVESNOTPERMITTED MAKEVALUECFAPR=9 DO40D=1,£79 IF(A2(C).EG.0)GOTO5C80
40Z=Z+181 50ARR(B)=Z82 RETURN83

55DC601=B,884 60ARR(I)=985 RETURN86 END37 SUBROUTINEPERPOS(M,N»AI,BI,BOARD)88 SUBROUTINETCCALCULATETHEPERMISSIBLEMOVESFORAKNIGHTKNOWING THEPOSSIBLEMOVES.INTHISPROGRAMIFASQUAREHASALREADYBEEN VISITEDITISNCLONGERPERMISSABLE.KNIGHTMAYNOTJUMPOFFBOARD. ALLBORDERSCLARESANDVISITEDSGUARESARENON-ZEROTHUSNOTPERMISS IMPLICITINTEGER(A-Z)89 DIMENSIONN(8),N(8),A1(8),01(8),BOARD!12,12)90 Y=C91 Z=092 DC101=1,893 K=M(I)94
L=N(I)95 IF(BOARD(K,L).NE.O)GOTOLO96 Z=Z+197 A1(Z)=K98 BL(Z)=L99

LOCONTINUE100 IF(Z.EQ.8)GOTO30101 G=Z+1102 PERMISSARLEMCVESSTOREDIN2ARRAYS.A1HOLDSX-C00RDS,B1HOLDSY-CO IFLESSTHAN8PERMISSABLEMOVESSURPLUSVALUESINA1ANCE1ARESET CO20H=G,8103
FORNON-PERMISSABLEMCVESARRAYVALUESETTCZERO A1(H)=0104

2CB1(H)=0105



3C RETURN106 ENC107 SUBROUTINEPCSPCS(M,N,I,J)1C8 SUBROUTINETOCALCULATETHEPOSSIBLEMOVESCFAKNIGHTCNACHESSBCA IT'SPOSITIONONTHEBOARDISREPRESENTEDBY2COORDINATES.
I=X-COORD»J=Y-CCCRD.PCSITICNSCALCULATECBYINCREASING/CECREASING I/JBY2/1 DIPENSIONP(8),N(8)1C9 POSSIBLEMOVESSTOREDIN2ARRAYS.PHOLDSX-CCCRCS,NHCLCSY-CCCRDS M(1)=1+2

11C

N(1)=J+1

111

P!(2)=I+2

112

N(2)=J—1

113

P!(3)=1-2

114

N(3)=J+1

115

M(4)=1-2

116

N(4)=J~1

117

M(5)=I+1

118

N(5)=J+2

119

M(6)=1+1

12C

N(6)=J-2

121

M(7)=I-I

122

N(7)=J+2

123

M{8)=1-1

124

N(8)=J-2

125

RETURN

126

END

127

STOPC
/&11.50.00 COMPUTINGLABORATORYtUNIVERSITYCFST.ANDREVS.******<************

*JOBSTARTTIME=11.49.03*44MFTENDOFJOBACCOUNTINGINF0RP1ATI0N*JOBENDTIPE=11 4#$Ji!4#*$5js:jc$:{c£$=}:£#$$$$$$$$$$$%*4$*$$$$s{c$#j{<**$*££$jjcfr4 *||TIMEDISTRIBUTIONICARDSIIIIMAXIPUP
*JOB|DATEIIILINESIPAGES1I/OI *NAME|tCPUIWAIT|OVERHEADIELAPSEDIINIOUT||||USEDIAVA * *NAP247/7300.00.1400.00.0000.00.09CC.C0.5E422C43613183837K1 #?}:Ssic##3{:^=jc3^###2;s>ics}:#sjc#####:(:%#**i)6#*$#$*$£#̂ THISJOBWASRUNINTHEBACKGROUNDPARTITIONATACOSTCF£00.36,APPROXIMATELY.

*THISLINEPRINTEDAT11.50.55;



*THISLINEPRIMEDAT11.51.14 //NAPJOB,T5NICHOLAS IAOOI04/09/73 //SVSC04ACCESSfLNI»1316=*SA45V1 //SYSIPTACCESSKAULA //EXECFORTRAN
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1L.50.02 11.50.02 11,50.02 11.50.02 11.50.03



FORTRANIV
MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGECCC1

CCOIIMPLICITINTEGER(A-Z) 0002DINIENSIONAII8)»B1(8),M(8),N(8),B0ARD(12,12),L(8),V(8),ARR(8) 0CO3INTEGER*2C0NTI400),COUNT,STMAP(4CC),STAR/•*•/ CC04REALSWTCFI 0005COMMON/A1/CONT,COUNT,STMAP C006DC999051=1,400 CCC799905CONT(I)=C 0008CONT(1)=CONT(1)+1 0009G=1 CC10READ(5,10)I,J,BOARD C01110FORMAT(213/(1213)) 001215CONT(2)=CONT(2)+l CC13B0ARO(I,J)=G CC14CALLPOSPOStM,N,I,J) 0015CALLPERPOS(M,N»A1,B1,BOARD) 0016IF(Ald).EQ.O)GOT020 CC17CONK3)=CONT(3)+1 0018CALLNOALKU,V,A1,B1,ARR,BOARD) 0019CALLCHCCSE(Al,Bl,ARR,I,J) CC2CG=G+1 0021GOTO15 002220CONT(4)=C0NT(4)+l CC23WRITE(6,25)BOARD 002425FORMAT!12X,1217//) 0025G0T099999 CC2699999READ(4,99904)CCUNT,IDNUM,STMAP 0C2795904FORMAT(I4,I4/20(14)) 0028WRITE(6,99907) 002999907FORMATI'1ST.NUM.«f*FRQCY') CC30MAX=C 0031DO9990C1=1,COUNT 0032IF(CONT(I).GT.MAX)MAX=CCNT(I) CC3399900CONTINUE 0034SWTCH=1CC./MAX 0035DO999011=1,IDNUM CC36IF(STMAP(I).NE.O)GOTO99903 0037L=0 003899906WRITE(6,99902)I,L CC39GOTO99901



FORTRANIVMODEL44PSi
VERSION3,LEVEL

004099903L=CONT(STMAP(I)) C041IF(L.EQ.OIGCTO99906 0042L1=L*StoTCH 0043WRITE(6,99902)I,L,(STAR,K=1»L1) C04499901CONTINUE 0045955C2FORMAT(1X,I5,2X,I5,2X,100A1) 0046STOP 0047END

DATE73247PAGE0002



FORTRANIVMODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECC03 TOTALMEMORYREQUIREMENTS0008C8BYTES



0001 CC02 0003 0004 0005 0C06 0007 0008 CC09 0010 0011 CC12 CC13 0014 0015 CC16 CO17 0018 CC19 0020 002L 0022 CC23 0024 0025 CC26 0027 0028 0029 0030 0031 0032 0033 0034 0035 C036 0037 0038 0039

MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGE0001

SUBROUTINECHOOSE(A1,B1,ARR,I,J) IMPLICITINTEGER(A-Z) DIMENSI0NA1(8),B1(8),ARR(8)»MRAND11) INTEGER*2C0NTI400),COUNT,STMAP(ACC),STAR/•*•/ REALSWTCH COMMON/A1/CONT,COUNT,STMAP CONTI5)=CONTI5)+l DC40020S=L,8 CONT(6)=C0NT(6)+l DO40010T=1»8 CONT(7)=C0NT(7)+1 lEIARRIT).LT.ARR(S))GCTC10 CONTI8)=CONT(8)+1 C=ARRIT) ARR(T)=ARRIS) ARRIS)=C D=A11T) A1IT)=AIIS) A1(S)=C E=B1IT) BUT)=B11S) B1IS)=E
10CONTI9)=CONTI9)+l

40010CONTINUE CONTI10)=CONTI10)+1
20CONTI11)=C0NTI111+1

4C020CONTINUE CONTI12)=C0NTI12)+1 K=1 D040030P=2,8 CONTI13)=CONTI13)+1 G=P-1 IF(ARRIP).GT.ARRIG))GCTC40 CONTI14)=CONTI14)+1 CALLRANCC14873,397,MRAND,102,7375,1,2) IFIMRAND(1).EC.O)G0TC30 CONTI15)=CONTI15)+1 K=P

30CONTI16)=C0NTI16)+1



FORTRANIV
MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4

004040030CONTINUE CC41CONT(17)=C0NT{17)+1 C0424CCONT(18)=C0NT(18)+1 00431=A1(K) 0044J=ei(K) 0045RETURN 0046END

DATE73247PAGE0002



FORTRANIVNODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECCC3 TOTALMEMORYREQUIREMENTSCC0478BYTES



FORTRANIV
FCDEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGECCC1

OOQlSUBROUTINERANDO(A,N,MRAND»C,M»G»K) 0002INTEGERA,C,M,N,Q CC03D1NENSICNFRAND(C) 0004INTEGER*2C0NT(400),COUNT,STRAP(400),STAR// 0005REALSWTCH 0006CCFMON/Al/CONT,COUNT,STMAP CC07CONK19)=C0NT(19)+1 000800400101=1,Q 0009CONTI20)=CONT(201+1 CC10NN=A*N+C 0011N=MODINN,M) 001210CONT(21)=CONT(211+1 001340010MRANDlI)=MOC(N,K1 0014CONT(221=C0NT(221+1 0015RETURN 0016END



FORTRANIVMODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGECCC2 TOTALMEMORYREQUIREMENTS0002F4BYTES



0001 0002 CCG3 0004 CC05 0CQ6 0007 CCOO 0C09 0010 0011 CO12 0013 0014 CC15 0016 0017 0018 CC19 0020 0021 CC22 0023 0024 0025 0026 0027 0028 CC29 0030 0031 CC32 0033 0034 CC35 CC36 0037 0038

MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGECCC1

SUBKUUTINENOALT(U,V,A1,81,ARR,BOARD) IMPLICITINTEGERIA-Z) DIMENSICNU(8),V(8),A1(8),B1(8),ARR(8),PER(8,8),QER(8,8),A2(8),
IB2(8),BOARD(12,12) INTEGERSCONT(400),COUNT,STMAP(4CC),STAR/•*•/ REALSWTCH COMMON/A1/CONT,COUNT,STMAP CONT(23)=C0NT(23)+1 D0400201=1,8 CONK24)=C0NT(24)+1 F=AllI) G=B1(I) IF(F.EQ.OGCT070 CONT(25)=CONT(251+1 CALLPCSPCS(U,V,F,G) D040020A=1,8 CONK26)=CONT(26)+1 PER(I,A)=U(A)

20CONT(27)=CONT(27)+1
4CC2CQER(I,A)=V(A) CONT(28)=CONT{28)+l

70CONT(29)=CONT(29)+l Q=I D04C08GJ=Q,8 CONT(30)=C0NT(30)+l CC40080K=1»8 CONT(31)=C0NT(31J+1 PER(J,K)=0
80CONT(32)=CONT(32)+1

4C080QER(J,K)=0 CONT(33)=CONT(33)+l DC40050B=1,8
C0NT(34)=C0NT(34)+l D04C030C=1,8 CONT(35)=CONT(35)+l U(C)=PEK(B,C)

30CONT(36)=CONT(36)+1
40030V(C)=QER(B»C) CONT(37)=CONT(37)+l



FORTRANIV
MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4

0039IF(U(1).EQ.O1G0T055 0040CONT(38)=C0NT(381+1 CC41CALLPERPCS(L,V,A2,E2,eCARC) 0042Z=0 0043DC40040C=1»8 C044CONT(39)=C0NT(391+1 0045IF(A2(D).EQ.01GCTC5C 0046CONTI40)=CONT(401+1 C04740CONTI41)=C0NT(411+1 00484CC4CZ=Z+1 0049CONTI42)=CONT(421+1 005050CONTI43)=C0NT(431+1 00514CC5CARRIB1=Z 0052CONTI44)=C0NT(441+1 0053RETURN CC5455CONTI45)=C0NT(451+1 0055D0400601=B»8 0056CONTI461=CONTI461+1 CC5760CONTI47)=C0NT(471+1 00584CC6CARRII1=9 0059CONTI48)=C0NTI481+1 0060RETURN 0061END

DATE73247PAGE0002



FORTRANIVMODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVELADATE73247PAGE0003 TOTALMEMORYREGLIREMENTS000898BYTES



CC01 CC02 0003 0004 COO5 0006 0007 CC08 0C09 00LO C011 CC12 0C13 0014 0015 CC16 0017 0018 C019 CC20 0021 CC22 0C23 0024 0025 0C26 0027 0028 CC29 0030 0031 CC32 C033

MODEL44PS

VERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGE0001

SUEROUTINEPERPCS<N,N,Al,Bl,BOARD) IMPLICITINTEGER(A-Z) DIMENSIONM(8),N<8),A1(8),B1(8),BOARD(12,12) INTEGERSCONT(400),COUNT,STMAP{AGO),STAR/•*•/ REALShTCH COMMON/Al/CONT,COUNT,STMAP CONT(49)=CONT(49)+l Y=0
1=0 DO400101=1,8 CONT(50)=CONT(50)+l K=M(I) L=N(I) IF(B0ARD(K,L).NE«0)G0T01C CONT(51)=CONT(511+1 1=1+1 A1(Z)=K B1(Z)=L

10CONT(52)=C0NT(52)+1
40010CONTINUE CONT(53)=CONT(53)+l IF(Z.EQ.8)GCT030 CONT(54)=CONT(54)+l G=Z+1 DC40020H=G,8 CONTI55)=CONT(55)+l A1(H)=0

20CONT(56)=CONT(56)+l
4CC20B1{H)=C CONT(57)=CONT(57)+I

30CONT(58)=CONT(58)+1 RETURN END



FORTRANIVMODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247PAGE0002 TOTALMEMORYREGLIREMENTS000398BYTES



FORTRANIV
MODEL44PSVERSION3,LEVEL4DATE73247

PAGEOOOl

CC01SUBRCUTINEPCSPCS(M,N,I,J) 0002DIMENS1ONM{8),N(8) 0003INTEGER*2C0NTI400),COUNT,STMAPI4C0),STAR/'*»/ 0004REALSVvTCF OCO5COMMON/Al/CONT,COUNT,STMAP 0006CONK59)=CQNT(59)+l 0007M(1)=I+2 €008N(1!=J+1 CC09M(2)=I+2 0010N(2)=J-1 CC11M(3)=1-2 0012N<3)=J+1 0013M(4)=I-2 0014N(4)=J-l CO15M{5}=1+1 0016N(5)=J+2 0017M(6)=1+1 C018N(6)=J-2 0019M(7)=I-1 0020N(7)=J+2 CC21M(8)=1-1 0022N(8)=J-2 0023RETURN 0024END



FORTRANIVMODEL44PSVERSION TOTALMEMORYREQUIREMENTS000298BYTES SOMPILERHIGHESTSEVERITYCGCEWAS0 !/RESETSYSIPT UEXECCL0ACER

DATE73247PAGECC02 11.50.54 11.50.54
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TRANSFERADCR.

FICCRE

COMMON

00C4B8

CCE9FF

OACERHIGHESTSEVERITYWAS0—EXECUTION
-1-1

-1

-I-I-1-I 4I

20

38

4219

21403744 4522

61

23364956
-1 -1 43 62 31 50

-1 -1 18 60

ESCTYPELABEL CCRMCN CSECT *ENTRY CSECT ENTRY
CSECT ENTRY CSECT ENTRY CSECT ENTRY CSECT ENTRY

-1

-1

-1 63

10

11

64

16

A1 MAIN44* MAIN44 CHOOSE* CHCCSE RANDO* RANDO NCALT* NCALT PERPOS* PERPOS PCSFCS* POSPOS -1

-1

-1 -1

17

-1 -1

29

-1

LOADEDREL-FACTCR 00E3B8 00C4E8 CCC4B8 00CD80 Q0CC80 CCDIF8 CODIF8 00C4F0 C0D4F0 CCDD88 00CD88 OOE120 CCE120
-1

C00642 00C4B8 CCCD80 C0C1F8 00C4F0 CODD88 00E120

LOADTIMECMIN3SE
5932

51

12
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FRQCY
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C
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0 0 0 1
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